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ANALYTICAL COMPARISON

OF THE

SANSKRIT, GREEK, LATIN, AND TEUTONIC LANGUAGES,

SHEWING THE ORIGINAL IDENTITY OF THEIR GRAMMATICAL

STRUCTURE. BY F. BOPP.

It is now very generally admitted, that there exists

a similarity between the Sanskrit and several of the lan-

guages, which by conquest or other causes, have obtained

the most extensive adoption over boih ancient and m odern

Europe. No person however, not practically acquainted

with the language of the Brahmans, could be aware that

there exists a coincidence so exact and so universal through-

out all portions of grammar as is really the case. Many
resemblances are evident at first sight, others are discover-

ed by more careful investigation, and the more closely we
analyse the recondite structure of the kindred tongues,

the more we are surprised to find them constantly devel-

oped by the same principle.

A careful inquiry into the analogy of the Sanskrit with

the above mentioned European languages must, on many
accounts, be considered as truly valuable. It shews the

higher or lower degree of affinity by which nations, who
in the remotest antiquity wandered from the land of their

ancestors into Europe, are connected with the present in-

habitants of India. It shews, secondly, that those refine-

ments of grammatical construction by which the Sanskrit

is so advantageously distinguished from all the spoken
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dialects of the Indian world, already existed in that remote

antiquity, when colonies, leaving their Asiatic seats trans-

planted into Europe their native tongue ; because by the

same refined grammar which distinguishes the Sanskrit

from the Bengali, Tamul, Hindustani, and the Mahratta

languages, &c.,itis connected with the Greek, Latin, and

the ancient Teutonic dialects, among the latter, particular-

ly with the Gothic. Hence we may conclude that the

beauties of the Sanskrit language are not the work of the

learned or the priesthood, as some might be inclined to

suppose
;

but that they really were in daily use in the

mouth of the people, and were so strongly impressed upon

their minds, that they did not forget them in their trans-

migration beyond distant mountains and seas. We might

further conclude, that a nation, possessing a language so

polished in so early a period, where we are altogether

abandoned by the light of histoiy, must be able to boast

of a very ancient literature, and it is credible that those

who remained in their native country, or more in its vi-

cinity ;'(for it is probable that what uTe call Sanskrit was

spoken also in its primeval form by the ancient Persians and

Medes ;) would think upon means to preserve in their pu-

rity the tenets of their religious and civil institutions ; that

they might deliver to their successors the venerated tra-

ditions of their ancestors, they would probably invent

means, of writing them down before their brethren who
wandered abroad, could recover sufficient leisure for that

purpose. Therefore, what the Brahmans tell us, concern-

ing the antiquity of their Vedas, and other religious writ-

ings stands upon a more solid ground than they perhaps

themselves are aware, and before the contrary has been

more effectually proved than has yet been done, we may
with due precaution and necessary restrictions, listen to

the reports of the Hindus, who are certainly not merely

guided by vanity when they so unanimously speak of the

high antiquity of part of their literature.
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Another and not less important reason, which makes a

critical comparison of the Sanskrit with its European sis-

ters, worthy to be undertaken, is the light thrown thereby

upon each of the languages con pared, and the clearer view

we thence obtain of the most ancient forms of each respec-

tively, and probably some conception of the original and

primitive signification of a great part of the grammatical

inflexions common to all. It is chiefly by comparison that

we determine as far as our sensible and intellectual facul-

ties reach, the nature of things. Frederick Schlegel justly

expects, that comparative grammar will give us quite new
explications of the genealogy of languages, in a similar

way as comparative anatomy has thrown light on natural

philosophy.

I do not believe that the Greek, Latin, and other Euro-

pean languages are to be considered as derived from the

Sanskrit in the state in which we find it in Indian books
;

I feel rather inclined to consider them altogether as subse-

quent variations of one original tongue, which, however,

the Sanskrit has preserved more perfect than its kindred

dialects. But whilst therefore the language of the Brah-

mans more frequently enables us to conjecture the primi-

tive form of the Greek and Latin languages than what we
discover in the oldest authors and monuments, the latter

on their side also may not unfrequently elucidate the San-

skrit grammar. That is to say, whilst the Sanskrit has

preserved many grammatical forms, which can be supposed

to have formerly existed in Greek, Latin, Gothic, &c., there

are instances where the reverse is the case, where gramma-

tical forms, lost in the Sanskrit, have been preserved in

Greek or Latin. To explain this fact it will be necessary

to offer a few remarks, which shall be more fully investi-

gated in their proper place. The first person of the San-

skrit verb is generally indicated by an m
,

this m in the

present tense is followed by an i, b^avarni, signifies I am,

the second and third persons are b^vasi, thou art, b (avuti,
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he is, plur. b‘avanti, they are. From these persons the

middle form* is derived by the slight change of the termi-

nating vowel i into e ; b'avati, b'avanti, b‘avasi, become

b'avate, b'avante, b larose ; corresponding with the Greek

SiSorai, SiSovtcu, SiSoffai. IV e should expect that analagous

to this, b'avami would make in the middle form b'avame,

but here the m, which is the characteristic of the first per-

son, is lost, together with its preceding vowel, and only

the terminating e remains, so that we find b lave instead of

bUivame. If the analogy of the Sanskrit language alone

was insufficient to produce a conviction that this must have

originally been the middle form of b'c/vami, the Greek

forms Si6oixai, tCv-tou. at, &c. , would inform us that me (p.ai)

characterized the first person oi the present tense, middle

form, in that ancient Asiatic tongue, before it was trans-

planted into Europe. The Latin also has preserved the

original shape of some inflections, at present lost in Greek

and Sanskrit, and, whilst there is a pronoun extant in the

two latter of which the former has no vestige, a few ad-

verbs and derivatives, as tam, turn, lot , fo/its, fanlus,

exempted ;
there is one pronoun in Latin, complete in de-

clension, which has, with the exception of a few cases,

some adverbs and derivative pronouns, become obsolete in

Sanskrit, and has left scarcely any traces in Greet. This

subject, 1 hope, will be found of sufficient importance to

require some further explanation, which shall be given in

its proper place.

But before we enter upon our comparison, it will be ne-

cessary to explain the manner in which the Sanskrit words

occurring in this essay will be written in the Roman cha-

racter. The Sanskrit alphabet contains 50 single letters,

and the Roman only 25, if we comprize the y and z. But

as it is inconvenient in matters of grammar to represent one

single letter by two or three, as is too frequently the case,

* Called by Dr. Wilkins, in his Grammar, the proper form.
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I shall endeavour to propose a method by which this can

be almost entirely avoided. With respect to the vowels,

it will be sufficient to state, that after the example of Sir

w iiliam Jones and Dr. Wilkins, I here make use of the

Italian orthography as ' the basis, distinguishing the long

from the short vowel, in Sanskrit represented by particu-

lar letters, by means of a grave accent. In a few instan-

ces, however, where grammatical differences are express-

ed only by the length or shortness of a vowel, I have made

use of the prosodial signs, in order to attract more effectu-

ally the attention of the reader. Those who are unac-

quainted with the Italian, will do well to follow the French

pronunciation, with the exception of the vowel u, which

is to be pronounced as in the English word bull, where it

has no accent, and like the word rule, where it is marked

with a grave accent. Besides the vowels known in Eu-

ropean languages, the Sanskrit has an r, considered as a

vowel, with a sound much the same as that of the syllable

ri in the English word merrily where the i is scarcely heard.

In fact the r is the only consonant which can be pronoun-

ced without the help of any vowel, and it is therefore not

at all to be wondered at. that the Hindus consider it as a

vowel, where it is neither preceded nor followed by ano-

ther vowel, and that they have invented a particular letter

for it, which it will be thought well to represent by our

common r, with a point under it, (r). Sanskrit grammars

speak also of an / vowel, but this letter scarcely ever oc-

curs, and it is therefore not necessary to embarrass oursel-

ves with the invention of a mode of representing it.

It is proper to be acknowledged, that the Italian lan-

guage has preserved most faithfully the Latin pronuncia-

tion, and we may be assured, that the single vowels, at

least, were pronounced in Latin as they still are pronounced

in Italian. It will be desirable therefore that, in order

the better to comprehend the following comparisons, the

English reader would follow the Italian pronunciation in
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Latin words also, laying aside for a little while his pecu-

liar manner of pronouncing them, by which he distin-

guishes himself, not much in favour of truth, from all the

continental nations. With respect to the Greek pronun-

ciation, I believe, that for the single vowels at least, that

of Erasmus is to be preferred, conformably to which r\

corresponds to the Sanskrit e, and is to be pronounced like

a French e with a circumflex accent, as in the word tete ;

its corresponding short vowel s is rather to be pronounced

like the French 6 in the word bonte. » has always the

sound of i in French, either short or long, and u that of

a French, if not rather of an Italian u. Following this

pronunciation, the similarity of the Greek with the San-

skrit will appear more striking than by that generally

adopted in England.

With regard to the consonants we have to observe, that

in Sanskrit each has its corresponding aspirate, to express

which the Indian alphabet is furnished with particular let-

ters. It will be convenient to indicate these by the Greek

sign of aspiration, in order to avoid representing one let-

ter by two ;
conformably to this I write b lavuti, he is,

and not bhavati. There is a letter in the Sanskrit alphabet

having exactly the sound of an English ch, which we may
use, as the only instance of two letters expressing a single

sound.* Its corresponding aspirate will regularly be ac-

companied by the Greek sign of aspiration (ch'). Another

Sanskrit letter has the sound of an English j, or of an

Italian g before e or i ;
I represent it by j. Where words,

in which this letter occurs, are used in Latin or Greek, we

generally find ag or y in its place ;
as for instance, jana,

(nom.janas) race, family, people, (les gens) genus, yevog;

ianitri, mother, genitrix
,

yevaVsipa: raja, king, rex, reg~

is, (il rege), rujati, he reigns, regit
;
janu ,

knee, (a neu-

* It might be given also by a Z, to which we could conventional-

ly adjoin the sound of the English ch. I generally use a Z when I

write Sanskrit with Roman characters for my own use, to gain time.
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ter noun), genu, yovu; rajatam, silver, argentum ; jara,

decrepitude, old age, yepas, &c.

There are three kinds of sibilants in the Sanskrit alpha-

bet. One corresponds to the common English s, as in the

word sama, similar
(
similis

, o/ao's, the same)-, another has

a slight aspiration, and might he accompanied by the Greek

spiritus lenis (s’). This s’ very frequently is changed

into k, but only after established rules of euphony, and we
find that where words are in Sanskrit written with this s\

in Greek and in Latin a k or c are its usual substitutes;

for instance, das’a, ten, das’amas the tenth, correspond

to the Greek and Latin, bha and decimus ; and the root

drs, to see, which forms drak s'yami, I shall see, answers

to the Greek verb <5s'px-w, &c. The third sibilant has a

strong aspiration, and is therefore to be marked with the

spiritus asper (s'). It seldom occurs at the commence-

ment of a word, unless it be confounded with one of the

two preceding sibilants, most frequently it is a change of

the first s, produced by the rules of euphony. The San-

skrit alphabet contains four different ?^’s, which are re-

spectively used as the following letter may chance to be a

gutters!, palatial, cerebral, or dental consonant, but as the

first three scarcely ever occur at the commencement of a

word, and as we have no occasion to use them in this es-

say, we have no need to fix upon any sign for distinguish-

ing them from the common n. It will be more necessary

to mark with a point, after the example given by Dr. Wilk-

ins, a peculiar kind of t and d, called cerebral, together

with their aspirates, that they may not be confounded with

the common dental t or d, as t, d, 't, ’d. The letter y
wherever it occurs in this essay, in Sanskrit or Gothic

words, is always to be considered as a semi-consonant,

and to be pronounced as in the English word year
;

it an-

swers to an Italian and Germany.

Before we quit this tedious but unavoidable subject, we
Y
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may he allowed to pay a tribute of deserved praise to the

admirable system by which the alphabet is arranged by

the Sanskrit grammarians ; in the original grammars the

letters are classified with the most scientific skill, in an

order founded upon the nature of the organs of speech by

which they are respectively articulated. Many sounds,

which other languages are obliged to express by several

letters, can be represented by single ones in the Sanskrit

alphabet, which also has particular characters for short or

long vowels, and even for the dipthongs ai and au ; but

those connected with one another in sound bear also a sim-

ilarity in the shape by which they are expressed. There

is only one defect of which we may accuse the Sanskrit

alphabet, namely, that the short a, the short Italian e and

o are not distinguished from one another. For I cannot

believe, that in the language of the Brahmans, when it

was a vernacular tongue, the akara had always the power

of a short a, and that the sounds of e and o never occurred

in it; I rather think that the sign used for the short a, was

put also to express a short e and o. If this was the case,

it can be accounted for why in words common to the San-

skrit and Greek, the Indian akara so often answers to e

and o, as for instance, asti, he is, itf«ri, pads, husband,

ffotfis ; ambaras, sky, o'fA/3pos, rain, &c.

The languages, which we shall now endeavour to shew,

as being intimately connected with the Sanskrit, are the

Greek, Latin, and the ancient Teutonic dialects. Among
the latter we prefer the Gothic, as the oldest, and, there-

fore probably, bearing the greatest similitude to its Asiatic

sister. Ulphila’s Gothic translation of the Gospels,

which has happily escaped the destruction of time, was
made in the fourth century. We dare boldly affirm, that

the language of Ulphila has a closer resemblance to the

Sanskrit than to the English, although in the latter, as be-

longing to the Teutonic stock, there is not extant any gram-
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matical inflection, which might not with facility be dedu-

ced from the Gothic. The reader himself can apply our

remarks on the Gothic to its kindred dialects, ancient and

modern, and he will find that among the modern, the Ger-

man chiefly abounds in grammatical coincidences with the

Sanskrit. Similar coincidences preserved in the Slavonian

dialects are too striking to be entirely overlooked, and

among Oriental languages, the Persian, Armenian and,

we may add, the Georgian, can be proved to have had one

origin with the Sanskrit, the sacred language of the Hin-

dus. We shall perhaps have an opportunity of speaking

of these in one of the following numbers, confining oursel-

ves at present to those of a more general interest.

OF THE HOOTS.

Were we inclined to follow the example of the first

grammarians, and to form a grammar by an analysis of

speech, we should at the end of our labour only be led to

discover those simplest elements which we call roots, and

from which the Indian grammarians derive all words, from

which also the larger portion, with the exception of pro-

nouns, numerals, and particles, really do proceed. It will

be well to avail ourselves of the labours of the first gram-

marians, and beginning with the simplest elements, con-

template the roots developing themselves under our own

sight, as we may say, into various ramifications. The

character of Sanskrit roots is not to be determined by the

number of letters, but by that of syllables, of which they

contain only one ;* they are all monosyllables, a few ex-

cepted, which may justly be suspected of not being primi-

tives. A Sanskrit root may contain as few letters as are

* The vowels a and i, terminating verbs of the fifth and tenth con-

jugations, remain only in certain tenses, and therefore cannot be

considered as belonging to the root.
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requisite to constitute a monosyllable, that is to say, a sin-

gle vowel is sufficient, and it may also accumulate as many

letters as can possibly be united into one syllable. I shall

give examples of the two extremities
;

i is a root, common

to three languages, signifying to go. In Sanskrit we may

form from it imas, we go, in Latin, imus, Greek or

after the Doric dialect, i'pes. Svetsk is a root, which like-

wise signifies going in Sanskrit ; in this we find collected

four radical consonants with one vowel. The reader will

observe, that in its first elements the Sanskrit shews a

strong contrast to the Arabic and its sister languages. The

nature of an Arabic root is not to be determined by the

number of syllables, but by that of radical letters. Three

of these (quadriliteral verbs being not to be considered as

primitives) neither less, nor more, characterize an Arabic

root, among which letters, the short vowels, which are

necessarily used to articulate the radical consonants, are

not to be counted. An Arabic root may be a monosylla-

ble, if the second radical is an elif, waw, or ya, as sal, kal,

being pronounced in grammar sala, kala, the last short vow-

el does not really exist in the spoken language, which

agrees more with the Hebrew. But the greatest propor-

tion of Arabic roots contains two syllables, as Katab, bara,

atar, &c. Roots like the above mentioned i cannot possi-

bly occur in Arabic.

Wherever we are enabled to reduce, with any certain-

ty, Latin, Greek and Teutonic verbs or nouns to their

roots, we find them always to be monosyllables, as for in-

stance, da, sta, mon
, min, (moneo meminij, frag,

(frango, fregi), vid, voc, &c.
,
corresponding to the San-

skrit roots, da, to give, st a, to stand, man, to mind,

b'anj, to break, vid, to know, vach, to speak. Exam-
ples of Greek roots are <pa (<paw) Sansk. b‘a, to shine, id

(e5w), Sansk. ad, to eat; dux (dsixvuai, dslgu). Sansk. dis’,

to shew; future tense, dek-s’yami, I shall shew. There
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are, however, roots in Greek, which bear evidently the

character of having t-vo syllables, as for instance, ops'y forms

the verb op;yu. But if we consider, that frequently,

words, which the Greek has in common with other lan-

guages, are distinguished in the former by a prefixed o, as

tvofxa, name, nomnn ; Sansk. naman (nom. nama;) odovs,

idovrog, dens, dent-is', Sansk. danta;* &<ppds, eye-brow,

Sansk. b’ru, likewise a feminine, whose nom. is b’rus,

&.c. ; if we pay due regard to these and many similar cases,

we shall be inclined to take
p
zy as the primitive root of

opsyu, which would agree with the German root reck (reck-

en), of the same signification.

As examples of Gothic roots may be cited, slep
(
slepan

)

to sleep, Sansk. svap; vur (varyan

)

to prevent, Sansk.

vr, which forms varayati, he prevents, Goth vareith j

vus (vasyan) to clothe, Sansk. likewise vcis; vai (vaian

)

Sansk. va, expressing in both languages the motion of the

air, vaivoun vindos, which occurs in Matt. vii. 25, signi-

fies, “the winds blew;” in Sanskrit I often met with va-

vau vayuh, the wind blew, vavau being formed by the

reduplication, like the Gothic vaivoun, whose singular is

vaivo.

If we can draw any conclusion from the fact that roots

are monosyllables in Sanskrit and its kindred languages,

it is this, that such languages cannot display any great fa-

cility of expressing grammatical modifications by the

change of their original materials without the help of for-

eign additions. We must expect that in this family of

languages the principle of compounding words will extend

to the first rudiments of speech, as to the persons, tenses

of verbs, and cases of nouns, &c. That this really is the

* The Greek adverb oo<x| will be better derived from the verbal

root AAK, to bite, connected with the Sanskrit root (las', (forming

the future daks'yami) ; of the same signification.
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case, I hope I shall be enabled to prove in this essay,

in opposition to the opinion of a celebrated German

author, who believes that the grammatical forms of the

Sanskrit, and its kindred languages, consist merely of

inflections, or intermodifications of words. Mr. Fred-

eric Schlegel, in his excellent work on the language and

philosophy of the Hindus, very judiciously observes, that

language is constructed by the operation of two methods
;

by inflection, or the internal modification of words, in

order to indicate a variation of sense, and secondly, by the

addition of suffixes, having themselves a proper meaning.

But I cannot agree with his opinion, when he divides lan-

guages, according as he supposes them to use exclusively

the first or second method, into two classes, reckoning

the Sanskrit language, and those of the same family, in

the first, under the supposition that the second method

never is used by them. I raiher think that both methods

are adopted in the formation of all languages, the Chinese

perhaps alone excepted, and that the second, by the use

of significant suffixes, is the method which predominates

in all. Reduplication, for instance, is found in languages,

which scarcely use any other mode of modifying words.

The Arabic, and its sister languages, are considered by

Mr. F. Schlegel as having a remarkable tendency to use

the second method, and he very ingeniously observes

:

“ Where the first and most essential forms, as those of per-

sons in verbs, are marked by incorporated particles, hav-

ing an independent meaning themselves, in their separate

state, and where a propensity to adopt similar suffixes

shews itself in the ground work of the language, there we

may safely believe that the same circumstance has taken

place in other instances, where the addition of foreign par-

ticles cannot now be so certainly recognized
;
we may be

convinced that the language generally belongs to this class

(which uses suffixes) notwithstanding it has already assum-
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ed a higher character by means of mixture and artificial

refinement.” The indication of the persons of verbs in

the Sanskrit language, and those of the same origin, Mr.

F. Schlegel considers as being produced by inflection
;

but Scheidius shows very satisfactorily, with respect to

the plural at least, that even the Greek verbs make use of

pronouns, in compound structure with the root, to indicate

the various persons. With respect to the singular, he

would have succeeded much better if he had not limited

himself to the corrupt form in u, terminating the third per-

son of the present tense, in si, where I cannot perceive

any pronoun incorporated ;—but had extended his view

to the form in pi, terminating the third person in the Doric

dialect with <n. Scheidius commits another fault, namely,

that in speaking of the pronouns he stops at the nomina-

tive, whilst the crude form of nouns may he better extract-

ed from the oblique cases. In this way it is easy to dis-

cover that to is the radical form of the Greek article, which

is originally nothing more than a pronoun of the third per-

son, and is used as such in Homer. This to, bereft of the

final vowel, becomes an essential element of verbs in their

third person, singular, dual and plural, as, Sidoti'*, <5j<5otov,

SiSovri. I have no doubt but it can be proved, with as

much certainty at least as in the case of the Arabic, that

Sanskrit verbs also, form their persons, by compounding

the root with the pronouns, upon which subject 1 shall offer

a few remarks in its proper place. Mr. F. Schlegel does

not enter into any inquiry of the origin of what is general-

ly called grammatical inflection, this subject belonging not

to the plan of his highly instructive work, if he had been

induced to undertake it, it would certainly not have escap-

ed his usual sagacity and profoundness of thought, that the

greatest part of those inflections are merely additional par-

Used in the Doric dialect, in which the original form of words
is the most faithfully preserved.
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tides, whose proper signification, where it can be discov-

ered, is more or less connected with the modification of

sense induced by them upon the verb or noun. The only

real inflections which I consider possible in a language*

whose elements are monosyllables, are the change of their

vowels and the repetition of their radical consonants,

otherwise called reduplication. These two modes of in-

flection are used in the Sanskrit and its kindred dialects

to their full extent, and of*en even, particularly in the for-

mer, to a useless redundancy, I mean without indicating a

modification of the sense. The Arabic, together with its

sister languages, having mostly roots of two syllables, is

naturally capable of a greater number of internal inflec-

tions, this faculty it particularly displays in its formation

of nouns, deriving from the roots a great number of them,

without the help of foreign additions, whilst the Sanskrit

forms almost all its nouns by means of a great number of

suffixes, of which many are easily reduced to their own
roots. In other parts of grammar the Arabic almost en-

tirely neglects its capability for inflection, the verbs, for

instance, have properly two tenses, only (besides an im-

perative mood ;) a present, which also is used as a future

tense, and a preterit
;

and these two tenses are chiefly

distinguished by their mode of joining the pronouns, the

former affixing them before, the latter suffixing them after

the verb, as for instance, taktub, naktub, thou writest,

we write ; katabrx , katabax, thou wrotest, we wrote.*

The Sanskrit grammar contains a great variety of tenses

* I have here in view the spoken Arabic, which agrees more than

the literary with the Hebrew. The latter has a few tenses more,

formed by terminations following the final radical. So the aorist

vAktub, which alone occurs in the spoken dialect, gives origen to

YAkltibu, YAktuba, and YAktubanna. It would lead us too far beyond

our immediate object to enter into any discussion, whether these

tenses existed originally in the language, or whether they are an in

vention of gammarians after the time of Mohammed.
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and moods, partly formed b)^ composition, partly by means

of inflection, as we shall endeavour to shew in the follow-

ing chapter.

OF THE VERBS.

A verb, in the most restricted meaning of the term, is

that part of speech, by which a subject is connected with

its attribute. According to this definition it would appear,

that there can exist only one verb, namely, the substan-

tive verb, in Latin esse; in English, to be. But even

these are sometimes used as attributive verbs, as in the

phrase, Deus est, There is a God
; here the attribute as-

cribed to the subject, Deus, is expressed by the verb est,

he is. This verb is more generally used as a mere gram-

matical copula, without conveying the idea of existence.

In the phrase, homo est mortalis, the verb est merely as-

cribes the attribute mortalis to the subject homo ; we do

not think at all of its expressing existence. In fact, exis-

tence is sufficiently expressed by the word homo, which

conveys a complex idea, comprising that of existence.

The only quality, supposed as unknown or not expressed

by the word homo, is mortality, which the verb est attri-

butes to the subject. One who does not exist, cannot die,

and it would be superfluous to say, first, that man exists,

and then state that he is subject to death. Again, if we
do not renounce the idea of existence, which est, used as

an attributive verb, expresses, then the phrase, homo est

mortalis, instead of a simple logical proposition, offers a

complex one. If after having said “ This man is . .

one stops suddenly, the hearer remains in expectation of

what this man is, thevvord is appearing to him only a con-

necting particle, which does not inform him of any thing,

but is only the mean of informing. The Spanish language

makes use of estar, derived from the Latin stare,* as a

* The French imperfect j’etois, originally written j’estois, conies

from the same verb.
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substantive verb, but here certainly we abstract from the

original meaning of standing, as it may be applied to sub-

jects sitting or lying.

It appears to me, that it is from the want of a mere

grammatical copula
,
that languages make use for this pur-

pose of a verb already attributive ; but among attributive

verbs, to be is certainly the most convenient, because every

subject, to which an attribute is ascribed, exists, or is at

least supposed to exist. An attribute which may be ex-

pressed by an adjective can be included in the verb itself,

and such attributive \erbs incline more towards the nature

of adjectives than that of verbs in their grammatical func-

tions. Languages of a structure similar to that of the

Greek, Latin, &c. can express by one verb of this kind a

whole logical proposition, in which, however, that part of

speech which expresses the connexion of the subject with

its attribute, which is the characteristic function of the

verb, is generally entirely omitted or understood. The

Latin verb, dat , expresses the proposition, he gives, or he

is giving : the letter t, indicating the third person, is the

subject, da expresses the attribute of giving, and the gram-

matical copula is understood. In the verb potest, the lat-

ter is expressed, and potest unites in itself the three essen-

tial parts of speech, t, being the subject, ey the copula, and

pot the attribute.

After these observations the reader will not be surpris-

ed, if in the languages, which we are now comparing, he

should meet with other verbs, constructed in the same u’ay

as potest, or if he should discover that some tenses contain

the substantive verb, whilst others have rejected it or per-

haps never used it. He will rather feel inclined to ask,

why do not all verbs in all tenses exhibit this compound
structure ? and the absence of the substantive verb he per-

haps will consider as a kind of ellipsis. That he may be

better enabled to form his opinion, it will be vveli to begin

our comparison with the substantive verb, explaining its
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entire conjugation, from which it will be easy to make clue

application to that of other verbs. There are two roots in

Sanskrit expressing to he, As and B'u, answering to the

Latin roots Es and Fu ; the former is almost solely em-

ployed to express the grammatical junction between sub-

ject and attribute, it is defective in its conjugation, and, in

some measure, irregular ; the latter has a complete conju-

gation, it supplies the deficiencies of the former, like the

Latin Fu; and almost all words connected with the idea

of existence are derived from it. In several Teutonic

dialects, ancient and modern, the verb substantive is form-

ed from two different roots, corresponding with those in

Sanskrit. The English root Be has a striking similarity

with the Indian B'u; and As assumes in English the

form of Ar (forming thou art, we are , &c.) the change of

,9 into R being extremely frequent in Sanskrit as well as

in several of its kindred languages. In German the first

and second person, singular, of the present tense, ich bin
,

du bist, correspond with the Sanskrit root B’d and all the

remaining persons with As. The present tense, which

expresses t'he real conjunction of a subject with its attri-

bute, without any restriction, is formed in Sanskrit by the

mere addition to the root of the characteristics of the per-

son. These are throughout all the tenses, with a few ex-

ceptions, M for the first person, singular and plural, V for

that of the dual ; T for the third person of the three num-

bers, and, the present tense excepted, for the second, plu-

ral ;
S for the second of the singular, and 71

'- for that of

the dual, and the plural of the present tense, and indeed of

many tenses, particularly of the middle form, also of the

singular number.

In exact conformity with the Sanskrit, M is also the

characteristic of the first person, singular and plural, in

the Greek, Latin, and Teutonic languages, but in the Go-

thic only of the plural. In Greek
f/,

is always changed
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into v, at the end of a word, a situation in w’hich n never

appears, and therefore in Greek v is the characteristic of

the accusative case, which is denoted by an m in Sanskrit

and Latin. This rule extends to the first person of verbs,

where v takes the place of fi, if it is not followed by any

termination. In the language of the Franks also, n dis-

tinguishes the first person, singular, of the present tense,

and in the plural, where this characteristic is followed by

the termination es, it assumes its original form m, as ma-

chon, I make, machomes, we make. In Latin the m of

the first person singular has been more carefully preserved

in the conjunctive than in the indicative mood, where it

remains in the imperfect and pluperfect only, and in the

future tense of the third and fourth conjugations
; the pre-

sent tense of the verbs sum and inquam excepted.

The characteristics of the other persons in Greek, Latin,

and the Teutonic languages will likewise be found to

agree, more or less, with those of the Sanskrit. That

these characteristics are real pronouns, or the radical con-

sonants of them, will appear perfectly evident when we
come to treat of the declension of pronouns.

In the present tense the pronominal consonants M, S, T
of the singular number and of the third person plural, are

articulated with a short i. Mi joined to the root As, forms

asmi, I am. ’E2, which is to be considered as the root of

the substantive verb in Greek, connected with the sylla-

ble fit, should form U\xi, but the radical 2, followed by the

characteristic M, was changed in the Doric dialect into M,
( JfAfxi) for sake of euphony, in the same way as the Sanskrit

dative tasmai, to him, has assumed in Gothic the form of

thumma. More generally stffxl was contracted into sl/xi,

whilst in the plural, sfffiiv is more common than its contract

from sifisv. The Latin derived from the root Es the ob-

solete form esum, w hich was changed into sum ; in Gothic

the radical S is rejected in the first person of the present
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tense, but im, I am, is perhaps the only instance of the

Gothic preserving the characteristic m in the singular.

By the addition of the pronominal syllable si, to the root

Jls, should be formed assi in Sanskrit, but one s has been

rejected, and asi, thou art, agrees with the Latin es and

the Gothic is. The ancient effffi in Greek, derived from

the root ’E2 by the addition of the pronominal syllable

di, has certainly preserved the original form in its greatest

purity. Erfdi was in later times contracted into eTs, like

Jerju.1 into sifu. The Sanskrit third person asti, he is, is al-

most entirely identified with the Greek JoVi, from which

also the Latin est, and the Gothc ist are little different.

In the plural, as well as in the dual, the Indian root Jls

loses, in an irregular way, its radical vowel, but the cha-

racteristic M in the first person plural of the present tense,

receiving the termination as, we find smas,* we are, in-

stead of asmas , in which we recognize the Doric sole's,

which again claims, with greater appearance of right, to be

considered as the original form. In Latin we have sumas
and the ancient esumas, in Gothic siyam. The second

person in Sanskrit is st‘a, you are, instead of ast‘a, which

we find preserved in the Greek s <s<rz ; the Latin estis corres-

ponds more with the Indian dual st‘as, which is used in-

stead of ast‘as. In the Gothic siyuth, we find the second

person indicated by an aspirated t, as in the Sanskrit. The

third person in the ancient language of India is santi, they

are, which \vill be found exactly to resemble the Latin*

sunt and the Gothic sind. The Doric sv<n, which was

changed into ski by the iufluence of the same principle that

transformed tuiptovti into ‘nwrso'j, is certainly mutilated*

and as in all the persons hitherto considered, we found the

radical 2 inherent, we might fairly conclude that the ori-

* S at the end of a word is subjected in Sanskrit to several chan-

ges, depending upon the rules of euphony, but it will be well in this

comparison to preserve it always in its original form.
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spinal shape of evn was tfevrt or etfsvti, which would be analo-

gous to sfffxsv and £<tts.

The following table offers a coherent view of the pre-

sent tense of the Sanskrit verb substantive :

SING. DUAL. PLUR.

1 As mi S vas S mas

2 A si S t'as S t'a

3 As ti S tas Sa nti.

In order to shew the conjugation of the present tense in

a more regular verb, we choose the root Pa, to reign,

which may be compared with the Doric-Greek, Latin, and

Gothic roots, 4A, Da, and Had

:

SING.

Sans. Greek Latin Goth.

1 Pa mi (pa fii Do Haba
o Pa si <py s Da s Habai s

3 Pa ti cpa n Da t Habai th

PLUR.

1 Pa mas (pa hes Da mus Haba m .

2 Pa t'a (pa re Da tis Habai th

3 Pa nti (pa vri Da nt Haba nd

DUAL.

Sansk. Greek. Goth.

1 Pa vas Hab os

2 Pa t'as (pa rov Ilab ats

3 Pi tas (pa rov

Note. The Dual was extensively used in the language

of the Goths, it occurs very frequently in the gospels

translated by Ulphila. The first person alway terminates

in os, perhaps but little differing from the Sanskrit termi-

nation vas. The second person has fs for its characteris-

tic, which is joined to the verb by one of the vowels, a, i,

U , ai or ei. In the gospel of J hn, c. xiv. 23, Christ,

.speaking of himself and his divine Father, says : K«i crpos
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«u<rov sXsuffofiaSa, xai fiov^v Tap’ au“rw ffoivjtfop.sv; this Ulphila has

translated word for word, employing the present tense

with a future signification, in the following manner : yah
du imma galeithos

,
ya salithvos* at imma gatauyos.

Mark xiv. 13, Christ says to two of his disciples: uiraysr?,

this is translated by gaggats

;

in Sanskrit it would be

gach'atam. In the first person plural, the Frankish dia-

lect offers a more striking similarity than the Gothic to

the Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, having the termination

mes, answering to the Sanskrit mas, the Doric fxss, and

the Latin mus. The whole of the present tense of the

Frankish language will perhaps be found to coincide more

than the Gothic with the above languages. The root

Mach is thus conjugated :

SING.

1 Macho n

2 Macho s

3 Macho t

PLUR.

Macho mes

Macho t

Macho nt

The first person sing, agrees with the Greek termination

ov in the imperfect and second aorist
;

for the Frankish

dialect seems in conformity with the Greek, to change a

final m into n.

The middle voice expresses the reflection of the action

upon the actor himself, but is often used in Sanskrit with an

active signification. In order to effect its derivation from the

active voice, those persons terminating with an i, change this

vowel intoe; so b'avati
,
he is, b‘avanti, b‘avante, b'avase.

they are, and b‘avasi, thou art, are changed into b‘avat6.

If the Greek oa had the sound of a French, ai,
which is

that of an Indian e, then the Greek derivation of &<So<ra<,

(5(<5ovTai from the Doric and original forms of the active

voice 6'iSuti, SidovTi, would agree exactly with the method

employed in Sanskrit
;
the second person <5i<Wai supposes

* This is the accusative, plural, of salilhva.
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the active to have been SiSuffi, but tfi, which characterises

in Sanskrit the second person of the present tense, active

voice, has in Greek only been preserved. in e<r thou art.

From the first person didufu is derived the middle form

Sidoiuxi, after the same principle. In Sanskrit the character-

istic of the first person is lost in the singular, throughout all

tenses of the middle voice ; b’avami, does not form b’avam&,

as might have been expected, but, b’ave, which certainly

cannot claim such high antiquity as the Greek <5i<$o/i,ai. As
<iwro|Aai, rlv~e<tai (which has bi en changed into <ruimai and

rutr-ti) and tutm-s-tcii are in complete analogy with <5i<So|aai, &c.

we may thence conclude that the present tense of all active

verbs terminated originally in fit, tfi, n. The change of

Ti/irTOfii, into nvTu <t{jirr=t has not affected their deriv-

atives of the middle voice, which, having preserved the

original form, point out the primitive state of their corres-

ponding persons of the active.

All the persons of the Sanskrit middle voice are not in

such intimate connexion with their corresponding persons

of the active voice, but one principle chiefly predomina-

tes in the formation of the middle voice, in Sanskrit as

well as in Greek, namely, the increase or lengthening of

the termination. I consider therefore the origin of the

middle form as the mere result of inflection, in its restrict-

ed use, without the help of foreign addition. The follow-

ing table exhibits the conjugation of the present tense,

middle voice, in comparison with that tense of the active.

SI MG. DUAL.

B'avi mi B'av e B'ava vas B'ava vahe

B'ava si B'ava se B‘ava t‘as B'ave t‘e

B'ava ti B'ava te B‘ava tas B‘av6 te

PLUR.

1 B'ava mus B'ava mahe

2 B'ava t‘a B'ava d've

3 B'ava nti B'ava ntfe.
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Potential mood.— After the present tense the potential

mood is treated of in the Sanskrit grammers. Its charac-

teristic is a long i inserted between the root and the pro-

nominal characteristics, to whiclj is prefixed in most of the

conjugations a long a in this tense, so that the above 1 is to

be changed into the semi-consonant y, according to the

rules of euphony.*

Whatever may have been the original pronunciation of

n'jTToifu, tunj/aifn, and SiSerriv, rfieivjv &c. it is certain that the

vowel i, inserted just in the same way as i is in Sanskrit,

between the root and the personal termination, characteri-

zes the Greek optative. Also in Gothic, this way of form-

ing the potential mood prevails from Soltyam
, we seek,

is derived Sokyaima, we may seek. Although it be-

comes pretty evident, by the proper names occurring in

Ulphila’s translation of the Gospels, that ai was pronoun-

ced in Gothic as in French, namely, like a longe, this con-

tracting of two vowels into one sound does not prevent

each of them from retaining its proper signification. In

Sanskrit i is always contracted into e with a preceding a,

without affecting its meaning, thusjayait becomes ja'yet,

he may be victorious, the two words nama idam are con-

tracted into- one, namedam, according to the rules of

euphony. Even in Greek was probably pronoun-

ced tupsfimi ;
in this word i still remains the only charac-

teristic of the optative, as well as in nSsiV, <5i<5objv, &c.

The Indian root ids, to be, rejects, in an irregular way,

* That I am authorized to consider \ as the essential characte-

ristic of the potential mood appears from the middle voice .where
a is. not placed before the pronominal terminations, and therefore

the y resumes its primitive form, as adykt, ad)ta. It appears also

from the first and fourth conjugations, where k is' not placed before

the personal characteristics, but because of the a preceding- in these

conjugations, the 1 is contracted with it into 6, as b‘avut, instead of

b‘avah.

A A
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its radical vowel throughout the whole potential mood,

making Syam, I may be, instead of A*y;tm. The conju-

gation of Syam may be compared with that of Stem
,

oc-

in Plautus, and with the Gothic Siyau

:

SING.

Sansk. Lat. Goth.

1 Sya m Sie m Sit au

2 Syk & S e s Siyai

3 Sy a t Sie t Siyai

PLUR.

1 Sya ma Sie mus Siyai ma
2 Sya ta Sie tis Siyai th

3 Syus Sie nt Siyai na.

Note. Syam, syas, &e. is properly instead of siam, sias,

&c. which agrees perfectly with the Latin siem, sies. In

Latin and the Doric dialect, we might add also the lan-

guage of the ancient Franks, the M of the first person is

in the plural always followed by the termination us, £s, es,

but in Sanskrit mas appears in the present and future tense

only, in the others s is rejected, and syima therefore

agrees more with the Gothb siyaima than with the Latin

siemus, It may be proper to observe, that it seems not

improbable that in Sanskrit also, mas originally stood in

all the tenses, and that in admas, we eat, (e6ofj.es), pumas,

we reign, &c., the termination as properly denotes plurali-

ty whilst m which belongs also to the singular, indicates

the first person. It may’ perhaps not be out of place here

to observe, that Sanskrit nouns also indicate plurality, in

the nominative and accusative, by the termination as, cor-

responding with the Greek terminations es and as, and

with the Latin es of the third declension.

The Gothic language loses the characteristic of the third

person, in the singular and plural of the potential mood.

With respect to the Indian syus, they may be, I have to
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observe, that here also the third person seems to me to be

unexpressed, and the termination us only to indicate plu-

rality. In the second preterit also, which is formed by

reduplication, the third person terminates with us in the

plural and - dual, the only difference, I perceive, between

the two numbers is this, that the dual expresses the third

person by its usual t, which the plural leaves out. Thus

in b‘ab‘dvaTUs, both are, I find plurality expressed togeth-

er with the third person ; in b‘ab kuvus,they are, I consi-

der the idea of plurality alone is indicated, the usage of

the language supplying the want of the pronominal charac-

teristic. From the conjugation of the present tense of the

substantive verb, in Greek, we could easily draw the con-

clusion that ’E2 is the root of it. If this be the case, we
cannot but consider the optative iit\v as a corrupt form, the

radical 2 being rejected. 'Eiriv stands probably instead of

<fstr\v or sdsirjv. It is very well known how addicted the

Greek language is to reject a, particularly where it stands

between two vowels

—

itovtico is changed into iruvrio, which

by contraction becomes irwrrou ; according to the same

principle of rejecting o' twttoio is formed from twi-tokTo.

The striking analogy between the Greek optative, par-

ticularly of that of verbs in jlm, and the Sanskrit potential

mood will appear in the clearest light by comparing payam

(instead of paia n) I may reign, with <pairjvf Imay speak:

SING. DUAL.
1 Payd m V Piya va

2 Piyi s <pco/J. s Paya tam (paitjTov* •

3 Pay a t <pan) Paya tarn tpaoirqv

PLUR.
1 Paya ma youy nev*

2 Paya ta <pair) <ri

3 Pay us ' <pa.ir\<Jav

* Ipreserve intentionally the primitive form, instead of the con-

tracted <f>arrov, ‘t’cJ/j.lv, &e.
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Observations .—The fx of the first person is in Greek

changed into v, conformably to ihe prevailing principle of

the language, which does not permit the use of a final (x.

The characteristic of the third person is wanting, and so

it always is, wrhere it would stand at the end of a word.

Neither t nor <5 ever close a word in Greek, unless the

final vowel, be omitted, because of a vowel beginning the

following word
; and thus it is accounted for, why we

have o, ij, TO', and not TO'^ or TOT like the Sanskrit pro-

noun sas, sa, tad, or tat, of which the accusative case is

tarn, tarn, tad, or tat, corresponding with riv, djvj to. The
Latin language has, in many instances, preserved the gram-

matical forms in a purer state than the Greek, the neuter

of several pronouns, is in it denoted by a d; neither does

the Latin acknowledge the propriety of rejecting the final

t, but the Italian, following tjie example of the Greek and

yielding too much to the love of euphony, rejects the final

t of its parent tongue
, amabat becoming amava

.’

In the

middle voice the Sanskrit suffixes a short vowel to the cha-

racteristic of the third person singular, this method being

followed in the Greek also, the final o prevented the cha-

racteristic t from being rejected in the middle voice. The

long a which precedes in Sanskrit the pronominal letters

throughout the active, is omitted in the middle voice, and

its corresponding vj in Greek, which is really an astonish-

ing coincidence, follows the example—dadyat, he may

give, forms dadit-a, and dadyama, wre may give, dadimahi
;

and so in Greek <5i<5obj, which originally must have been

written 6idoir
,
r
,

forms, <5i<5oit-o, and <5k5o»>j,o.sv makes <5i<5oifxsda.

the similarity, which (paiyjrov, <pHi-/]ryjv, evince with payatam,

payatam, where the second and third persons dual in both

languages, are distinguished merely by the measure of the

personal termination, is too striking to be overlooked.

The first conjugation, as we have already observed, does

not in the potential mood prefix, a long a to the personal
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characteristics, but as this conjugation in the first four

tenses suffixes an a to the root, this vowel is contracted

with the i, indicating the potential mood, into e; so the

root pack forms packet, paches, pachema, &c., which

agrees with the Latin laudet , laudes, laudemus, &c.

Now, if this striking analogy is not merely accidental,

which can hardly be believed of a language so constantly

following the grammatical principles of the Sanskrit, then

we must admit, that laudem, es, et, &c ,
are contractions

of laudwm (agreeing with edim of Plautus) where a

would be the character of the first conjugation
(
laud be-

ing the root), and i that of the conjunctive. It is worthy

bf remark, that even in Italian the conjunctive is constant-

ly characterized by an i ; amo becomes ami, amate, ami-

ate, amano, ammo, ho, I have, is changed in the con-

junctive into abbia, &c. It is very improbable that we

should succeed in explaining with certainty the original

meaning of every sj llable or word, which in grammar

produces a slight modification of the sense of verbs or

nouns, but this ought not to prevent us from seriously in-

quiring into it. The reason why the vowel i expresses

the potential mood cannot be discovered in Greek, in La-

tin, nor perhaps in any other European language, but in

Sanskrit the radical element i expresses wishing, desiring;

and what syllable could bo more properly employed to in-

dicate an optative than the one to which the Hindu gram-

marians had given the primary -signification of Kanti,

having desire I will not affirm that this is the primitive

meaning of the root i, and that the grammarians had a suf-

ficient reason for putting Kanti at the head of their expla-

nation, but certain it is, that imas has, among other signifi-

cations, that of, we desire or wish. Now it is remarkable

that the sense expressed in Sanskrit, and the languages

here compared with it, by a syllable, signifying desire, in-

corporated into the verb, is in English, and often in Germap
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also, expressed by detached auxiliary verbs, having the

primary signification, of wishing** The German moegen

has frequently this signification, and the English may is of

the same origin, derived from the Saxon magan, in Gothic

likewise magan. It is the genius of modern languages to ex-

press; by separate words, what in ancient languages was uni-

ted into one body. In Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin,&c. the

pronouns, for instance, are suffixed to the verb, but in

English, German, French, &c. they are placed separately

before, and where the pronouns, formerly united with the

verb, have left some remaining traces, they have now lost

their signification, and therefore a repetition of the signs of

the persons is become necessary. In the French, “ nous

aimamesJ ’ the first person is expressed twice, and so is the

third person in the German er liebt, he loves. The third

person singular is generally indicated by a / in German

verbs, in conformity w ith the Sanskrit, Latin, and Gothic,

but notwithstanding t.His/, originally a pronoun of the third

person, the pronoun er is always placed before the verb.

Imperative Mood.—I 'bat we may preserve the order

in which ti e conjugation is exhibited in Sanskrit gram-

mars, I shall now proceed to treat of the imperative. This

mood has no particular characteristic to express command,

like as we discovered in the preceding tense, an incorpora-

ted i, indicating wish, or desi re- It is, however, suffi-

ciently distinguished from the pi'esent tense by its person-

al terminations, which in the dual and plural it has in com-

mon with the potential mood, and generally also with that

preterit, which is formed hy a prel txed a. The first per-

son singular is expressed by an n ins'tead of an m, and the

second by an A instead of s. In this person the root Jls,

* In Notker we read “ / mahta baldur tc, inon," vellem vehem*

enter plorare.
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to be, is entirely irregular, also in the second and third

persons, dual and plural, its radical vowel is rejected,

which rejection could certainly not have taken place but

subsequently to the age, when emigrating colonies intro-

duced into Greece and Italy, languages so intimately con-

nected with that of India. If w e restore the rejected a,

then Asta, Astatn will be exactly identified with ed<rs,edrov,

sdrcJv, and the Latin este. Other coincidences will be dis-

covered in the following table :

SING.

1 A sit ni

2 Ed‘i

3 As tu, is ru, es to

DUAL.

A va

S tarn, id rov

S tarn, id <ruv

PLUR.

1 Asa ma
2 S ta, id n, es te

3 Sa ntu, sun to.

The similarity between the imperative of the Sanskrit,

Greek, and Latin languages will be better understood by
comparing that of the roots Pa, <I>A, and Da.

SING.

1 Pa ni P& va

2 Pa hi cpcc Pa tarn <pa tov

S Pa tu <pa, tw Da to Pa tam <pa <rwv

plur.

1 Pa ma
• 2 Pa ta cpa <re Da te

3 Pa ntu <pa v-ruv Da nto.

Note. Sanskrit roots of the first, fourth, sixth, eighth,
and tenth conjugations do not join any pronominal letter

to the second person singular, of the imperative mood
;

so, for instance, b -ava-si, thou art, makes b'uva. Here-
with agree the Greek yerbs in u and all Latin verbs,
as <nMTTs, ama

, mone
, uudi

, &c. Also in the Teutonic
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dialects, the second person singular of the imperative is

generally the mere root, without any addition but a vowel.

Only the Gothic dialect uses the potential mo id as impera-

tive: The Attic form of the third person plural, (pavrwv,

is more than <pa.rutfav, used in its place, analogous to pantu

and danto, and more conformable also to the practice pre-

vailing in the Doric dialect, of indicating plurality by an

v prefixed to the- characteristic of the third person.

First preterit Tense .—This tense is formed by means

of a short a, prefixed to the verb in the same way as the

Greek augment. This a I cannot consider as a mere in-

flection, in the restricted meaning of the word, but it ra-

ther appears to have nothing to do with the root of the

verb, and to be a foreign addition endued with a proper

signification. 1 do not believe that at first it specifically

expressed past time, and that therefore it possessed origi-

nal adaptation to form a preterit tense
; but languages are

very seldom capable of expressing fully what they pretend
‘ to express ;

of every thing in nature, of every animal, of

every plant, speech can seize only one quality, in order to

express the whole by it. The elephant is called in San-

skrit dantin (nom. danti, from its teeth, or dvirada (en-

dued with two teeth,) or from his trunk serving him for a

hand, he is called hastin or karin (nom. hast!, kari ;)

from his habit of taking water in his trunk, and then drink-

ing when he pleases, he is called dvipa (twice drinking.)

Were the Sanskrit to express all the qualities of the ele-

phant by one word, it would be obliged to join all those

mentioned together, and to add a great number of others.

The serpent is called, from its motion, sarpa. or pannaga
t

going not with feet, (from pad, foot, na, not, and ga
,
go-

ing ;) or uraga, going upon the breast. This will remind

us of that passage of Scripture, in which God cursing the

serpent, says, “Because thou hast done this, thou art cur-
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sed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field
;

upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou

eat all the days of thy life.” Besides many other names

the serpent has also, in Sanskrit, that of pavantls’ana,

wind-eating. Although in this language, admirable for

its beautiful structure, the reason of appellation is much

easier ascertained than in Greek and Latin, it is however

sometimes impossible to discover from what quality a thing

has received its name
;

the less striking qualities not sel-

dom give rise to the appellation of objects. It is gratify-

ing to observe, how with apparently few means, by a wise

employment of them, languages succeed to convey in an

unequivocal manner, an immense number of ideas. But

as language is incapable of expressing all qualities, even of

material things, by one word
;

being obliged to indicate

one quality only
; how could it be constantly possible ful-

ly to convey the finer shades of modal and temporal mean-

ing ? And if languages here likewise bend to the necessi-

ty of sometimes expressing a part, how can the philologist

always determine with certainty, what part is expressed,

and what supplied by the usage of language ? Precisely

such is the case with the a
,

prefixed to verbs in order to

form a preterit. What it originally signified, I do not

know, hut this I know, that it is prefixed in the same man-

ner to nouns with the sense of a negative or privative par-

ticle ; for instance, adina, happy (not miserable,
)
anindita,

dear (not despised,) abala
,
weak (without strength,) &c.

It would not by any means be contrary to the general

practice of languages, if by the words adina, anandita
,

exceeding the primary sense of the negative particle a, the

Sanskrit had also signified one ivho has been miserable
,

uho has been despised— but who is not now miserable,

not now despised
; in that case there might have been a

closer connexion between a negative and a preterit, than

would be evident at first sight; or in other words, the par-

B E
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tide a
,
expressing in its primitive sense negation, can very

properly in a secondary meaning indicate past time, that

is to say, deny the existence of the action or quality with

respect to the present time. One might ask, why in this

way a is not as well employed to form the future tense,

for neither in this tense does the action or quality express-

ed by the verb, actually exist : but the usage of language

is despotic, arbitrarily employing its means, without con-

troul. Another objection could be taken against the origi-

nal identity of the negative a and the a expressing past

time, from the case of the first being employed in Greek

under the form of a, the second under that of an s, so that

different forms answer to different meanings. But it is

very often the case, that one original word produces, in

languages originating from others, two, three, or more

words, with slight variations in form and meaning ; and

this practice has particularly contributed to the copious-

ness of the English language. For instance, to stay and

to stand have the same origin, both the variations of the

Sanskrit root St‘a, to stand. I stay agrees with the Ger-

man verb, ich stehe, signifying I stand, of which the pre-

terit is, ich stand, (I stood,) which is considered as a new
root in English.

The personal terminations of the first preterit, in San-

skrit, are, in some measure, different from those of the

present tense, but this difference, in my opinion, does not

contribute any thing to the change of the sense, which is

sufficiently and solely expressed by the prefixed a. It ought

to be noticed also, that these terminations, whilst they dif-

fer from those of the present tense, agree generally with

those of the potential mood, the signification of which is

much more widely remote than the present tense, from

that of the preterit. In Greek it is likewise the augment

only, which evinces the true characteristic of the imper-

fect, the terminations of the dual and plural, the third per-
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son excepted, agree with those of the present tense. The

perfect agreement of the Sanskrit first preterit with the

Greek imperfect will be fully explained by a comparison

of the conjugation of Ap&m with that of the Doric spav.

SING. DUAL.

1 Apa in spa v Apa va Apa ma spa (x's

s

2 Apa s spa s Apa tam spa vov Apa ta spa rs

3 Apat spa Ap^ tam sep

a

ttjv Apa n spa v

Note. It has been already observed, that the Greek is

abhorrent to the use of a v at the end of a word. With re-

spect to the language of the Hindus we have now to re-

mark, that in the state iifwhich we find it preserved in that

portion of their literature remaining extant, as far as I

have been able to ascertain by a careful examination, a final

/never occurs with an n preceding. This letter, preced-

ing a final t, always causes it to be rejected. So, for in-

stance, to the accusative of the present participle adanl-

am.
(
edent-em ,

tdovr-a'), to the plural adant-as (edent-es

s5ov-«s) to the feminine adan-ti, answers the nominative

masc. adan, sbuv,* instead of adant stiovr. One might

say that t is afraid in Sanskrit to appear at the end of a

word, preceded by an n, and that the Greek <r is still more

timid
;
wherever they can avail themselves, if I dare so

say, of the shelter of a following vowel, then they re-

sume their deserted station. Thus, as from the singular

ab lavat, he was, the middle voice is derived by suffixing

an a, making ab‘avat-a ; in a similar way from ab‘avan,

they were, or rather from ab‘avant (as it originally must

have been written) is produced the middle voice ab‘avant-

a. It is scarcely necessary to add, that the Greek middle

voice likewise, etuittovt-o and inirnr-o prove the anterior ex-

istence of the active forms svycrow and srvzrsr. From these

* It is the practice of the Greek to lengthen the vowel, when in

the nominative of the third declension the final consonant is rejected.
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observations it would follow that in apan and spav* there is

only plurality expressed, for, in the present tense, panti and

eavri are distinguished from their corresponding singular

pati and <pa~

1

by means of an n prefixed to the characters*

tic of the third person. This way of indicating plurality

I consider as a mere inflection, because a nasal is some-

times even inserted in the midst of a root, where it may
be regarded as modifying only the pronunciation of the

vowel
;
and in the Sanskrit alphabet the anusvara, a sign

which may represent any of the five nasals, is ranged

among the vowels.

It will not be out of its place here to observe, that the

Gothic language has a passive, which is formed in exact

analogy with the above mentioned ab'uvala , ab'a-

vanta crvr-rov-o, namely, by addition of an a to the person-

al characteristics. Ni liugand
,
ni /htgatida” is Ulphi-

la’s translation of the Greek text, srs aiavfys-jsv, ids wzavdpsu-

gvrai ; they neither marry, nor are given to marriage. S.

ISiark xii. 25.

—

“ Jifletanda thus fravaurhteis theinos”

is the Gothic translation of atpsuvrcu ffoi a\ d/xapviai 6s, Thy*

sins are forgiven thee, S. Luke v.20—

.

SJletanda is deriv-

ed from the active ajletand.—Conformably to a rule of

euphony a final S in Gothic is always changed into Z
when a vowel is joined to it, therefore the second person

singular, terminating with <S’ in the active, cannot become

Sa in the passive, but Za. However, as haitis,\oc.as>,hait-

ith, vocat, do not form the passives haitiza, and haitida,\

but huitaza, haitudu, changing into a the vowel i, which

in the active connects the personal characteristics with the

root;—it puzzled the grammarian Hickes, and whilst he

* I shall perhaps succeed in proving szo.6av, which is more com-

monly used for zxa'j, to be of a compound form, when I shall have

occasion to speak of the incorporation of the substantive verb with

the attributive verbs.

f Th is always changed into d, when followed by a vowel.
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explains very properly the origin of the above liugand-a

,

ajletand-a, and other similar forms, in order to explain

huitaza, haitada
,
afnimuda ,* &e., he has recourse to

the passive participle, formed by a suffixed d. But unfor-

tunately the roots, hait, nim, &c. do not form their pass-

ive participle by a suffixed d, but an n, conformably to the

English participles, taken, given, &c. Besides there ex-

ists no participle formed by z or s ; the nominative,

sing. masc. only has s for its characteristic, which dis-

appears in the oblique cases. Hickes ought to have

considered, that in Greek also 1^5, thou standest, does

not form in the middle voice 'ittr^dou, but iWatfai, re-

suming its radical a, for which in the active, an r) has been

substituted. From the first and third person, plural, haitam,

haitand, and from the- first, singular, haita, one would

expect the second and third to be liaitas, haitath, but,

although the usage of language here chose an i, to con-

nect the personal characteristics with the root, this has not

affected the passive, where the a resumes its place.

Where the active already terminates with an a, in the

passive, this vowel is changed into au, much after the

same principle that changes the final i of the present tense,

Sanskrit and Greek, in the middle voicetinto e (being the

contractionof ai) and ai ,as b<avante,Tutfrovrai,from theactive

* Pranfetes hauhistins huitaza ; cpo<pvj<r/]S <Sr\. Luke i.

76—Afnimadanf im sa bruthfaths

;

(oVav) dirapS?) air’ auTwv 0 vupwpioj.

Matt. ix. 15.

f tn Greek the passive is in almost all tenses the same with the

middle voice; but the Sanskrit has a proper characteristic of the

passive, namely, the insertion of the syllable ya between the root and

the personal terminations, which are the same as those of the middle

voice. ThusP ;‘tfeis the middle voice of Pati, and Payatfe the passive.

It might be said that the change of i into e indicates the reflection of

the action upon the subject, which the passive has in common with

the middle voice, and that the syllable ya indicates that the subject;

does not himself perform the action.
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bavanti and the Doric - ir-ovv*. The third person, plural,ol'

the potential mood terminates with nn (instead of nda
)
hav-

ing lost its pronominal letter d, in the passive this d has

preserved its place, and the following a is changed into

au ;
thus undhausyaina (originally andhausyainda

),

audiant

,

makes andhansyaindan,* audiantur ; gaamy-
aina, videanl,

(
gav.myu.inda

)

produces gainnyainduu
,
t

videantur.

To return now to the Indian substantive verb As, we

have to observe, that this root, belonging to a conjugation

which does not add any servile voivel or syllable, requires

necessarily a vowel to connect the pronominal consonants

m, s, t with the root, in the singular of the first preterit,

which Pa, as wrell as the Greek #A, could receive without

the interference of a foreign vowel. It is generally a

short a which performs this office to those roots of the

second conjugation terminating with a consonant. Thus

ad, to eat, which out of aad, produced by the augment,

makes ad, contracting by a rule of euphony two short

vowels into their corresponding long one (as -?,6 in Greek

originates from e=<5), forms in the singular of the fiist pre-

terit, adam, adas, adat. The Greek language is here, as in

many other instances, less regular than the Sanskrit, be-

cause it interposes between the root and personal charac-

teristics, sometimes an o, sometimes an s, making rdovi

rSs (rfiiT-o) and not yd ov, Tfios, or rfa, ydcs, &c. which would,

at the same time, be more regular and more conformable to

the example given in the Sanskrit grammar. In the plu-

ral and dual, where the pronominal consonants are follow-

ed by vowels, the interfering a, being unnecessary, disap-

'Ovi . . . EitfaxooffSfyj'owai, ei . . . andhausyaindau. Matt. vi. 7.

j
' 0~^£ d'j (paivu.c'i vo?? «v£picoi5, ei gaumyaindau mannam. Matt,

vi. 5.

+ ov would be formed by analogy, but is not in actual use.
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pears, as adma (qSo-fizv,) and not ad-a-ma. The root Jls

makes by the augment, as, contracted from aas, and so in

Greek the root ’E2 produces yjs instead of ess. The first

person singular is asam in Sanskrit, in the second and third

person, z is chosen as intermediate vowel, therefore, asis,

asit stand for asas asat. The Greek verb substantive is

mutilated in the singular of Ihe preterit, and this mutila-

tion, 1 believe, is due to the hatred the Greek idiom con-

stantly shews against 2.* As sruircov stands for the first

person, singular, and for the third, plural, originating in

the first case from srwrofji (plur. erwrofA-ev, middle form

srvrrojj. v]v,
)

in the latter from srimrovr
(
srwirrovr-o ;) thus we

may conclude from %aav, they were, which sometimes we
find changed into -^v, in Herodotus, Hesiod, &c. that the

first person singular, was originally likewise ytfav

agreeing with the Sanskrit asam.) The rejection of the

syllable era, which happens occasionally in the third person

plural, became general with respect to the first of the sin-

gular. If this was primitively -/jffav, the second and third must

have been rjtfas and ij<re. But leaving the deci>ion of this ques-

tion to those who make the Greek language the object of

particular investigation, and who cannot but be aware of

the love of abbreviation, predominant in this language,

particularly when 2 is concerned, vve shall only compare

the dual and plural with the first preterit of the Indian sub-

stantive verb.

* Even in Sanskrit S is liable to much change, or to total suppress-

ion, but only when it appears at the end of a word: In this case it

is, conformably to general rules, either changed into visarga, having
the power of an h, or into or it is changed in o, together with the
preceding a, or it is dropped entirely

, only in a few cases it retains

its original shape. The Latin language proves itself more indulgent
than ihe Greek and Sanskrit to S. Where it does not substitute an
r for it, it is always preserved, as well in the midst as at the end of
a word : but to the transmutation of S into ft, the Latin is excessivgr
ly addicted.
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SING. DUAL.

1 A'sa m
2 A'si s

3 A 'si t

A's va

As t&m <rov

A s tarn rid <rijv

A s ma r) fAcv

A s ta rjd rs

A'sa n rjffa v.

The persons here compared with the Sanskrit make it high-

ly credible that -^asv originated from dtj-fiev. which would

be distinguished from the correspondent person of the

present tense, eff[xsv by the mere augment, which distin-

guishes also stf-Tc from ?)<f-rs.

The A of the Latin root Es is changed into R in the

imperfect, a change which very frequently occurs in La-

tin, and even in Sanskrit S is often changed into R, but

only at the end of words, and according to invariable

rules. In consequence of one of these, for instance, pads
mama

,

conjux meus (or rather met, of me) is changed

into patir mavia, because a final s, preceded by an i, is

always changed into r, when the following word begins

with' m. Also in all the Teutonic dialects, the Gothic ex-

cepted, the change of s into?' frequently occurs; in the

Icelandic this permutation is quite characteristic. The Go-

thic ivas, I was, for instance, whose plural is wesum, is in

German, in both numbers, changed into war (ich war, wir

waren) ;
the English preserves the original s in the singu-

lar, and changes it into r in the plural—I ivas, we were.

To give another instance, where an original s is changed

into r in Latin, I shall mention the genitive plural of the

first, second, and fifth declensions, terminating with rum^

but instead of musarum we find the obsolete form musa-

sum. This I am the more inclined to consider as the ori-

ginal form, because it is connected with the Sanskrit, in

which all the pronouns terminate their genitive plural, with

sam, or, when this termination is preceded by an e, s‘;\m,

because s always is changed into s', when following an e.

Etasam signifies istarum, and kasam quarum, of which the

masculines are etesGm kcs‘am, istorum, quorum. Pro-
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aouns more usually preserve the oldest forms of declen-

sion, and, in English, it is well known, the pronouns on-

ly, have preserved any traces of declension by final ter-

minations, as, he, his, him
;
who, whose, whom,—whilst

all other words have laid aside the use of them. As a

consequence of this fact, we may presume, that sam, the

characteristic of the genative plural, was extended origin-

ally also to other nouns of the first declension,* at least the

supposition is rendered probable by the Latin using the

termination rum, which is not merely confined to pro-

nouns. The tendency for changing S into R is too con-

spicuous not to be observed, and therefore we cannot doubt

that tram stands instead of esamA which would agree

with the Sanskrit asam, and at the same time be an-

alogous with the conjunctive esem, which in the oldest

Latin stands for essem, the s having in later times been

repeated. Conformably to the principle above explained,

esem would be derived from esam, by the insertion of i,

* The first Sanskrit declension comprises the first and second of

the Latin language, the masculines and neuters terminating their

nominative singular, with as and am, agree with the Latin termi-

nations us and um
,
and the feminines in a, answer to the first Latin

declension.

f I cannot pass over in silence an old Etruscan form of the first

person plural of the substantive verb, found in the 5th Eugubian ta-

ble: “ Vutu: asama: kuvertu : asaku : vinu : sevakni which Lan-

zi translates :
“ Vmimus quartum assum, vinum hornum.” He con-

siders asama as making one word with vutu, and observes that devo-

tare, occurring in Plautus, ought to be remembered.

—

Saggio di lin-

gua Elrusca, t. I. p. 367.—In another part of the same work he ob-

serves, that asama is connected with iffpiv, or a similar Grecism.

According to my opinion, it is more nearly connected with eramus

,

if restored to esamus, its original shape. But rather than with the

Greek and Latin, it agrees with the Sanskrit asam (we were), from

which it merely differs by an a, connecting the personal termination

with the root.

c c
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the characteristic of the potential mood, and ai would have

been contracted into e, as it generally happens in the

Sanskrit language.

[This comparison, is continued by its author, through

several other parts of the verb ; but is finally terminated

abruptly. It has already been copied perhaps, further than

some of the readers of the Repertory, may deem desirable.

The remainder must therefore at least for the present be

omitted. ]

[
Che Printer deems it necessary to state, that the irregularity observable in the

preceding article, as to the presence of the accents in the Greek, arises from

an insufficiency of those accented letters, which are of frequent occurrence,

and which could not be procured in time.]
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KNAPP’S

DISSERTATION ON 2 PET. I. 19—21.

SfC.

Most nations in every period, have entertained the opin-

ion of a Golden Age ; that is, a state of great happiness

enjoved by the primeval race of men. And although they

differ in their particular descriptions of it: each one con-

forming their ideas concerning it to their own genius

and taste
;

yet they all agree that this infancy of the

human race, was freed from those imbecilities and

afflictions, which the society and habits of men intro-

duce and increase. If any one will compare the descriptions

of this happy age, by ancient and modern nations
;
he will

find that they contain many things, which notwithstand-

ing the greatest dissimilitude in the taste and manners of

those who wrote them
;
agree in a manner so remarkable,

that they approach to almost historical fidelity and accura-

cy. But as men naturally consider the present age as

worse than the former, so they are accustomed to animate

themselves, and to fortify their minds against the reverses

of fortune, with the hope of future felicity. So that we
observe that it is also common to most people, that what-

ever they believed concerning this future felicity, was re-

duced to the form of history and inserted in their mythol-

ogy. This is the return of the golden age (reditura setas
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aurea, reversio Astrxse, instauranda deorum in terra

domicilia.) of which the poets so often sins;.*

The Hebrews likewise expected a future age of greater fe-

licity in this world; in which, man should enjoy the highest

blessings and greatest abundance. Nor does the idea of

thisperiod,which theJevvish common people entertained, dif-

fer much from that which we see expressed in the ancient

records of other nations; although it was peculiar to the

Hebrews, that they united with it, the persuasion of a

Messiah hereafter to be born. They beheld among their

ancestors, great and brave men, illustrious for their

wisdom and the splendour of their exploits, by whose

prowess they had often conquered their enemies and been

liberated from their bondage. If then they were at any

time depressed by afflictions, they would rouse their des-

ponding minds, by the hope of future deliverance
; seeking

comfort from the representations, derived from their ances-

tors, of the future prosperity and restoration of their nation

by a certain great leader and prince. And their prophets di-

rected their efforts, especially to solacing the miserable, and

encouraging the despairing, by their prophecies. Where-

fore they selected, from the whole apparatus of their

imagery, whatever accorded with the popular taste

and disposition and was adapted to excite the popular

feeling. Hence their descriptions of this future age (NDH
u'ly) so nearly resemble the poetic descriptions of the

golden age ; from which however they excluded the

false and erroneous sentiments which the multitude

had adopted. These prophetic descriptions made under

* Hesiod’s ’E^y. xai vj/jlsp. v. 109—201. Ovid’s Met. i. 39— 162,

and Eusebius’s selections from Plato and Diod. Sic. in Prap. Evang.

i. 7. xii. 13 ; also Virgil’s Eclog. iv. Among the moderns, see Pal-

las’ Travels in Russia, X ol. I. Sec. 10. Steller's Description of Kami -

schatkap. 272, and the accounts of Travels in Africa, America, and

the Indies.
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the influence of divine inspiration, pourtrayed the Mes-

siah as a great leader and prince, under whose nnld

government, the most perfect and uninterrupted tranquili-

ty would prevail. (Isa. ii. xi. ; Mic. iv. &c.
)

In his reign

the golden age should return, the beast of prey should lose

his ferocity, [Is. xi. 6—9; lxv. 17—25 Hos ii. 18. seq.]

justice and the train of virtues revisit the earth, the know-

ledge of divine things and the worship of the true God be

spread far and wide in the earth. But this happy state .of

things was, for the most part, but faintly perceived by the

prophets ;
they indeed anxiously desired, and looked for-

ward to this happy revolution of human affairs
;
yet the

most of them had but indistinct conceptions of its true na-

ture and of the time when it should occur. Beholding as

it were, from a distance, (and in the words of Paul, Si’scrox-

t£ou), this luxuriant landscape; they admired its fertility and

exuberance ;
but could neither distinguish with accuracy

its parts, nor embrace its extent in their vision. At length

Jesus commenced his life and public ministry on the earth.

His instructions gradually corrected the views of men, con-

cerning the happiness and destiny of the virtuous. And
the notions of the Jewish common people concerning the

terrestrial kingdom of Messiah, he taught them to rank

in the class of fables and human fictions. He taught

them that the course which mortals run, is not bounded by

the precincts of this life, but extends far beyond them; that

this life is only a state of preparation, for solid, perfect, and

absolute felicity in heaven. The assiduous inculcation of

these doctrines, produced in the minds of his disciples, the

gradual dawning of day; and the darkness and clouds,

which they had heretofore observed resting on these flour-

ishing fields, now so vanished, that the day shed its

light upon every object. And being now taught by the ac-

complishment of prophecy, to interpret it more correctly

than heretofore
;
they discovered that these splendid and
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magnificent expectations which they had derived from

their scriptures, should be referred to Jesus and his Gos-

pel. Nay, they also observed, that there were many
things in these prophecies, the meaning of which, the

prophets themselves scarcely understood. For then, the

prophets saw “afar off” [Heb. xi. la,] the things which

were now brought clearly to view.

There is a remarkable passage, and appropriate for the il-

lustration of these remarks, contained in the Second Epis-

tle of Peter, c. i. lb—21: “And we have the word of

prophecy rendered more sure, to which. ye do well, if ye

take heed, as to a candle which shone in a dark place, until

the day dawned, and the day-star arose in your heart.

For ye knew this before, that no prophecy of Scripture is

of private interpretation. For prophecy never came by

the will of man, but holy men spake as they were moved
by the Holy Ghost.”

Pernicious errors were now extending themselves in

those Asiatic churches, to which Peter wrote, (1 Pet. i.

1, comp. 2 Pet. iii. 1, &c.) and which Paul had formed

from Jews and Gentiles, as also in some European church-

es. These errors were principally propagated by those

Jewish corrupters of the Christian doctrines, whom the

presence of Paul had heretofore repressed and restrained.

See Acts xx. 29, 30; 1 Tim. iv. and 2 Tim. iii. comp. ii.

16— 18, iv. 34; Tit. i. 14; l Tim. i. 4. et seq. vi. 20; and

the Epistles to the Corinthians and Thessalonians. Some

of them had gone so far, as to deny that the humble, poor

and crucified Jesus (sv <5agx

i

sAvjXuSora,) was the Messiah

and Son of God. 1 Jo. iv. 2. et seq. ii. 22. And Peter

speaking of the same kind of deceivers, calls them 4.so<5o

SiSaffxaXoi, (ii. 1,) who jntroduce damnable heresies, (after

the example of the false prophets among the Israelites,)

and deny Jesus, “the Lord who bought them. He seems

also to refer to these deceivers in denying that he had
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followed cunningly devised fables, in speaking of Christ’s

irapoutfia
;

(i. 16,) for they speaking with feigned words,

(irXao'Toi? Xoyoiff,) had insinuated that the Apostles were de-

ceivers an3 fuiSoToiot, and thus brought their doctrine of the

irapoutfia tou xupiou xai rfwTijpoj into contempt, (c. iii. 3, 4.) But

that we may impartially determine between the different

opinions concerning the meaning of this “coming” of

Jesus Christ
;

(c. i. 16,) let us examine the force and dis-

tinction of the three words used to express it. E-irupavsia,

airoxaXu^ij, 'irapoufl'ia. The New Testament informs us of a

twofold appearance or coming of Christ upon earth

;

which Chrysostom (on Tit. ii. 11—13,) has briefly, but

happily thus explained. ’Ecrupaveiai sirfi <Suo’ -»j jasv vgorsga.,

^api-ro; -
i] Sc SivTiga, av-rowrciJoffEws, xai <rou <5ixaiou.* One, to wit

his first appearance, was altogether visible and embraced

his EvavSpwtfT)<ris, or appearing in the flesh, (1 Tim. iii. 16,)

and all his svtfapxov oi’xovofwav, or life which he to effect our

salvation passed on earth humble and mortal
;
(Heb. v. 7,)

the other, or latter, which followed his dvaXui^iv ev <5ofrj, re-

lates to the institution, confirmation, propagation and fin-

al consummation in heaven, of his kingdom. This latter

appearing is partly invisible,, though known by its ef-

fects
; (1. by his opportune presence and aid which

his sincere' followers loving him though unseen, 1 Pet.

i. S, experience in every situation, (Matt, xxviii. 20,)

and 2. by his providential punishment of the insolent and

refractory ; a signal instance of which, often threatened

and at length executed, is the destruction of Jerusa-

lem, and conquest of the Jewish nation :) And it is

partly visible, and is to occur at the end of the world
;

at which time, he will give the most splendid proofs of

* See what Suicer has collected from ecclesiastical writers con-

cerning this word in his Thesaur. Eccles. Vol. i. p. 1196. sqq. also

concerning the other words owroxaXo^is and irapoutfia, Vol. i. p.

448, and ii. p. 603.

D D
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his power, his majesty and his justice
; by the resurrec-

tion of the dead and passing the final and irreversible

se: tence of judgement on every man. (Matt. xvi. 27,xxv.

31—*6 2Cor.v. 10.) Each of these appearings or comings

is called in Scripture iviyaveia

;

also very frequently

by ecclesiasncal writers. Profane authors also frequently

use it to designate the manifest indications of the presence

of their Gods. This word is also used in 2 Tim. i. 10.

(Com. Luke i. 79. Tit. ii. 11,) for the first appearing;

and fur the latter (which is also called ertaavsia <njs 5o|r]g

s. sv<5og?i) in 2 Thessw ii. S, where it is called s<mq>aveia <roi/

xvgiou ‘rrjc flrago'jffiag, 1 T im. vi. 14. 2 1 im. iv. 1, 8. Tit. ii.

13. But the word cer&xaAu^is joined with Jesus Christ or

<rou xufiou, both in the New Testament and by the Fathers,

refers only to the latter appearance of Christ to judge-

ment ;
thus in 1 Pet. iv. 13. and 2 Thess. i. 7, see also

1 Cor. i. 7, 13, and compare Luke xvii. 30. 1 Pet. v. 1,

i 5. Rom. viii. IS, 19. But although >) cra^oOffta is often

used to signify both appearings by ecclesiastical writers;

yet every where in the Scripture it only refers to the lat-

ter, whether visible or invisible, and sometimes both to the

ogarrj and aoearr) at the same time. See Matt. xxiv. 3,

27, 37, 39. 1 Cor. xv. 23. 1 Thess. ii. 19. iii. 13. iv. 15.

v. 23. 2 Thess. ii. 1, 8. Jam. v. 7, 8. 2 Pet. -iii. 4, 12.

] John ii. 28.* So that their opinion is manifestly erro-

neous, who think in opposition to the use of the word in

every other part of the New Testament; that in this place.

(2 Pet. i. 16,) it refers to the Jirst appearing of Christ,

* Tbe best piece on this subject is H. A. Schotts Comment,

cxeg.—dognuiticus in cos J. Ckristi sermimes, qui de ejus reditu

ad judicium futuro, et judicandi provincia ipsi demandatu, agvnt;

(Ienae 1820) with which compare Jo, Jahns Erklaerung der Weisagun-

gen Jesu von der Zersloerung der Stadt Jerusalem, des temples und des

ludischen Stoats ; in Yol. ii. of Bengel's Archio fuer die Theol.vnd

ihr neueste Literatur.
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that is, his life in this world. Peter himself, not only in

the former epistle, (to which frequent reference is made

in this—comp. c. iii. 1,) makes frequent mention of the

revelation of Christ— tvjs airoxaXu^ews tou X^icTtou, which,

as was before said, designates his return to judge the

world,) but. also in this second Epistle c. iii. 4, speaking

of t?)v tr.ayyiXiwi ttjs iragoufl'ios au-rou (viz. of the Lord and

Saviour, v. 2.) he calls it in v. 12, tvjv irugovaiuv t»)s tou Seou

'/)/x£5as, 6i' vjv ou^auoi cru|ou(A£voi XuSrjff'ovTai. Moreover, our au-

thor, as Acts x. 24, together with Paul and the other

Apostles, when speaking of Christ, both in his speech-

es and writings, bears the weight of his testimony to this

point, the splendid return of Jesus Christ as the constitu-

ted judge of quick and dead. And in this Epistle, his

grand aim is the confirmation of his readers against the

insidious attempts of their false teachers ; hence in c. i. 10,

he admonishes them to adhere with firmness to those truths

concerning his majesty, which they had received from the

Apostles, who being the intimate friends of Christ were

witnesses of his mighty works (snortra i, vs. 16, comp. 1

Pet. ii, 12. iii, 2.) See 1 Jo. i, 1— 3. iv. 14. Jo. i, 14.

xxi, 24. Luke. 1, 2. In verses, 17 and 18 he introdu-

ces the transfiguration of Jesus on the mount, as seen

by James, John and himself, (and also the voice that pro-

ceeded from heaven,) as the most demonstrative proof, and

as it were, a specimen of his future majesty. Nor could

any thing more appropriate be adduced to reprove the

rashness of the false teachers ;
who renouncing their obe-

dience to the Lord that bought them [c. ii. 1.] contemned

as fabulous, the promise of his coming. This coming is

called 7) tou xugiou Swa/xis xai mapovffi

a

for tj dvvar r\ iragovdta, i. e.

>j gv 6wafj.il namdia [comp. Rom. i. 4. 2. Thess. i, 9.]

where the word Swazis properly refers to the indications or

insignia of the royal power of our Lord Jesus Cnrisi [c. i.

11, comp. Acts, ii. 36. x, 36.], who is also called fcoVoTv^
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(c. ii, 2.) and xugios xu^iwv xai /3affiX£ug /3atfiXicov (Rev. xvii. 14,

six. 16.) and o ^ojxsvos e*i ruv vejpaXwv <rou oupavou, fisra Swo.fj.sus

xu i Safaris ‘jroXXrjs. Matt, xxiv, 30. Mark xiii, 26.

The Apostle now opportunely introduces the passage

concerning the prophecies, of which he treats from the

19th verse. This joint testimony of prophets and apos-

tles to the majesty of Christ, he exhibits in a manner

peculiar to himself and his fellow disciples—And this

concurring testimony is not only exhibited in his First Epis.

(c. i. 10— 12.) but also in his orations (Acts, x.38—43. ii.

22—36. iii. 8—26. iv. 10—12, 20.) For this was their

strong hold of argument both with Jews and Gentiles

;

(Actsx.) seeing that in these prophecies were centred all the

hopes of the Jews concerning the Messiah, and in them they

placed the most unlimited confidence. This was the com-

mon ground, on which the parties met, and from this they

endeavoured to lead them on to the belief of the Christian

doctrines—And although these prophecies possessed suffi-

cient authority in themselves, as coming from God, (comp.

Luke xxiv. 25, 27. Matt. xxvi. 54, cet.) yet they were

confirmed to the minds of men by being fulfilled. Paul has

expressed the same sentiment in Rom.xv.8. Eis ro (3sl3uiu<fu>

<ras sirayyt'kias twv ira.rsguv. For if any scruple had remained

in the minds of men, either from the obscurity of the words

or the subject, or from other sources, it should now be re-

moved by the accomplishment of these prophecies, by

which they have been so explained and confirmed, as

to render our faith in the things taught by the Apostles

concerning Christ and his doctrine, more confident.

Wherefore we suppose these words, Kai /Se/3aioT£|ov <rov

•jr^wpvjrixov Xoyov, to mean, Kai vuv(lPet. i. 12. Rom. xvi. 26.

Eph. iii, 5, 10.) /3£,3aio«r££os 4>fxiv s«<riv 5 irgoyiftixos Xoyos, i. e.

Those things which the prophets declared concerning the

Messiah, are now confirmed to us, (viz. “ concerning the

sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow, ’
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1 Pet. i. 11. comp. Rom. xv. 8,) that is, since we were

eye witnesses of the majesty of Jesus, (vs. 16. com. Joh.

i. 14,) and heard the honorable testimony of God the Fa-

ther, to his character, vs. 17, 18.* ’Exof^v can indeed

refer to all Christians, as the Apostle may be supposed to

have spoken per avaxoivuffiv : but we prefer the application

of it particularly to Peter himself and the other witnesses.

For the words almost immediately preceding, eyvugKfapnj

—eirwrai y£v>]^£v<r£g (vs. 16,) and, ^xoutfainev—Cuv au<rw ov<r£g

(vs. IS,) apply to the witnesses alone
;
(who, in the lan-

guage of Paul and John, Acts iv. 20, could not but speak

the things which they had seen and heard
;)

and in what

follows, the discourse is turned to other Christians, u xa-

Xwg zsoitiTi zSgcffE^ovris ; and in vs. 16, tyvugKfapev 'YMIN. A
similar passage occurs in 1 Pet. i. 12, in which the pro-

phecies are declared to have been given by the command of

God, for the purpose of confirming the faith of the Apos-

tles, and other teachers, on whose instructions the Christian

Church was to depend, comp. Heb. ii. 3. But o nSfotpriTixos

Xoyog (which phrase Philo frequently employs,) is not to be
7 understood of any single prediction

;
much less, accord-

ing to Warburton’s theory, of the prophecies of John and

Paul concerning Anti-Christ jt but of the whole range of

* Josephus adopts the same form of expression. Ant. v. 10, 4. sti

paXXov (3s(3cao<rsga.v s'r^s rr,v zSgottSoxouav, also de Bel. Jud. iv. 6,4; and

the word /j£/oaiouv often signifies to confirm.,
to confirm faith, to add

authority, Mark xvi. 20. Heb. ii. 3. Rom. xv. 8. An ancient Scho-

lion, in a Codex Coislinianus, interprets -this passage: ’EXa/3s uap

«

hsifj Sogav xai s^ofxlv ex <Tourou /3e/3aior££av no.rsav vtxo twv ecgocpriruv

rasgi auTou TXgoxa.ra.yytXtav. See also Oecumenius’ Comment ad h. 1.

f See a refutation of the opinon, that o Tzgotpyrms Xoyos refers to

prophecies made by Christians, (to wfiich zlgotprirem yga<pr\s vs. 20.

is opposed, to mention no other objection) by C. F. Stcessner in his

Essay De Oratiunculis Prophetarum Chrutianorum apud Petrum non
rrperiimdis, occasione novae interpretationis (Griesbachii and Doeder-
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0. Test, prophecy concerning Messiah. For in vs. 20,

sjaffa zsgocprireia ygay/)g is mentioned, and whatever we read

in vs. 21, concerning the impulse and divine afflatus, by

which the prophets were inspired, is spoken generally and

universally, and certainly pertains to all the prophecies of

that class, as 1 Pet. i. 10, 11. Peter has also said, ©Eog

u irgoxar-riy'yEt'he dia gopciros ziavruv <ruv vgotpr^uv aurou, traSiiv <rov

^iflVov, EtrXr^wtfsv ov<ru and Tourw fl-avTEs oi ‘>rgo(pr
l
rai pafTi^outfi, x.

t. X. Acts iii. 18, 25, x. 43. And Paul also denominates

the prophecies concerning Christ, -apcupjj'rixai ypacpca, Rom.

xvi. 26. comp. Rev. i. 3. In the ensuing words, “ to

which ye do well, that ye take heed,” the desire to

investigate and understand the prophetic writings is com-

mended ;* because by comparing the prediction with

its accomplishment, Christian faith was extended and

confirmed ; and especially in those cases, where the pro-

phecies had long been the subject of study. For it is

now evident, that Jesus is worthy of that testimony which

the Father- bore to him, (vs 17.) “This is my belov-

ed Son, in whom I am well pleased.” Hence too we
find, the Beroeans commended, (Acts xvii. 11,) because

they had cordially received the doctrines preached to them

by Paul and Silas; “searching the Scriptures daily,

wfiether these things were so.” This method Christ also

employed for confirming the faith ofhis heareis; as in Luke

xxiv 25—27, 44—47. Jo. v. 46, 47, &c. ; and for the

same reason he seems to speak in an approving manner,

when he says, Jo. v. 39. “Ye search the S. S. because

lini,) loci 2 Pet. i. 19. Halse. 1789.—Griesbach’s Dissertation de verbo

pi ophetico, 2 Pet. i as revised and enlarged in Comment. Tkeol. Tom.

vi. Lipsi 179.9,- pag'. 419, sqq.

* KfAwg zs oars, s. czsoojtfcits, is a form, 1. of -expressing thanks

as ( Acts, x 33. Phil. iv. 14.
;

2. of praise and approbation, as in this

place and 3. Jo. 6, it is of much the same force with svafajjsrs.

Acts xv. 29.
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ye. think in them ye have eternal life ^ and they are they

which testify of me.’’ In which he was imitated by the

Apostles and other teachers of that age. Comp. Acts

xxvi, 22, 23, 27. ii. Tim. iii. 16, 17, &c.—Peter, while

writing this, seems to remember the fwioi xai jXa.itroi Xoyoi,

(i,16. ii. 3.) of the false teachers, to which Christians should

not give heed
;

on which point, Paul also admonishes

them, 1 Tim. 1, 3, 4. Tit. i, 13, 14. That Peter refer-

red to them, is evident from the ensuing passage in the

second chapter. ’Eysvov-ro 5s xai ^Sj5oirgoyv\Ta.i ’sv <rw Xaw, i/g

xai sv C.iuv Itfov'rat ^su^o^.^aiTx.aXoi. W here the particles 5s xtxt

sufficiently shew that reference is made to w hat was just

before said in c. i. 16, 19—21, concerning the testimony

of the authors of the Old and New Testament, which has

now been confirmed. A most absurd interpretation of this

is given by Wollius
;

in which he is followed by Zacha-

riae, (in his German Paraphrase ad h. 1. and in Theol.

Biblica, Tom. 1. p. 46, seq.) connecting iv Teas xagdiais 5puv

with ergoas^ovrsg, and throwing the intervening words into

a parenthesis. For omitting other objections, it is con-

trary to the analogy of the Greek language, to say er^oss-^siv

(rowouv) iv Tivi,but is every where in the N.T. join-

ed to the dative.*

In the remaining words of this verse, the 0. T. prophe-

cies are compared to a candle which was formerly shining

in a dark place. The word (paivovn is incorrectly translat-

ed as if in the present
;

it certainly should be, as J. A.

Bengel has remarked, in the imperfect tense, just as

* corresponds to the Latin verb advertere

;

winch is

sometimes used concisely for advertere mentem s. anitnum, or ani-

madvertere
,
animum referre ad aliquid. Some times also ifPocfs^sn.'

refers to the effect of animadversion
; and is the same as dictis Jidem

habere or parere dicto avdientem esse alicui. See Kypke’s Obss. ad

Act. xvi. 14. and what Krebs has adduced on Acts viii. 9. from Jo-

sephus.
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ov-ss in the ISth vs.
1

For, the succeeding verbs are bolk

in the aorist tense
;

5iauyadj), avarsiXri, shone , arose, and

Hot (6iauya^j], avarsXXr;,) in the present, as the Latin vulgate

(and Luther also) translates them. This is besides oppos-

ed by the scope of the passage That is, the diavyairai and

avareiXai as attributed to the day and the morning star, are

spoken of as having already taken place, when the Apos-

tle was writing.

Auxwgos is a word seldom used ; and as employed by

the ancients,mostly designates a filthy, dry, desert place ;

as Kypke (ad h.l.) has shewn from examples. But here

the propriety of the figure leads us to select the signifi-

cation—a dark or obscure place, o
;

(as the an-

cient interpreters also have it). To this we add the au-

thority of Hesychius and Suidas, who interpret it ffruyvov

and (fxovsivov; and also a place in Aristotle’s book De Color.,

where ro tfnXSov xai Xa/jwr^ov is opposed to o xai aXa
(
a-

'rrjs. * It is also corroborated by the Alexandrian transla-

tors, who represent Say by ai"xij.u5-t)s Mic. iv. 8, which

Aquila, in the same place, translates gxoruSrg. So that

there is no necessity of reading with H. Stephens and R.

Bentley, a,u.au£w. This dat'kness is a figure often used to

denote the ignorance in former days of divine things, to-

gether with the evils necessarily attendant upon it ; or

“ the times of ignorance,” as Paul calls them. Acts xvii.

30. comp. Matt. iv. 16. Luke i. 79. Is. ix. 1, &c. 1 Pet.

i. 14. The phrase roco; therefore not only refers

in general to the night and darkness of the 0. T. dispen-

sation
;
but by its connexion with the last words of the

verse, (in your hearts,) implies that the hearts of those

who read the Scriptures are dark places, as long as destitute

of the full and saving knowledge of Jesus Christ, who

* With Xenophon too, a'j^pgoi is opposed to Xitfafoi. M'em.

ii. 1. 30.
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has now come. Thus Paul in Eph. v. 8, “ Ye were some-

times darkness, hut now are ye light in the Lord.”

Moreover Tjuc^a and (pwcpopog in this place, are in opposi-

tion to Xu^vos, so that the light or lamp refers to a more

obscure knowledge of things, resembling the light of

a lamp ; but the day and day-star, to the clearer, more

confirming and salutary knowledge of Christand his bless-

ings. Comp. Rom. xiii. 12, sqq. Acts xiii. 47, 2 Cor. iv. 4,

6, and the words of John in his 1 Epis. ii. S. “Because

the darkness is past, and the true light now shineth,”

also in the 0. Test. Prov. iv. 18, 19. Isa. lx. 2, 3. 2 Sam.

xxiii. 4. But, the latter part of the sentence: 'Ewg ou r^sfa,

x. t. X. is connected rather with <paivovTi,than with #|otfsj(ovTSg.

For the Apostle is not directing how long they must take

heed, but rather declaring how long the light or lamp had

shone in a dark place. So that it is manifest, how un-

founded are the conclusions of those, who, carrying this

figure too far, from this passage, hold the prophetic writings

in contempt ; arguing, that as the clay has now dawned, we,

of course, no longer need the lamp, which is used by night

in a house or upon a journey, but when the day has arisen,

being no longer of any use, is extinguished. But accord-

ing the opinion of Peter, and the other Apostles, the

lamp of prophecy is of use, even after the day is come.

And it would certainly have been an instance of great in-

consistency in the Apostle, first to praise the Christians for

taking heed to that light, even after the day had dawned

(u xaXwg IlOIEITE iriotf^ovTEg-) and then to Insinuate that

the prophecies were unworthy of their attention.* But

the day, which at that time had dawned, is the full day of

N. T. light : xougog sjrrootfosxTtjg, rju.spa oWvjgias, 2 Cor. vi. 2.

* Bengel has happily explained these concise remarks of the

Apostle in Gnom. in loc. * Truth delivered by the prophets, is still

truth. The lamp is not day. yet it dispels darkness.—The light of

E E
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Comp. 1 Jo. ii. 8.) and they in whose hearts the day-star

had arisen, were those, who had passed from the dark-

ness of their former ignorance and errors, into the glo-

rious light of the Gospel, and had cordially conformed

their lives to its precepts. To these, as if awaked out of

sleep, or resuscitated from the tomb, Christ is said by

Paul, to have given light; (Eph. v. 14. comp. Rom.

xiii. 12,) and in this view, Christ is himself called vo

(pug rou xofffiov—<rwv avS^wwwv, as Jo. i. sq. also in Rev. xxii.

16, o arfnig o Aajx^os'o rrgu'ivos, and in Zechariah’s song, (Luke

i. 7S, 79.) avaruXri sg C^ous. See 2 Pet. i. 3—8, 12.

Whence I am strongly inclined to adopt the opinion of

some ancient interpreters, who suppose that by the day-

star in our text, is intended Christ himself. This word,

<pu(t<pogo; is not used in any other place in the New Testa-

ment, nor by the Alexandrian and other Greek interpre-

ters of the Old Testament. The word suffipogos however is

used by the Alexandrians for Venus as the morning-star,

the harbinger of the Sun
: (as Isa. xiv. 12, Job. iii. 9,

which very word is employed in this place in the codex

Guelpherbytanus (Griesb.69,) and written in the margin of

the codices of the later Syriac version. A difficulty arises

here, however, from the fact, that in Isa. xiv. 12, Lucifer

is called the sou of the morning, and does not follow, but

precedes the day. So that if t he Apostle had written them

in the contrary order, and placed the day-star first, it

would appear at first sight, to render the figure more cor-

rect. But we must remember the character and preten-

sions of the Apostle, and not bring him to the strict rules

of rhetoric. Even Homer and Hesiod abound with ex-

day renders distinct what was obscurely seen by candlelight.—Peter

does not accuse of tardiness, those who had as yet believed the pro-

phets more implicitly than they had the Apostles. Every man is

laudably attached to that which forms the ground work cf Ins faith.

Vet the Apostle invites them to make greater attainments.
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amples of this inversion
;
which was the result of ancient

simplicity, and cannot with propriety, be tested by the re-

fined principles of modern criticism.* Besides this, it is

matter of doubt, whether the Apostle intended to con-

nect the phrase sv roug xagSioug v/xuv with lus ou fj^sga Siavyacfrj,

which immediately precede. For it may very properly

be separated and stand by itself. Nor is their opinion

unfounded, who suppose that the two phrases epudtpogos and

fjfisga may convey the same idea: for the word pwtftpogog may
properly mean a great splendor or light, as that of the morn-

ing star.t Nor again can I object to the Syriac translation,

making it <pwtf(f)o|oS fjXio; instead of cputTtpogog dtfrrjg. Suidas, per-

haps, referring to this very place, says—

t

pudepogog 6 to (pug ava-

tsXXuv 6 yjXicj. Thus the figure is proper. For the former

darkness was dispelled, when the day shone; and much
more, when the Sun had arisen and illuminated their hearts.

But in whichever way, we interpret these several terms
;

this is the spirit of the passage. “Your faith in Jesus

Christ is confirmed by the testimony, both of later wit-

nesses, (auToorrwv, vs. 16, IS,) and of the ancient
;

(viz.

prophets, vs. 19—21, comp. 1 Pet. i. 10— 12.) And
we, your teachers, so far from amusing you with fables,

in declaring the glorious appearing of Christ, consider the

ancient prophecies concerning Messiah, as rendered more

sure, and more worthy of credit since they have been con-

* Seethe judicious observations of F. A. Wolf on an instance of

this in Hesiod’s in Thegon. v. 268. [obss. ad Hesiod, p. 91.]

f The Poets often use Lucifer for the day itself : Ovid’s Fast. i. 46.

Pliny [H. N. ii. 8,] says that “Venus rivals the Sun and Moon even

in their names and he thus explains it :
“ For as she precedes the

Sun, and rises before morning, she takes the name of Lucifer, as

another Sun maturing the day : on the other hand, shining from the

west, she is called Vesper, as dispersing the light, and performing

the office of the moon.—Such indeed, is her brightness, that distinct

shadows are made by bodies intercepting her rays.”
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firmed and illustrated by their accomplishment. For we

were privileged to witness the proofs of his majesty,

(comp. vs. 16. and Jo. i. 14. 1 Jo. i. 1—3,) and to hear the

testimony of God (vs. 19.) And as we your teachers have,

in bedience to divine command, diligently investigated

t! Scriptures, and have experienced, and do experience

great benefits from our study, both as it instructed us, and

as it enabled us to judge for ourselves ; so ymu also (who,

crediting our testimony concert ing Christ, have become

his disciples,) by diligent investigation and comparison

for yourselves, of the prediction with the event, will de-

rive the same benefit. For the light of every divine in-

stitution is, at aU limes opportune and useful. (Ps. xix.

9, cxix 9, 105 ; Prov. vi. 23, &c.) Yet these pro; hecies,

being comparatively obscure, until the events, which ex-

plain them, had occurred, though sufficiently clear

when thus explained, are not improperly compared ei-

ther, to a candle shining in a dark room or to a torch light-

ing the way of the traveller,

Obnubila, obsita tenebris per Ioca,

although with a dim light. A light however, though feeble,

is still preferable to darkness. In like manner, the proph-

eciesformerly afforded you a faint light opportunely shining

in your- darkness—that is, before the appearance of Christ

on the earth and your szudrgow to him ; now when the day

hath shined and the day-star arisen in your hearts—that

is—after the Gospel of Jesus Christ was explained and you

embraced it
;

the darkness has vanished, and the full

splendor of day has quenched the faint light of the lamp.

In other words, our knowledge of the character and offi-

ces of Christ is far more clear and full than could be ob-

tained from consulting the 0. T. prophets only, writh

which however, it became us to be content while we were

under the Jewish dispensation.” Comp. Matt. xi. II

— 13, xiii. 16, 17. Luke x. 23, 24.
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The first Sentence in verse 20, vowa rtgurov yivwo'xov-

rsg, may be explained in two ways, the most usual expla-

nation is, to consider it equivalent to “ I wish you to

know and diligently consider this as a thing of the first

importance.” For, vgurov or «£wra for tf^ors^ov, or if^unoVov

or 'ir|«<n<7‘ra (which are usual poetic forms,) are mostly

equivalent to irgwrov iravrwv (1 Tim. ii. I,) before all, in the

frst place
,
principally ; in which sense they are also

frequently used by Josephus. But I prefer the interpre-

tation of Bengel : “for ye knew this before” (i. e. pre-

viously to my writing,) “ either from the discourses of

your present teachers, or your former instruction.”

In which sense this very phrase is evidently used in the

ch. iii. v. 3. for there the words of the t and 2 vs. de-

mand this meaning, (<5i£ysi£w sv uirojjivijfl'si, and frnitfStivai <ruv wpo-

si^ixsvuv, &e.) For, in all this Epistle, the author seems

not to teach , but remind his readers of what they before

knew. See c. i, 12, 13. comp. vs. 15, and Phil. iii. 1.

For in c. i. 12, he thus speaks: Oux clfxsXrjtTu dsi ufj-ag

v»j(fx£iv nsgi to’jtwv, xaiiteg sidorug and in verse 13, Cnsyueu u/xa;

sv u*rojxv»jff£i. Comp. v. 15, and Phil. iii. 1. Paul and John

have both similar expressions
; on xiBMV SXSTS ‘va f,s

b(xag auroi yap oioare,—ujtoi yap 1/j.sig SiSctxro i sffrs. 1 Joh. ii- 27

1 Thess. iv. 9, v. 1, i. S. comp. Heb. v. 12. The viroy.-

v '/]<?!£, in c iii. 1, evidently embraces all that had been be-

fore proposed. For a reason is rendered why they should

still be mindful of what had been spoken obscurely by the

holy prophets
;
that from the event, and from the testimony

ofeye-witnesses(vs.l6— 19,)they might learn their full mean-

ing. The ensuing phrase 'On waffa orjoipnireia ou yiverai,

is a Hebrewism, to ,
with the negative particle, as Malt,

xii. 15, Luke i. 37, &c.) and is equivalent to 'On ou<5sfxia

'T|o(pv) !r£ia iSiag EiriXatfews yivsrai. In place of sniXutfsug, (which

is found but once in the New Testament, and not at all

in the Alexandrian version.) Some substitute ewrjXuctsws ;
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(which Calvin and Grotius adopt,) others eiteXeotfsus

f

and others with P. Junius epmsua-us. But the common
reading, preserved by every Codex except one (Steph.

»y. Griesb. 9,) which has <5iaXuirswg (dissolution,) is not to

be set aside. ’EinXutf/g, from the constant usus loquendi of

ancient writers when referring to things written or spo-

ken, denotes unravelling
,

explaining
,

interpreting.

Philo likewise called the explanation of Scripture sfriAutfis
;

(which place, from his book, de vita conlemplat. is re-

marked by Loesner and others,) and Aquila translates

the Hebrew pino, Gen. xl. S, siriAutfiv
;

in which place

Symmachus has Siaxeunv, and the Alexandrian translators

Siaua^giv
; Symmachus also uses this same word swiXudg

for Hos. iii. 4. To this is to be added that in

the New Testament s^iXasiv is used in the sense of interpret-

ing, Markiv. 34; and in the LXX, Gen. xli. 12, w’here

it is the translation of (a word elsewhere rendered

Saugivsiv,) Acquila also in vs. 8, of the same chapter trans-

lates “ID2 hy swiXusiv. Lamb. Bos. has shewn (in his Ex-

ercitt. philol. in nonnulla N. T. loca. p. 2S3.) from

Athenaeus and Heliodorus that e^iX-jeiv and soiXuffu were

spoken by the Greek writers, of those men, who either

interpreted oracles and dreams, solved difficult questions,

proposed to them (i^OiQaXXofASvag) or explained enigmas.

The use of the word is figurative, comparing the solution

of difficulties to untying a tightly drawn knot
;
comp, also

Acts xix. 39, wffience, a man skilful in the solution of

difficult questions, is termed ettiXotixos : to which also the

Latin usage corresponds ;
as in Cicero, cnodatio nomi-

num, enodarerem, enodata precepta, enodale narrare ;

and in Gellius, (N. A. xiii. 10, 1,) enodare juris laque-

* ’EusXEufl'ig also signifies, approach, access, and impetus. And

rariXuffig, st3T)Xu<nr), scrjXuff!a often mean approach, coming; and

also incantation, when spoken of sorcery.
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os; also in Tacitus (Ann. iv. 2S, t»,) exsoluti legis nexus ;

(i e. a cleared obscurity,) and Livy xl. 55, exsolvere no-

dum erroris. But this eliptical phrase ISiag smXuffsus

ov yivsrui, from a very usual Grecism, which the Latins im-

itate ; is to be thus supplied ISiug snXjffswg s^yov (-m^xypa,

^^a.) ou yiverai sc. oux sin, it is not a work of private

interpretation.* There is a great diversity of sentiment,

among those who have attempted to explain this passage.

The popular explanation refers iSiav raiXutfiv to the readers

and interpreters of the Old Testament prophecies, in this

way. “ The prophecies are not to be interpreted accord-

ing to the will of every reader which is a true senti-

ment, nor is the interpretation contrary to the usus loquendi.

For,™ i<5iov may mean that which pleases any one. But the

scope of the passage is at entire variance with it. Wol-

fius (in Cur. philol. ad h. 1.) and E. G. Hempel (in Diss.

de loco 2 Pet. i. 20, Lips. 1783,) have indeed made a de-

fence of this interpretation. But their arguments are cer-

tainly weak and unsatisfactory. t For, in verse 19, Peter

had referred to the obscurity of the prophecies, and not

* The same form of expression is used by Paul, Rom. ix. t6;

Ou tou SsXovrog, ouSs tou <r££^ovTos &c. where roira egyov sort is un-

derstood.

f Hence Storr in Comment, de Epp. Cathol. occasione el consi/io

;

spuscul. acad. Vol. II. p. 391, sq. also referring these words to those

who possess the prophecies, and frequently use them, wishes them

to be thus translated. “Ye will do well if firmly persuaded that no

prophecy is to be interpreted or weakened according to your own
fancy,” (using )5tas for ioiag upuv, as c. iii. 17.) But besides that

it cannot be established by pertinent examples, that smXuffig can be

taken in the sense of xaraXuffij or SiuXuffig and especially in such a

connexion as this, (for in Matt. v. 17,19. Jo. x. 35, and similar

places—vve cannot substitute sirikusiv for xaraXusiv and Xustv,
) it is

opposed to this interpretation, that Peter in this place addresses

those,whohadno propensity to destroy or fritter away the prophecies-
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to any false or perverse explanation of them. Nor is

there any connexion between the 21st vs. and those pro-

ceeding, if these words refer to the arbitrary explanation

of those who read the prophecies. It is evident from a

comparison of the 21st vs. with the l^th that the Apostle

makes no reference here, to the mode of interpreting

prophecies, by those who now read them
; but he is account-

ing for the obscurity of prophecy—which he does by say-

ing, that the prophets did not speak and write from their

own instigation, nor deliver their own private opinions

on these subjects
;
but that they spake as excited by di-

vine influence. Wherefore we think, that this expres-

sion relates to the prophets themselves, and that «5ia sai-

Xuffig means iSia -rwv sjjoipiiTwv (or a„-rwv vwv «|o;p>prwv) euiXj'Tig.

v. £?p,r;vsia, that is, the explanation or interpretation of

the prophets themselves.* But this sciXuffig relates not

only to the words by which they expressed their ideas ;

but refers also to the explication and investigation of the

things which were treated in their prophecies. By these

words, we are taught
;

that such an explanation was not

the province of the prophets
;

that is—it was not for them

The day had shone into their minds (v. 19,) and they were e<fn)j>iyix£voi

sv t
j)

-naeouffy a\rj$sia (vs. 12,) and therefore could not be classed

with those cavilling interpreters, whom he describes as perverting

the Scnpture c. ii. l,iii. 3, 16, 17, &c.

* This nearly accords with the explanation given by Mill, and L.

Boss, (in his book mentioned before, p. 284.) “ The prophets have

not exhibited their own views,” (interpretati sunt voluntatem) to the

people, but have declared the mind and will of God; for, they were

interpreters, of God, l»p.r)vsis Ssou.” This is correct—but besides

this, it should have been intimated, that having themselves very ob-

scure views of their own prophecies; although they often wished to

explain them more clearly, they could not. This interpretation of

Mill and Boss, (approved by Benson, Whitby and Gill,) has been
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ss prophets (though prophecying of Christ,) either fully

to understand, by their own exertions, the subjects of

their prophecies, or to be able of themselves, clearly to

explain them to others. Those predictions which are

the result of human art and knowlege, or human ingenuity,

require, as well as to the subject as the language a human
iOTXu(nv. But it is far different with the subjects of true

prophecy, or divine impulse by which the prophets were

excited to speak and write. It is the duty of a prophet to

investigate for himself, the deep things revealed to him

(1 Pet. i. 11.) But when he assumes the character of an

investigator, he lays aside that of the prophet. Which
idea is contained in the word av5»wwou, vs. 21, meaning a

mere man; one indeed, who foretells future events or

conjectures concerning future things : and this stands op-

posed to oi ayioi tou Ssou av$?omi, men who only declared

those things, which God delivered to them ; and the par-

ticle yae in the beginning of the verse, shews the reason

is here given, why the explanation of their prophecies

did not belong to the office of the prophets. For if any

man undertake^ to predict future events, by his own saga-

city, judging from the past and present, and the known

relation of cause and effept
;
he then makes known the

future to himself, and may, and should explain his con-

jectures to others. But nothing can, after all be more

anticipated by the author, of a Scholion in the margin of the codejc

Coislinianus
;
(apud Wetstein. ad h. 1.) o\ rago<p>)'rai yet ins' ocutwv

S(|r)p.sva o\iy( 7j£fjW]v§u<rav. Nay, ovx r^pvavro l£|jw]vSuiv, unless God

granted them Imijvsiav sc. suiXufliv. What that interpreter has

subjoined does not very well accord with the opinions of the ancients.

Oi ‘ir|o<p*|Tai— rficdav (jliv xai fl'-jvicfl'av tov (a®o rou Seou) xaTOcfff*-

-siojxsvov Xoyov auroig is?o<p7]nxov, ou (asvtoi xcti Ttjv S’HiXufl'iv au<rou etsoi-

o’jv-to
•—oi /J.tv-01 ayioi isgotpr^ai o; waXaioi, xaras£ sldorss, ov X$St0L'

J

SlXov
£f(

Ar
l
ve'JSiv ra vis’ avruVf x. t. X.

p F
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uncertain than these conjectures ; since the same man

can be led to anticipate entirely contrary and irreconcil-

able things, by the powerful influence of his desires (SsX*]-

liari uvSgussov, vs. 21.) leading his imagination to give real-

ity to the wished for events ;* from which come the

deffocpidpevoi pwSoi (i. 16.) and cX«(Ttoi Xoyoi.* Whatever pre-

diction, therefore, originates in human conjectures
;

however it may wear the semblance of truth, and appear

to be established by the soundest reasoning, and however

clearly it may be expressed
;
must still be uncertain and

worthy of little confidence. But whatever God reveals

by his prophets, though obscurely understood by them,

and though obscurely expressed
;
yet when proved to be

truely divine, by the occurrence of the predicted event,

it is rendered more sure [f3s(3aioregcr v. 19,) to them who

so give heed, (wfotfs^ov-rg. ibid.) as diligently to compare

the prediction and event. For, the p.uo'rt]Piov too Ssou (eve-

ry hidden purpose of God,) must of necessity be accom-

plished wg EurjyyeXitfs Toug laurou <5oXoug, rovs tgocpriras. Rev. x.

7. Wherefore, it could not be reasonably expected or de-

manded
;
that the prophets should themselves explain the

obscurities of their prophecies ; unless God had given

them the explanation
;

for they were not permitted to

write or speak any thing but what God (to wsv/xa ayiov)

spake in them. And the Apostle by using the present

tense, seems to signify, that whatever is true of the pro-

phetic writings in general, is particularly true, in regard

to these— q. d. “so far does this truth extend : ngoprjrsia

15ias iTXikxxfsus ou yivsTai, that every prophecy [of Scripture

of whatever kind, not excepting those which refer to

Autoi—rrsoai^sdsts y.ueoius auvwv tigotprjreuoudiv, as Jeremiah

says concerning the false prophets c. xiv. 14, comp, xxiii. 16, and

Ezek. xiii. 3. Pliny H. N. xxviii 2. “ Hec satis sint, exemplis ut

appareat, ostentorum Vires in nostra potcstate esse, ac prouti qitaeque

accepta sint, itavalere.”
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Christ, v. 19.) are embraced within it.’'' Now we

may see how these words are connected with those

which follow, vs. 21, “There is no reason, why the

obscurity of prophecy should be a cause of offence
;

(vs.

19,) for the prophets could not deliver any thing more

than what was revealed to them by God.” For, they of-

ten declared, by the command of God, things the mean-

ing of which they were not permitted to know, rtgopirnis

yag, as Philo says,* ’IAION OTAEN—or OIKEION JV1H-

Ai<XV.—aUoSsyyfTai • (therefore neither uhav zsgoynrstuv, nor 18-

iav ra|opr,T£ias ssJiXufliv) aXXorgia 8t iruvru Wr^ouwog faegov.

'JXwivcig yag £ iffiv oi raPoprj-Tai Ssou xoifa^guiievov <roig sxsivwv ogyav-

oig <x§og ^rjxwtfiv wv av £&£Xr)(Tr). And he also introduces a pro-

phet saying : Asyu ouSsv ISiov, aXX’ arr’ av lsSr\yriifri <ro Ssiov.

Comp. 2 Kings iv. 27. And the interpreters of dreams

themselves, assert this, Gen. xl. 8, xli. 16, Dan. ii. 27,

28, 30. Aia tou Ssou »j 5iatfa<po)0'is stf-nv oux sv tfoipia <r;/) ovffr,

sv spot, to nvctrygiov atssxaXwpSr), x. <r. X.) Besides, almost all

the prophecies are obscure until after they have been ful-

filled. And yet the most obscure becomes perfectly in-

telligible when explained by the occurrence of the events

it predicted. This is well expressed by an anicent poet,

(apud Auct. ad Herenn. ii. 42.)

Aperte fatur dictio
(
oraculum ), si intelligas.

For they generally appear so plain when fulfilled ; that we
are surprised at our dulnessin not having understood them.

And Peter uses the fact, that the prophets did not under-

stand what they were declaring concerning Christ
;

as a

strong argument to shew that they were divinely inspir-

ed.t But that noted place from the first Epis. i. 10— 12,

to which we have so frequently referred, throws much
light on this whole subject. For the Apostle exhorting

* The whole passage may be found in \Vetstein ad loc.

• f This remarkable proverb is found among Jewish writings. “Pro-

phets sometimes prophecy, they know not what.” And Socrates in
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his readers to persevere in the profession of the Christian

faith, lest through the dread of suffering, they mignt apos-

tatize, presents to their consideration, the most blessed and

happy condition of Christians, (aw^iav) in these words

“concerning which promised salvation, the prophets

have inquired and searched diligently, who prophecied of

the great grace of God, that should be conferred on you,”

(through Christ.) They therefore desired to emerge from

the darkness, and to enjoy the fullness of da}', which should

succeed the night and shades of the Old Testament, (comp.

Luke x. 23, 24, Jo. viii. 56.) Hence “ they searched

what manner of time, the spirit of Christ that was in them

the Io of Plato, speaking of the poetic rage, denies that poets can

compose verses, or prophets utter predictions, unless raised above

themselves by divine power. Nor can any one, who is compos mentis

make verses or prophecy. Therefore Poetry and Prophecy were

not the result of art, but of divine inspiration—(OJ yag ‘rsjjvjj ravra

Xtyouffiv, aXXa, Ssia Suvapsi the same sentiment is expressed in the

Phaedrus of Plato.) “ For which cause” Socrates proceeds “God
takes from poets and prophets their own minds, that he may employ

them as his servants and the messengers of his predictions ; that we

who hear them, may know, that it is not they who declare things of

such moment; [comp. Mark xiii. 11,] but that it is God, who ad-

dresses us men through them.” For Plato is here endeavouring to

shew—that Poets and Prophets delivered and understood nothing of

themselves; but were merely God's instruments and interpreters.

And although this was spoken by him in contempt, yet sufficiently

indicates the popular sentiment on this subject. lie also remarks on

this sentiment in his J\Ienon. [extr.] ’Og6ug «v xaXoipev Ssioug <rs ovs

vuv 07] k’ksyop.sv y_^T]dpu5ovs xai pavrsig' Xsyovvsg EsoXXa xui ps-

yaXa ssgaypara pr)oev eidoreg uv Xeyovdi. This suggests what

Phemius doiSog says concerning himself : in Homer's Odijss. xxii.

347, sq. AvrooiSaxTOS d’ eifir Sto? 5b poi tv tprsdiv o!p.ag ajavroiag

svBipvdsv. Also what Telemachus says concerning the other aoiSoi,

Odijss. i. 347. sq. Ou vu <r’ uoiSoi ainoi, aXXa Zsug ct'iriog, odre

SiSudiv avogadiv akcpr,drr,drj o-nug sScXt/Civ, sxadr’p. [comp. 1 Cor.

xii. 1 1
.]

Passages may a’so be found in Daniel and Revelations, which •

illustrate the doctrine contained in this,passage and also in 1 Pet-i. 10.
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did sonify,” (for this was a common belief of the Jews
;

that the Messiah in the exercise of his care for his people,

had enabled them (o perform many great deeds ; and had

inspired their prophets; as is manifest from the Chaldee

paraphrases, and the Rabbinical writings. Comp. Jo.

viii. 56, 58, xii. 37, 41, 1 Cor. x. 4, *9.) “ when

it testified before-hand the sufferings of Christ, and the

glory that should follow. Unto whom it was revealed,”

(lest they indulge an impertinent curiosity) “that not unto

themselves, but unto us” (the Apostles and other teach-

ers,) “they did minister these things, which are now”
(after the appearing of Christ on earth,) “reported unto

you by them who impelled by the Holy Spirit sent

down from heaven, have preached* the Gospel unto you,

which things the Angels desire to look into.” (The

Angels being intelligent, and holy, naturally desire to

investigate the manifold wisdom of God, developed in his

eternal decree for the salvation of men, purposed in Jesus

Christ, Eph. iii. 10, 11.—And the Scriptures represent

them as ministering to Christ, and sedulously laboring

for his interest and honour, and cordially favoring his

plan of salvation. See Matt. i. ii. iv. 11, Luke i. ii,

Matt. xxv. 31, xxvi, 53
:
xxviii. 2, sq. Luke xxii. 43,

Jo. i. 52, Luke xv. 10 cet) Paul has spoken, of the an-

eient prophecies, much to the same effect. For as he

says, Rom. xvi. 26. “ The Gospel is now, (in the

time of the N. T.
)
and ivas before this time, made

manifest by the writings of the prophets

;

so he pro-

fesses that he knew that which (v. 25,) was unknown
before Christ

;
(/xu/fTriPiov, ^poms ahmotg tfecriyvjfAevov) but was

* Erasmus has well explained this in his Paraphrase ad h. 1. “They
indeed earnestly desired to see what you see; but for this reason,

their prophecies preceded, that our faith, who now announce the

things, which they predicted, might be more certain.
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now revealed by Christ and his Apostles. Comp. Fph.

i. 9, 6, 19. iii. 5, 9. Col. i. 26, ii. 2. Isa. xlii. 9, 16.

But although we do not utterly contemn the interpreta-

tion of this phrase, ('On iu|o^r;vcia toiag cSiXuffSwj ou yivs-rai,)

which H.G. Reichard thus expresses (in his Latin version

of the N. T.) “ No prophecy of Scripture is to be ex-

plained, as detached from the others” (ex se ipso q. d.

§aorr,v owe snXuii.) and which S. F. N. Morus (in Prae-

lectt. in Jacobi et Petri Epp. a Donato editis, p.

208, sq.) has undertaken after S. Werenfels to estab-

lish ;
(for it is not opposed by the usus loquendi

,

context or scope,) yet we maintain our opinion ; first,

on account of the manifest resemblance between the pro-

position thus understood, and the sentiments of Jews and

Gentiles, above exhibited ; secondly and chiefly from

the passage in the first Epistle which we have seen to be

evidently parallel to this. For, he there clearly asserts

that the prophets did not understand the contents of their

own prophecies. Moreover their interpretation would

make the declaration of the apostle too broad. Since it

cannot be said with truth, that no prophecy (tfatfa zsgoyri'riia

ou) can be understood by itself, but according to

this view it should be, not every prophecy ou satf«, &c.

can, Sac.

Now we are taught in the 21st vs. (as was just be-

fore observed) why the explanation of prophecy could

not be expected from the prophets themselves. “ For

prophecy came not in old lime by the will and reflec-

tion of man:” by the invention and meditation of man,

i. e. in such a manner, as the prophets would desire to

express their own thoughts and feelings
;

(ra idia) which

however, the false teachers do ; some of whom we know
to have feigned a divine inspiration, (c. ii. 1. comp. i.

16.) For -^sucioTCosWiTai /xcc-raiovfftv savroig opatfiv, awo xugdtaig

«uvwv XaXoutfi, xai oust erao tfvo.aavos xujiou. Jerem. xxiii. 16, 21,
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xiv. 14, Ezech. xiii. 3, sq. The phrase zsvsv/ia ayiov is

used antithetically to deXy/ian avSfwraou, and is equi-

valent to afflatus, instinct, or Divine inspiration by

which they were excited to prophecy ; thus in Josephus

cont. Jlpp.\. 7, S, where (y e-amvoiu t, airo &£ou is opposed to

«rr, ruv ypavj.avTwv fiovXyiii) Rev. xix. 10, <ro irvsufux rys rago-

qjyrsiac, s. <ro ss goipyrixov zjvsu

/

j.a. Prophecies and oracles have

b to, by almost every nation, attributed to a divine affla-

tus or inspiration. It is usual in speaking of the character

and actions of the Deity, to use the same language with

which we speak of the characters and actions of men
;

while at the same time we are aware that it conveys very

inadequate ideas. Hence the simplicity of the ancients,

led them to attribute to' Him, corporeal members and or-

gans, and of course led them to speak of His actions as

corporeal. As an instance of which
;
when they spake of

the divine communications to men, they referred them to

the mouth of God. Hence the divine oracles are called

. mrr nm .mrr &c. To the same source, we trace

these Greek words ; (py^y, <pewis, Xoyiov, Seoipgafau, <ra Setfroa-

ru, xf'l (T
/
JC0S

>
or as Philo elsew’here expresses it, Sso^gyifrcc,

Xoyia- and by the Latins, (as Cicero has remarked,

Topic. 20,) the oracles were so called, (oracula) because

they were the orationes of the Gods. And since words

cannot be spoken without the emission of breath, all that

God says, is called fTH & Vfi ITH, as Ps. xxxiii. 6.

There is also a great force in wind or breath, which, whilst

distinctly felt and heard, is invisible. Whence all immate-

rial nature is compared to breath, air or wind, and those

things which God does, or is supposed to do ; of which,

we perceive only the effects, are all atlributed to the wind

or breath of God, w'hich proceeds from Him, or which is

breathed from his mouth. And therefore, not only the

life which we enjoy (for life and the vital principle are
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contained in the breath, Gen. ii. 7, Ps. civ. SO, Ez. xxxvi.

9, 10, 14,) but especially that divine influence, by which

the prophets rvere excited and enabled to deliver their

prophecies, (o evSo'jffiafffw;, r, EvSouffiaffij,
)
are almost universal-

ly referred to the spirit and breath of God, by which

they are supposed to be inspired and animated. It was

also an opinion of the ancients, that every great man was

inspired.* From which, we discover, why the ancients

supposed a deity to reside in the air and wind, i. e. a cer-

tain divine influence or force, (vim.) See those symbolical

narrations : 1 Kings, xix. 12, Acts ii. 2, Jo. xx. 22, cel.

This common sentiment may be traced in every language.

The Hebrew expresses the prophetic inspiration by

,0»nbN rm or what is equivalent ; C’TpH ITH (wveu-

jma ayiov,) and the same in the Greek. We see it in all

these words, tsvsu, -avsiua, sfisvEu, sstravEw, i/Mpiffau, sn^sviv

<Ti£, ifiZjvEixfro;, SsoavfuffvBf, (2 Tim. ii i. 16,) 'sneufiarixog,

z'je-.liarQpogos, rxixvoia Seou. All which refer to the divine

inspiration, and are spoken of those in whom God was.

To this, their opinion concerning the Delphic oracle cor-

responds, for they supposed, t t at there was in that place

a Terrx Oraculum, a gentle breath or spirit (frigidus spir-

itus,) proceeding from a deep cave, driven up by some

force like the wind, (which Strabo calls L. ix. a ev-

Souffiatfvixov, Justin xxiv. 6,) and communicating the ora-

cles to the prophets. (Diod. Sic. L. xvi.) Hence Lucan

says of Pythia : (Pharsal, v.163, sq.)

•

* Cicero de Nat. Dear. ii. 66. comp, the passage before adduced

from Plato’s lo, and add this from Seneca [Ep. xc. extr.] “ Non
negaverim fuisse alti spiritus viros, et ut ita dicam, a diis recentes,

nequeenim dubium est,quin melioramundus^ondumefietusediderit.”

f Cicero de Divinitat. i. 50, says, “ Credo—anhelitus quosdaru

fuisse terrarum quibus inflatae mentes, oracula funderent.” See Lon-

ginus, S-fi i Lc'.c. Sect. xiii.
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Concepit pectore numen,

Quod non exhausts? per tot jam ssecula rupis

Spiritus ingessit vati.

—

Also in the Latin ; inspiratio and inspiratus are deri-

ved from spiritus (i. e. aura s. aer as Pliny correctly

defines it, II. N. ii. 5,) and of the same class are these

phrases: afflatus divinus, afflatuin esse numine dei, in-

flari divino spiritu ; (Cicero pro Arch. c. 8.) and what

Livy savs Concerning a poet, (v. 15, xliii. 1,) “ eum ceci-

nisse divino spiritu instinctum vel iinpletum,” also Se-

neca, (Ep. xxviii
)
concerning the demeanor of an excit-

ed Sibyl, multumque habentis in se spiritus non sui : not to

mention many others, which the limits of this essay for-

bid us to introduce. Such being the opinions, and mode

of speaking on this subject, prevalent, among the ancients,

it cannot be doubted that Peter here speaks of an impulse

truely divine, by which the Jewish Prophets were incited,

and enabled to prophecy, comp. 1 Pet. i. 10, 11. For

this was the uniform persuasion of the Jews, concerning

the inspiration of their prophets,* which Peter also ex-

presses in this place
;
and to which the other Apostles

and their master, add their sanction. The prophets are

beautifully said to be tpsgopsvoi uzso avSu/xaro

s

ayiou, or Dso<pofri-

toi, 6eo<pogouiJ.$voi, iteo<po£i)Tws XaXsiv, (which words are used by

the classic authors, and byPhilo,Josephus,andChristian the-

ological writers). The word (psgstrdou indicates any vehement

motion or impetus, as of the wind or waves (Acts ii. 2,

xxvii. 15, 16,) as the words ogfj-r) and ogpaopai, which also de-

signate the divine inspiration, as in Plato’s Io; ’E<p’ 6 ij Mou-

<fa kotov Nor is the figure a forced one
;
for the

;f Josephus [Contr. App. i. 8.] calls the xxii. books of the O. T.,

written by the prophets
:

(3i8Xia 5ixaius 3eia xaSTSidn^sm, he says

it was inculcated on every Jew, soSuj sx r/js wpojtvjs ysvetreug, <ro

aura Ssou Soy/j.ara, xcu -tootois ipfJ.svsiv,xai Ctisg aorwv, si Sso i,

5tv-/]rfx.tv rfiS'jig.

G G
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mind of the prophet was violently affected when under

this influence
;
(Jerem. xx. 9,) so much so, that it was

manifested by the voice and gestures of the body. Whence

also this IvSoutfiatfts or hsocpo^ais is called a divine vehemence;

and those who prophecy, are said to rage, paivsdSat, also

to be possessed byGod xa.rz-/za^oa ix 6sov, sc. \ap(3a.vz<!dai, to be

taken away or agitated by God* (xivsiadai rp dzitp wsupuTi).

The phrases ajwt, ayioi 6zou, or as in this place ayiot Ozov

av&guiroi,t also simply avdguirM dzou, and douXoi dsou are used
?

first, to designate those, whom God has consecrated to

himself for particular services ;
and secondly for the pro-

phets or interpreters of the divine will
; who should teach

men by the authority and inspiration of God, future things,

and other truths which God wished to majie known.

Comp. Deut. xxxiii. i, Jos. xiv. 6, 1 Sam. ii. 27, 2

Kings, i, 9, iv. 7, 9, Luke i. 70, 1 Tim. vi. 11, 2 Tim.

iii. 17. For which reason, the Messiah also is emphati-

cally called, o ayios, o ayios Azov, o ayios r,uig 6zou ; being the

best interpreter of God’s will. Luke iv. 34, Act. iii. 14,

iv. 27, 30, comp. Jo. x. 36. The poets and prophets too,

among the ancients, were called holy, because they were

the subjects of a divine influence, and were considered

the ministers and interpreters of the gods. Socrates,

* See Virgil Aen. vi, 46. sq. also 77—80, and the passages on v.

48, quoted by Cerda. Comp. Lucan’s Phars. v. 161, sq. Cicero

too ad Qti. Fr. ii. 10, calls those excited or inspired by the Muses,

or carried away with poetic vehemence MoaffoiraraKroi. From the

fact of their agitation, and as it were, being carried away, the terms

to rage, to be frantic were applied to them. And indeed the word

vaticinare, which the Latins applied to them, means in its simplest

sense, to rage, (as in Cicero pro Sext. c. 10,) and the Hebrew

»3jnn. 1 Sam. xviii. 10 comp. xix. 24. Also the Greek pavcig

from the primitive paivu, pampai, is applied to the zvQzoi.

| Holy men of God, the antitheton of man in the former part of

the verse. See what was before remarked on this.—Commonly

:

oi ayioi : but the best codices have not the article.
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in Plato’s Io, Kouipov yag xgwa sdn—xm isgov. and

Ovid, (Fast. vi. 5.)

Est deus in nobis ;
agitante calescimus illo

:

Impetus hie sacrce semina mentis habet.

Cicero in his oration pro Arch. c. 8 and 12, speaks of the

sanctity of poets, and its causes. This likewise gave rise

to the term Oeioi as applied to poets and prophets
; of which

Socrates, in the passage quoted above, from Plato’s Menon
,

speaks. Seneca, de tranq. animi, c. 4 5, extr. speaks

thus; “ Non potest grande aliquid et supra ceteros loqui,

nisi motet mens'. Cum vulgaria et solita contempsit

instinctuque sacro surrexit excelsior, tunc demum aliquid

cecinit grandius ore mortali. Non potest sublime quid-

quam et in arduo positum contingere. qunmdiu apud se

est. Desciscat oportet a solito, et efferatur, et mordeat

frenos, et rectorem rapiat suum : eoqueJerat, quo per se

timuisset escendere.” Hence it is, that Velleius (Hist.

Rom. i. 16.) calls the tragic poets Aeschylus, Sophocles

and Euripides, divini spiritus viros.

But to conclude. I muse now remind you, my fellow

disciples, of the magnitude of those blessings, to the me-

mory of which, the piety of our fathers consecrated this

season.* Compare the darkness of ignorance and error

that rested on former ages, with the clearest exhibition

of the light of divine truth, that we enjoy. We are accus-

tomed to trace these effects to a succesiou of causes ; but

the leading one is the Gospel of Jesus Christ ; from which

as from a perennial fountain, open to all, these blessings

have flowed. For the light which emanated from other

good and wise men before him, was both more obscure,

and more limited in its influence, confined to the few who
were considered wiser and more intelligent than others.

* See date at the end.
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But Christ has restored and increased that faint and almost

extinguished light and commanded it now to extend its

cheering rays to all. The institutions of the Gospel are

not now confined to one nation
;
but according to the de-

signs of God, have gone to every people, and are to be en-

joyed by the whole human race. Whoever then desires

to partake of the fruit of these life-giving institutions and

doctrines
;

let him, deo juvante, so live as to prove that he

walks in the light, not in the darkness. Rom. xiii. 12

—

14. Let us then, contemplate and imitate the life of

Christ For this is the condition of union with him,

that after the pardon of our sins; imitating his example,

and walking in his steps, we press on to the attain-

ment of that eternal felicity, which he has provided

for us.

«> \

University of Halle,

}

Dec. 24, 1785. ]
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AN ACCOUNT

OF THE

XilFE & WRITINGS OF J. D- MICHASIiZSr

The life of the man of letters, who attains to a good

old age, seems, at its close, no longer to receive its merit-

ed recompence. At the death of the active man of busi-

ness, both city and country are frequently immersed in

grief. At the grave of the scholar, who finds an early

tomb, loud lamentations are frequently heard. But around

the remains of the grey-headed veteran in this honorable

service, there reigns, for the most part, a dreary stillness.

The multitude of those to whom his deserts are known,

are not assembled around his bier
;
for these are scattered

far and wide, in different countries, by the various allot-

ments of Providence. The friends of his youth, who es-

timate their loss with enthusiastic ardor, and in the lan-

guage of poetry, can no longer bewail his death ; for the

greater number already slumber in the tomh, and the sur-

viving few, oppressed with years, have only strength

enough remaining to drop a silent tear over his grave.

His influence upon the sciences, owing to their incessant

changes, has diminished with his declining years. His

earlier services operate imperceptibly, and in scattered

rays, in the vast empire of truth, appreciable only by a

devoted few. The tidings of his death were already long

anticipated. How could the news of that event, under

* Born Feb.

—

1717, died Aug.

—

1791.
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such circumstances, prostrate like a sudden and afflictive

stroke? How could the distant feel his death like those

who are near ? The absent like the present ? This would

be contrary to the course of nature. An event, for some

time anticipated, makes at last, but a feeble impression.

A remote event affects us not like one which is near; nor

that removed from our sight, like that before our eyes ;

what is scattered operates more feebly that what is concen-

trated at one point. Time, however, makes amends for

all ;
it gathers, weighs, compares, and estimates ; and

awards, at length, to greater merit, its appropriate praise.

Let this, then, be the consolation of all the friends and

admirers of the illustrious Michaelis of unfading memory,

(who ceased, on the 22d of August, to adorn Gottingen

with his presence,) although the tidings of his decease,

could not be expecttd to agitate all Germany, like an un-

expected shock. Exhausted of his bodily vigor for many

years before his death, he sank away slowly and gradual-

ly, at an unusually advanced age, loaded with honors and

with years; and even till the last week of his life, indus-

triously employed in communicating oral and written in-

struction to his contemporaries and to posterity—a genuine

teacher of Europe. Such a man needs not a noisy publi-

cation of his praise; greater than every other and far more

eloquent, is the silent praise of his surviving merits. He
needs no proud monument erected by friends and admir-

rers ; the most illustrious and lasting monument, he has

himself erected, during his active life of seventy four

years—the honorable monument of his intellectual

achievements.

To contemplate these achievements, to form a lively

idea of his eminently industrious and meritorious life, and

to recall thus the image of the man
;

to transport ourselves

to the period at which his career commenced, and to esti-

mate the difficulties with which he had to grapple
;
to as-

certain the means by which he surmounted the obstacles of
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education, and subdued the prejudices of bis earlier and

later contemporaries ; to trace the footsteps of his discur-

sive mind, and enquire how far be advanced and where

he stopped ; where we could only follow in his track, and

where we could pass beyond him—this is all that he has

left for us. This alone can be denominated honoring his

name and celebrating his memory, according to his taste, in

such a manner as he himself, if a departed spirit indulges so-

lictudefor the concernsof earth, would regard with compla-

cency Shallow praises he would despise, as he despised

them when on earth. He who was alive only to merited

reputation, would now be gratified only by that praise

which is his due. He who was unceasingly engaged in

the investigation of w’hat mankind denominate truth, would

be gratified only with the truth concerning himself. He
who found in literary employment his only satisfaction,

and the only recreation of his declining years, would doubt-

less be delighted, if by recalling his example, we should

animate ourselves to the like industry and activity.

Let this then be the offering which I deposit on his grave

—a poor and trivial offering, it is true, compared with that

which his other pupils or his older friends will bring.

But even the smallest present, made with a fond and grate-

ful heart, has its value and desert. No one, during his

life, clung to him with a more devoted attachment, a more

lively admiration of his greatness, and a greater degree of

gratitude for his manifold services
;
nor shall any one sur-

pass me now after his decease.

In tracing the developement of his mind, no one could

have assisted us better than Michaelis himself, if he had

left a circumstantial and accurate history of every pericd

of his life. His earlier friends might still, in part, sup-

ply the deficiency, who, as is the fact with some, enjoyed

his friendship from his earliest youth
;

or, at least, were

witnesses of his literary plans and connexions, and of his

method of study, during certain active periods of his life,

H H
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or could furnish much pertaining to these subjects from

his own mouth. I cannot avail myself of these satisfactory

sources. I can only have recoruse to a few leaves which

infirm us of the more important revolutions of his life,

and to my own recollection of scattered information which

I have met with in his writings.

Michaelis received his whole education, up to the time

of his first appearance in public as Magister Legem in the

year 1739, in Halle, his native city, at that time not the

most eligible place for the literary education of a theo-

logian. *

The Orphan house, where he received his final prepara-

tion for the university, was the residence of a wild fanati-

* [The reader will doubtless be struck, with the revolting man-
ner. in which, the author of this life ofMichaelis, speaks of the ven-

erable University of Halle, and of the piety for which it was so long,

and so eminently distinguished. The writer, it is presumed, is the

celebrated Eichhorn, w hose talents and attainments have placed

him at the head of the present literati of his country. Those w ho

have had any opportunity of becoming acquainted with his charac-

ter, are aware of his laxity of sentiment, his contempt of practical

piety, and his hardihood in trifling with the most sacred subjects.

Such persons will not be surprised, at his sneers at what he terms

the extravagant fanaticism of Halle; and will be able to appreciate

the value of all those remarks, with w hick the article abounds, rela-

tive to points, in which religion or sound doctrine are concerned.

Our reasons for inserting the article, are, that its objectionable

portions, when the character of its author are know n, must be entire-

ly harmless: and Aha' the life of Joh> D. Michxelis, fills a larger

space in the literary history of Geimanv, for the 18th century, than

that of any other individual. Living as he did, during the period at

which, the grea' revolution in the opinions and mode of study of the

theologians of that country w as occurring, and being himself one of

the most prominent actors in the scene, there is (apart from the

varied and intrinsic merit of n any of his works.) much, in the mere

circumstances in w hich he lived, to secure the interest of every in-

telligent reader

—

Editor.]
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cism. The school connected with the same, although at

that period far superior to most of the similar institutions

in Germany, embraced no regulations fully adapted to

promote the solid education of the future university man

of letters
,

for which situation his father, at an early pe-

riod, seems to have intended him. The universally im-

portant study of the ancient classics flourished there only

to a moderate degree and within narrow limits. The latin

authors, it is true, were explained, but were explained much

too imperfectly. In regard to the Greek, they employ-

ed their grammatical drudgery upon the New 'Testament

as if there were no other Grevk writings in the world
;

and, in general, all the instruction in the ancient languages

was directed solely to the grammar and the lexicon, and

not to the cultivation of taste which should always remain

the principal object. * On the other hand, absurd as it may
seem, a full course of instruction in the philosophy of

Wolf w’as given under the unsuspected sanction of the

Orphan house
;

a course which no one, even at the uni-

versity, would have ventured to give, while yet the

curse of the Hallean theologians rested upon it.

The pec diar situation of the university at that time was

well adapted to cripple and discourage both heart and mind

of the young theologian. The philosophy of Leibnitz as

modified by Wolf, the best at that time known, was there

decried as fraught with poison for every pious soul. Ec-

clesiastical history was at the service of fanaticism, and,

in its genuine sources, and its whole extent, was a thing

unknown. Exegetical learning was regarded as superflu-

ous, and hostile to real piety. Buxiorf’s Jewish-christian

chimeras prevailed here, as eisew'here, with tyrannical

sway. The philologist Doctor Michaelis spun out tedious

* Life of Michaelis in Beyer’s Magazine for Preachers, B. II. Art.

6, p. 2. Reiske’s Life, p. 7.
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etymologies, and put in requisition all his wits for the

comparison of Greek and German words \vith Arabic and

Hebrew roots, without employing his philological learn-

ing for the interpretation of the Bible, or for the improve-

ment of theology. In didactic theology, Lange’s Oeco-

nomia Sulutis was an oracle universally esteemed; and m
the department of Christian morals, they gave themselves

up to an overstrained piety and an extravagant fanalicism.

Whoever was dissatified with this state of things, or man-

ifested a desire for more profound theological learning,

was regarded as fallen from his first love, inasmuch as

he wished to become wiser than his Saviour.

What direction could such a school afford to the young

theologian ? What literary provision for the future life of

letters ? What seeds for future developement ? Michaelis

left this school, as was naturally to be expected, mis-edu-

cated, miserably furnished, both in mind and heart
;

in a

state of genuine literary and moral starvation. Baumgar-

ten, indeed, whom the Orphan house had assisted to obtain

the theological professorship, that he might in this situa-

tion, promulgate his faith, was at that time, to the scandal

of the Christian brethren, fallen from grace, and was en-

gaged in teaching a philosophical and synoptical theology.

Michaelis however could not entirely fancy this theology,

and was not yet disposed to draw from the prolific source,

which soon after proved so productive for many of the

greatest theologians of the present daj7
. It was a happy

circumstance for the mind of Michaelis, that his prudent

father still cherished in his bosom a fondness for the an-

cient classics, and still further confirmed it by the instruc-

tion he was called to give in this department at the Or-

phans house : and also, that he placed within his hands,

for his individual study, the metaphysics of Wolf, and
afforded him an opportunity af receiving oral instruction

in Mathematics, Natural Philosophy and History. The
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direction which Chancellor Louis communicated to his

mmd. in the last mentioned department, was retained by

him during the whole course of his life. As a theologian,

how r, he terminated his course at the university with

his d full of prejudices, sadly deficient in genuine, theo-

logical, and exegetical learning, and, as is very manifest

from some printed letters which were written about that

time, deeply tinctured with the extravagance and fanati-

cism before alluded to, which entwined itself with his

very nature.

A man whose education has been thus perverted, must,

if he would not remain forever useless, turn himself about

and form himself entirely anew. I should not be able to

mention a single individual of his proper contemporaries,

those, to wit, who were mis-educated as he was, who felt,

as he did, the necessity of his change, (for Baumgarten

was somewhat earlier
;)

still less should I be able to point

out an individual of this school at large, who has actually

undertaken thoroughly to reform himself. Michaelis took

a direction which might afford an universal example. The

prejudices of his earlier years, he succeeded, for the most

part, in obliterating, at first in himself, and then in Ger-

many. From an ignorant disciple of ignorant instructors,

he became an immensely instructive teacher of others,

both in his own and in other kindred departments, in Ger-

many, and far beyond its limits. In regard to his over-

strained piety, however, his reform did not succeed so

well.

In this revolution, which affected his whole nature, his

residence, during one year, in England, must claim the

first share. On his return to Halle, in the year 1742, he

prosecuted his lectures, as private teacher, with greater

openness than formerly". The awakened soon discovered

the great change that had been wrought in him, and ren-

deitd thanks to God, in secret ejaculations, that, by his
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call to Gottingen, they were rid of an apostate, from whom
they had no new concessions to hope.*

What was begun in England was consummated in Gottin-

gen, through the influence of the distinguished men into

whose society he was thrown, in the year 1745; e'pecial-

ly, if I correctly understand many passages of his writ-

ings, through the influence of Mosheim, Haller and Ges-

ner. After a few years, (from about the year 1750,) he

became, what he continued to be through his whole life,

a scholar, towards whom the eyes of half the world were

directed. Ordinary men require a long time to reach their

moderate elevation : great men rise always rapidly, form-

ed, as it were, in the twinkling of an eye.

In no department did he deviate less from the direction

he received at Halle, than in that of history he advanced;

however further, with a manifest improvement. Through

the influence of Chancellor Louis, of whom he spake, even

in his latest years, with manifest pleasure, he had appre-

hended this department from a statistical point of view.

But Louis certainiy never had introduced him to the criti-

cal appreciation and discrimination of the original sources;

for he himself had scarcely dreamt as yet of historical

criticism. But JNIichaelis advanced continually, resting on

this sure support, from the time that he employed himself

in his writings with historical investigations ; and he had,

undoubtedly, at an earlier period, in his oral instructions,

exercised this salutary criticism, at a time when it was

much less frequent in Germany than it afterwards became;

for he manifests, from the very commencement, a decided

familiarity with it in his writings. Whether he took the

hint from earlier German works, which exhibit traces of

a critical investigation of historical truth—from Gundling,

* Sender's Life, Part I. p. 86.
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for example, Maseov, Kohler, or even from its genuine

originator, Peter Bayle ; or whether his own philosophi-

cal taste, entirely of itself, or perhaps from the most tri-

vial suggestion of others, attained to this point of perfec-

tion, I am unable to decide.

It was during the first years of his public and active

life, (in the year 1744
,)

that the Universal History ap-

peared, by means of which, the name of Baumgarten, at

that time universally revered, awakened an interest in

this department throughout our country ; and gradually

prepared the way for the revolution which, about twenty

five years afterwards, affected the study of history in Ger-

many. It is manifest that by it Michaelis was led to ex-

tend his views from the history of individual kingdoms

ai d states, to universal history; that from the influence of

this work, and from the observation of its gross offences

against established truth, he arrived at that copiousness of

ideas concerning history, which, through the medium of a

school of oriental and exegetical learning, contributed to

the earliest formation of some of the most eminent histo-

rical scholars of Germany.

Had it been his fate to labour principally in this depart-

ment, he certainly would have formed, of himself, that

epoch in the study of histoty, to which, as it was, he con-

tributed only at a distance ; and would have united in a

close and amicable manner, enquiries after historical truth

with a pragmatical mode of presenting them. His notions on

this subject were, to say the least, perfectly correct, pure,

and manly; equally averse from the affectations of many
modern, reputed writers of this class, and from the coarse-

ness, stifness, and pedantry with which most of our ear-

lier historians have disgraced this noble department. But

in regard to the merit of the ancient classical historians,

in this respect, he was unjust in his decision, when he de-

rided their interwoven orations. In our times, and in
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Germany, this pragmatical manner of presenting historical

truths, would be, decidedly, a ridiculous affectation
;
but

was it so in its own times, and in its origin? Eloquent

Statesmen were at that time the writers of history. Was
y_^,it not natural, that in ihe midst of simple narration, they

should be carried away into debate ? Did they not de-

scribe revolutions which originated under the constant in-

fluence of this political eloquence? It is universally ac-

knowledged to be a master-stroke of historical composi-

tion, to convert the readers into contemporaries of the de-

lineated events, by means of the plan and copiousness of

the narration ; and to place the objects before them, in

such a manner, that every thing may unfold itself before

their eyes in its actual progress. Could better means

have been devised for affecting this delusion, than the ma-

chinery of political eloquence ? Had the ancient classical

historians even the choice left of another form adapted to

their nearest readers ?

It is to be attributed solely to accident, under whose

tyranny the scholar so often sighs, that Michaelis did not

devote his life principally to history. His inclination and

his talents were early determined that wav. With it he

had commenced his career as an university-teacher; and

he would have prosecuted the study uninterruptedly and

with delight. But Munchausen drew him aside from

these pursuits, in order to reform, by means of him, the

theology of Germany. Still, even in old age, he did not

desert the friend of his youth. As a lover of history, he

continued to range, without restraint, through her immea-

surable fields ; but as a profound inquirer, he limited him-

self solely to those districts which bordered the nearest on

his own department; especially to the most ancient gene-

alogy of nations—the most difficult point in historical in-

vestigations
;

which becomes continually more difficult

and obscure the further we have to penetrate into antiqui-

ty
;

which loses itself finally in a profound darkness,
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where a ray of genial light can scarcely penetrate. He
was desirous of seeing a comparison of languages combin-

ed with the ancient traditions which we yet possess
; a

noble thought of Leibnitz, adopted by Gundling, and ap-

plied by him, as. far as his department permitted, imper-

fectly however, and like a novice, without a thorough in-

sight into the peculiar nature of the languages. Being in

the same place, and in connexion with the same faculty, he

was led, soon after this, to an intimacy with Buttner, who

was desirous of devoting the whole of his noiseless life, to

this thought of the German philosopher. The nearer con-

nexion with this learned philologist, ^strengthened and con-

firmed Michaelis in his design of illustrating, after this man-

lier, the genealogical catalogue of Moses. The suggestions

of Buttner are always, in the writings of Michaelis, designa-

ted by the mention of his name; where this is not the case,

we may rest assured we have the investigations of Micha-

elis himself. In his comparison of languages, he was ne-

ver contented with a partial and frequently accidental re-

semblance between words
;

but insisted, as was right,

upon identity of grammatical structure, and regarded this

alone as the most satisfactory proof of a kindred origin.

His historical and statistical views were expanded and

improved into political reflections, at first through his long

residence in England, and afterwards through his German

contemporaries, who had awakened also in Germany

a love for statistics and politics, by the success which

attended their exertions to elevate them to permanent uni-

versity sciences. It was now entirely in conformity with

the spirit and plan of Michaelis, to keep pace with his

contemporaries, in these pursuits also
;

and to make the

most worthy and noble use of these new and favorite sci-

ences, for his own department, at a time when no other

student of antiquities in Germany indulged a similar

thought. In his “ Marriage Laws of Moses,” we see
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already the dawn which brightened into the day of his

“ Mosaical laws the plan, however, was conformed

too much to a canonical theology, to permit a free politi-

cal spirit to pervade it. This work, however, assisted to

place him on the track, and served, at least, as a valuable

preparation. For he advanced upon this from individual

parts to the whole, and contemplated, in the spirit of Mon-

tesquieu, the legislative system and the political constitu-

tion of the Hebrews. The spirit of philosophical reflec-

tion vied, as it were, with his statistical, political and an-

tiquarian researches, and led to the production of a work,

in comparison with which, every earlier attempt, of a sim-

ilar character, of antiquarians and politicians, dwindled

into insignificance—an original work, with which we can

scarcely compare 'a single work on any ancient or modern

political constitution. Before his time, every thing on'this

subject had been thrown together promiscuously. Ancient

laws and regulations interfered with modern
;
genuine mo-

saic ordinances were mingled with spurious, which had

been introduced, or new moulded, or certainly altered,

partly by Persians, partly by Greeks, partly by Romans :

real laws alternated with the mere ordina' ces of individual

Rabbins, which owed their origin, sometimes to an exces-

sive solicitude, sometimes to an idle misapprehension.

Credulity and political ignorance reigned in all their in-

vestigations and reflections. In the midst of this,Michaelis

made his appearance. He commenced the work with his-

torical criticism and a philosophical estimation of the origi-

nal sources, and discarded every thing from which no ge-

nuine Mosaical institution could be obtained. He then re-

moved the materials, to which, before his time, no eye

but that of the antiquary had been directed, into a free

political light ; at every portion of the constitution he pen-

etrated into the nature of its origin, and then illustrated it

from similar regulations of other nations. Reflections

upon the object and design of the laws and upon their con-
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sequences, upon their utility and the contrary, were min-

gled with remarks upon their local or temporal adaptedness,

and with many others of this character, which, according

to circumstances, might afford employment or even in-

struction to the philosopher and the politician, the histo-

rian and the antiquary. Before this time, none were seen

to meddle with those subjects but the industrious students

of antiquity ;
now a philosophical critic familiarly ac-

quainted with history and with politics was seen engaged

in the pursuit. Before this time, blundering and credu-

lous compilers
;

no\v, a keen and critical enquirer. Be-

fore this, an intolerable political jargon was seen to pre-

vail ;
now, political and philosophical reasoning. In this

way, he introduced sense and entertainment for the

Statesman, into a subject which, it was formerly believed,

could furnish employment only to the timid, shy and se-

cluded antiquary.

The work left but little more to be desired
; less with

regard to individual parts, here and there something more

in regard to the whole. Sometimes, however, it seems

to stray away into foreign regions and times, and to specu-

late upon effects which, from the circumstances of the case,

Moses could not have regarded ; sometimes we find, per-

haps, a political castle in the air, without foundation, which

the breath of historical criticism can demolish. And who
does not regard this as perfectly natural and consistent with

the progress of the human mind ? Is it not in conformity

with the situation of an author, who is desirous of bringing

into reputation a science which has been disgraced by un-

worthy treatment, and of animating- with new life the old

inanimate mass? When industriously engaged in the

search for political plans and designs, we are too prone to

attribute to the law-giver secret plans ai d projects which

never entered into his soul
;
or we connect, too refinedly,

into a political system, those laws whose connexion is much
more loose and vague. It is a happy circumstance that
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Michaelis has distributed with so lavish a hand
;
we can

now, more easily, remove what is superfluous. The hum-

ble Tabernacle of Moses, with all its furniture, stands be-

fore us
;
should any article be yet too splendid, we can

easily supply" its place with a meaner one
;

the first erec-

tion of the building was the difficult and most important

work. It remained perhaps only to survey the whole

once more with an unbiassed regard to the times in which

it originated, to other systems of legislation, which pro-

ceeded, perhaps, from the same point, and to the degree

of culture which Moses really possessed; and then in ac-

cordance with this, to appreciate the individual points.

Thus revised, this portion of antiquity" might be placed in

the best possible light for the literature of our times. Pos-

terity will provide for its own additional wants.

With his historical investigations, his geographical re-

searches are closely connected. As far as it could be done,

he placed the ancient names of countries and cities by the

side of the modern
;
he determined, more accurately" than

was usually done, their situation together with their boun-

daries
;

and dwelt with pleasure upon their natural and

political history. All his writings, it is true, abound with

the results of these investigations
;

but we may form an

acquaintance with his geographical manner,most satisfacto-

rily, from his explanations appended to Jlbulfedu's Geo-

graphical Description of Egypt, which connect together

the ancient, middle, and modern geography of the coun-

try". In the prosecution of those favorite researches, he

derived immediate advantage from the instructions he had

formerly" received at the university. The study of the

Mathematics, which are altogether indispensible to every

scholar, whether speculative or practical, and which,when

neglected, wreak, sooner or later, ample vengeance.

—

this study had not been slighted by Michaelis. He had at

least so much general mathematical knowledge, that he was

enabled to assist himself in his enquiries in order, to disco-
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ver, to correct, and even to avoid the errors of others in

this department. Finally, his statistical taste did not

desert him here, but preserved his investigations from an

insipid dryness.

MichaeliS prosecuted for the greatest length of time, and

in the most distinguished manner, his enquiries concern-

ing the geographical and genealogical catalogue of Moses,

(Gen. x.), and concerning the passages which bore any re-

laiiou to this in the writings of the Hebrews. Bochart

had led the way illustriously, for, as to what could be ob-

tained, in relation to the names in this catalogue, from the

ancient classics, from translators of the Bible, and from

Arabians, he had left but little remaining to be done.

There was, however, one source of illustration, already

partially laid open, to wit, the modern journeys in the

East, which he had despised
;
whereas he abounded in

etymologies, and had frequently converted questions of

history into purely etymological investigations. Finally,

another abundant source of geographical discoveries, was,

after Bochart, laid open by Assemann, of which no one as

yet had been able to avail himself. Michaelis was deter-

mined now to ascertain how much light could be borrowed

for this dark portion of antiquity from travels and from

learned Syrians. He was desirous of examining critically

the etymologies of Bochart, and of confining within nar-

rower limits the use of the same in geographical investi-

gations, and conforming these last again more nearly to the

course of historical researches. A subordinate design also

was to obliterate utterly the yet surviving notions of Rud-

beck, according to which, information is to be found in

Moses, concerning the origin of all the nations upon the

wide earth, and in tracing the history of all nations we

must commence our researches with Noah’s arc. He limit-

ed therefore this catalogue to those nations which could be

known to the Hebrews, through the medium of Arabia,
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Egypt, and Phenicia, because in it were found merely

names without explanation and accompanying places of re-

sidence
;
consequently nothing can be found in it which

was unknown to its first readers.

Not a word more has since been said on the idle fancies

of Rudbeck. As to other questions, many have been fully

settled, others nearly so, and for the decision of others

abundant materials have been collected. Michaelis reject-

ed the idle dream, that the genealogies of nations, like

those of individuals, can be traced back to one original

ancestor, and regarded therefore the names of this catalogue,

not as the names of individual persons, but as the names

of whole tribes.

This whole mode of proceeding seems to be philosophi-

cally correct, and probably met with universal approbation.

Still, however, we cannot suppress within ourselves the

doubt, whether this whole fragmentary relic has not been

regarded too much in the light of modern times
;
and

whether the want of uniformity in the mode of explain-

ing and handling it, does not oppose this view of it. At
the commencement, the names are regarded as the names

of individual persons, (Noah, Shem, Ham, and Japhet’n,)

the succeeding names, although similarly constructed, are

to be considered as the names of whole tribes
;
Gomer for

example, of the Galatians ; Madai, of the Medes
;

and

Javan, of the Greeks. Is it not purely capricious, to treat

similarly constructed names in so different a manner? Some-

times indeed, a city, a province, and a country bear the

name of the individual. In the instance before us, how-

ever, this would have been the case in a long list of names

of a whole genealogical table. How much probability then

can this hypothesis claim for its support ?

All this conducts us to another question, viz. whether the

genealogical enquiries of nations, in their infancy, have

not proceeded on the supposition, that every nation was to
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be derived from an original ancestor of the same name;

and whether the names of such original ancestors were

not first suggested by the names of the nations themselves.

Mankind collectively were regarded as the descendants of

one individual : and, in conformity with this, every nation

was regarded as a smaller family, whose genealogical cat-

alogue terminated also in the name of a single individual.

The ancients regarded with admiration the depth of wis-

dom to which they had attained by this happy thought, and

contrived a childish hypothesis under which to range some

traditions which had been inherited by them. It was an

hypothesis, however, fully consistent with the early

childhood of historical investigations. Do we not- daily,

in all the sciences, construct in the same manner, hypothe-

ses, out the materials of our present thoughts ? And why
should we ridicule them, unmindful that a wiser posterity

may also ridicule us? the genealogical table of Moses fur-

nishes us with an exposition of the names of countries and

of tribes known at that day. The ancient traditions were

here made use of and were laid at the foundation. These

traditions are, to some extent,still extant. We receive them

with gratitude from the hand of time, and we connect

them, as far as practicable, with other traditions
;
but a

man must be a dreamer indeed, who would search in them

for correct geographical and genealogical information.

A fondness for more accurate geographical knowledge,

and for his principal department, that of oriental learning,

awakened in Michaelis the desire of possessing a better ac-

quaintance with the moral, physical, and geographical

situation of Arabia Felix. The defectiveness of the des-

criptions of this country, hitherto published, was attribut-

ed to the defective preparations of those, whom mere acci-

dent had thrown into Arabia. Unacquainted with that

which the scholar especially desires to know, and igno-

rant of what yet remains to be investigated, they had fur-

nished merely what came within their notice, unsought,-
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and uninvestigated ; whereas, he alone returns richly la-

den from a journey, who entered upon it well supplied.

It so happened that Michaelis was enabled to communicate

his wishes to Count Bernstorf, an illustrious minister of

state, and a man of cultivated science, wrho succeeded in

procuring for them the encouragement of his King. The

proposition of a learned expedition, previously prepared,

and at the royal expense, . was acceded to by the King of

Denmark; and Michaelis was entrusted with all the neces-

sary preparations—a royal reward fora successful and bold

proposition, which contributed to spread, far and wide,

the fame of Michaelis. The notoriety of the expedition,

the number of scholars selected to accompany it, who em-

braced within their little circle the noblest departments of

knowdedge, the complete literary outfit, the instructions,

composed with prudent foresight,and sanctioned by the royal

authority, the invitations to the most celebrated Academies

and Societies to take part in the expedition, by means of

queries— all these circumstances spread the name of Mich-

aelis far beyond the limits of our country. Besides all

this, he crowned the reputation which accrued to him from

these causes, by the questions w'hich he furnished for these

learned travellers : many of which, owing to their matter

and compass, might be denominated instructive treatises,

rather than learned questions. They referred mostly to

the physical portion of Biblical antiquity, yet so obscure
;

the names, to wit, and nature, of the beasts, plants, trees,

and precious stones, which, as objects of science and as

serving to illustrate many obscure passages in the Hebrew

writings, could not but awaken a spirit of investigation.

The exuberance of knowledge displayed by these questions

in diverse branches of learning at that time not expected

in a philologist, proved, for the first time, to Germany,

what Michaelis was. And as the work was at the same

time published in French, it procured for him abroad
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also the fame of a most comprehensive scholar, whose repu-
tation extended even to Spain. France now endeavoured to

appropriate him to herself. The Academy of Inscriptions

at Paris included him, for the present, in the number of
their foreign correspondents, until they could reward him
with a more distinguished honor, the situation of a mem-
bre etrangqr, the number of whom, at any one time, was
restricted to eight. Seldom has such an honorable and
rich reward followed so immediately upon desert, after so

short a contest with envy. The reward, in this instance,

was received from the hands of a King, from a foreign land,

and from the noblest families abroad, who are seldom in-

fluenced by the most wily operations of a crafty jealousy,

restricted as it is in its effects, to the narrow circle of its

pitiful connexions in its own country.

If this literary expedition, with its extraordinary prepa-

rations, and the propitious circumstance of royal support,

has not answered the expectations of all, the blame was

certainly not to be attributed to the originator, but solely

to the tyranny of accident and of death, which removed,

in the midst of the journey, all excepting one of the schol-

ars who were selected to accompany it. Niebuhr, how-

ever, has exceeded the proudest expectations; and his pro-

ductions, on occasion of this journey, outweigh, in intrin-

sic importance, half a library of other travels in these lands.

Of these and the earlier travels in the East, Michaelis

made a diligent use, for the purposes of Biblical learning.

In pursuance of this object, he trod the path which others

had already trodden before him
;
he pursued it, however, fur-

ther, and in his own peculiar way. It had been observed

already, before his time, that the manners and customs,

such as they are represented by the Old Testament, from

the time of the patriarchs, downward might receive more

or less elucidation, from the manners and customs of other

nations of entirely different origin and language; and under

K K
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entirely different climates,—from notices of America, India,

Greenland, &c. The earlier collectors had thrown together

into a promiscuous heap, resemblances, wherever they

discovered them, without distinction of country or people.

That much of this was apposite, was not to be denied
; but

Michaelis, accustomed to historical criticism, could not re-

gard this mixture with approbation. He separated and

discriminated, and without enquiring whence this resem-

blance in the case of nations so’different in their origin, and

under climates so various might proceed; perhaps also be-,

cause no ready solution of this difficulty suggested itself,

he limited this mode of illustration entirely to the East

and to the Shemitic nations. By this mode of proceeding,

the exegetical use of the travels became, to say the leastr

more sure; and, so long as it was only calculated for indi-

vidual passages, it was certainly well founded. But in

thus narrowing the limits, an important consideration es-

caped his otherwise so philosophical eye, to wit, the ge-

nuine source of the observed resemblances. He regarded

them, perhaps, as merely accidental: an accident however

which obtains so uniformly, and extensively, can no longer

be regarded as an accident. Thus the observation presses

itself upon us, that a similar situation in regard to civiliza*

tion and intellect, would lead us to expect a similar intel-

lectual and moral character, and similar manners and cus-

toms; and that, if left to themselves, and undisturbed by for-

eign influence in their progress towards refinement, mankind

universally elevate themselves according to the same laws,

and advance by steps universally ascertained, and well de-

fined. This observation, confirmed by the progress of

human culture in every period of history, seems to open

entirely new avenues to remote antiquity ; and to conduct

to results by which we are enabled, as it seems, to pene-

trate much deeper than formerly into the spirit of the He-

brew writings.

The Old Testament, when Michaelis engaged in the
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study of it, was shrouded in the darkness which Buxtorf'

had thrown around it. Th? day, it is true, that might have

dispersed it, had already, a longtime before, dawned upon

Halle ; but it enlightened there the eyes of no student of

the Bible. They thought, instructed, and wrote, as if they

still lived in the midst of the deep darkness of that earlier

night. A Bible with various readings had been printed at

Halle, in the year 1720, and notwithstanding the use of

the whole noble apparatus, they adhered still pertinaciously

to the infallibility of the vulgar text. They had in their

possession collations exhibiting various departures from

the punctation of the printed text ; and still they adhered

obstinately to the divinity and absolute correctness of every

point in the printed Bible. They had discovered, upon

investigation, and exposed to view in this edition of the

Bible, the contradictions of the Masora—the most satis-

factory evidence of their fallibility ; and yet they had

sworn, in as solemn a manner, to the absolute infallibility

of the same, as they had sworn to their symbolical articles.

They were verily blinded by the excess of light.

Michaelis, on his first appearance as a public teacher,

was full, to overflowing, of this faith of his fathers. In the

year 1739, he decked out, after his fashion, in a disserta-

tion “de punctorum hebraicorum antiquitate” the whole

fallacy of the so denominated divinity and sanctity of the

Hebrew punctation system, in all its extent. In the year

1740, he came forward in the disputation, de Psalmo xxii.

as an advocate of the infallibility of the entire text ; and

sought to establish anew the jewish paralogisms which be-

fore that time had been publicly defended. His journey

abroad shook in no respect this faith received from his fa-

thers: for the same chimeras, adapted to palsy both mind

and soul, prevailed yet in England and Holland. Nay,

in the year 1745, he composed a Hebrew Grammar in which

he arrayed in defence of this superstition, as it became a
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bold champion in the service,the whole host of Grammati-

cal sophistries. Had he continued to live and teach a

longer time in Halle, he would still, for a long time, have

remained of this sentiment : for it would have raised

there a frightlul storm, and perhaps have cost even a

martyrdom to the cause of Biblical criticism, to have de-

clared himself publicly the advocate of another faith.

He came to Gottingen. He had lived, and taught, and

prosecuted his studies here scarcely for the space of five

years, remote from the constraining influence of the faith

of the pious Jewish-Christian party,when all these prejudi-

ces took their flight. This mental crisis may be dated some-

where in the period from 1750 to 1752 . We find him,

since that time fully engaged in critical philological stu-

dies, under the guidance of enlightened principles
;

and

preparing the way for that revolution which, from about

the year 1760
, he was enabled to effect in the department

of biblical criticsm and exegesis.

Until this time, the study of the Oriental languages,had

been prosecuted in Germany, almost without an object and
with the most contracted partiality. At one time there

reigned among the scholars of this department, a slavish de,

ference for the Rabbinical Lexicon; at another, a capricious

changing and transposing of consonants, in order to unrav-

el the meaning of an obscure word
;

at another, mere
conjecture, as to the meaning, from the connexion of the
words: always, however, a blind confidence in tradition.

A few only—perhaps no one in Germany, studied the
known Shemitic languages, in the connexion in which
Castell had previously set an illustrious example

; and
those who followed him yet at a distance, followed him at

least in his less satisfactory steps. This department re-

ceived finally a distinguished assistance from two learned
men, from Kromeyer, a German superintendent and phi-
lologist

;
and from the celebrated Albert Schultens

; both
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of whom made an excellent use of the Arabic in their He-

brew enquiries ;
the former, as a scholar, in a small pro-

vincial town, with scanty and inconsiderable assistance
;

the latter, with incomparably greater effect, as an univer-

sity scholar, in the neighbourhood of the Leyden-library,

abounding in manuscripts. Halle bi'ought at length the

Oriental languages into a closer union and connexion with

one another, than other German universities
;
in which the

Missionary institutions also had a remote share. The

learned Doctor Michaelis, was already more extensively,

and perfectly acquainted with them, than the rest of his

know contemporaries, but he manifested an attachment

to many idle notions, and to etymological drudgery, which

as soon as it is elevated to the principal rank, cripples both

mind and soul of a philologist.

Michaelis brought with him from the instructive school

of his father, a multitude of nice philological observations

—the richest portion which, as a theologian, he had receiv-

ed from the university. But it required years of time to

digest them
;
to separate the dross from the gold

;
and to

introduce, into the whole study of the languages, more phi-

losophy, and derive from it more abundant advantage for

the Old Testament. During the first ten years of his resi-

dence in Gottingen, he seems to have devoted his atten-

tion, principally to the genuine sources of Hebrew philolo-

gy, and to the writings of Albert Schultens. A result of

this was his “ critical examination of the means of be-

coming acquainted with the Hebrew language which

appeared in the year 1756, in which we every where dis-

cover, the industrious and docile disciple of Schultens. In

his critical course of instruction, he had conceived, in the

year 1759, the design, among others, of further explaining

the rules he had there expounded, by means of more abun-

dant examples and proofs, drawn from his own researches.

In the same year, appeared, also, his work on the influ-

ence of languages upon the opinions of men, in which he
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elevated philological enquiries to the rank of philosophi-

cal investigations. In this spirit he continued his philo-

logical researches, without interruption, into his latest

years
;
he engaged in them, however, only occasionally

and individually, as was nesessary, in order not thereby

to oppress the mind. He scattered through all his wri-

tings a great portion of his results. In the evening of his

days, he had leisure to collect and revise them, and to pre-

sent the full and mature results of his long research—the

philological harvest of almost half a century—in his “ Sup-

plementa ad Lexica Hebrsea,” which work was left by him

nearly completed, and is now almost through the press.

They form an acute, perpetual criticism upon the earlier

Hebrew Dictionaries ; upon the significations which they

adopt ; and upon the genealogies which they exhibit, com-

posed according to the principles which he had adopted

for himself in his years of maturity. How correct soever

his theory may be considered, in regard to the application

of it, we may still frequently differ in opinion. In his

solicitude to avoid, in the comparison of Oriental dialects,

a capricious change and transposition of letters, he despis-

ed it even in those cases, where Albert Schultens had alrea-

dy defended it, from the charge of caprice by unobjection-

able examples. He thus deprived himself of a valuable

assistance, in the case of Hebrew words which occur but

seldom, or only once. His want of confidence in establish-

ing the meanings from the connexion, seems, frequently,

to have withdrawn his attention from this connexion, and

to have led him to the adoption of meanings, entirely at

variance with it, drawn from the Oriental dialects. His

confidence in the more correct philological views of the

old translators of the Bible, in the case of difficult or rare

words, seems frequently too unlimited, and not adequately

moderated by the suspicion, which a bare inspection fre-

quently confirms, that they, in such cases, might have

been no better off than ourselves. These however are
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spots, which ought not to come into consideration, when
regarding such a master work ; and serve, at most, to show

that even the most vigilant attention sometimes flags in a

work so barren and discouraging, and so oppressive both to

soul and body. We are astonished rather, when we fol-

low him step by step, at the admirable fidelity and care

with which he availed himself of his sources
; we are as-

tonished, not that errors or inadvertancies sometimes sur-

prise him, but that they have not much oftener surprised

him ; that his ardent and vivacious mind with such assidu-

ity, perseverance and patience, was able to endure so op-

pressive, dry and meagre an employment. In his remark-

ably acute, critical, and correct use of those sources which

were accessible to him-, what could we have wished more,

than that a free access had been permitted him to all. For

this purpose, however, he must have lived in a place

abounding with manuscripts, and not at Gottingen. As it

was, he could extend his philological illustrations, drawn

from the Oriental dialects, no further than the print-

ed dictionaries enabled him. Neither Golius, how-

ever, nor Castell, nor -Giggeo, nor yet the contributions

of the richer Arabic scholars, even when gathered from

their writings with the utmost care, suffice for the accurate

and thorough survey of the various significations of Ara-

bic words. It is frequently impossible to understand them

satisfactorily, without the aid of Janhari, and Firauza-

bad, much less then to make use of them. Here a wide

field, which promises a rich harvest, spreads itself before

those scholars who have access to these sources. He per-

formed what in his situation was possible, and he per-

formed much ; let others, in more favorable circumstances,

accomplish more.

When entering, however, upon an inheritance, how
rich soever it may be, the heirs may still have some wish-

es remaining. For the enlarging and enriching, therefore,

of these lexicographical treasures, we could have wished
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that, in his latter years, before delivering over to the pub-

lic this illustrious bequest, he had revised again the rich

philological works of a Pocock, a Sclniltens, a Schroder,

&.c., in order, again, after the additional experience of so

many years spent in philological studies, to estimate criti-

cally what, before this, he had despised. As it now is,

his opinions clash with theirs in many instances where

truth seems to incline to their side.

His accurate grammatical knowledge of the Syriac and

Arabic, is abundantly attested by his grammars of those

languages. Although in the theoretical part, they exhibit

but little that is new, after the thorough Syriasmxis of

Doctor Michaelis, and after the labors of Erpenius and

ofSchultens; still, they recommend themselves by clear-

ness, and by a more intelligible exhibition of grammatical

rules : and, in the historical part, by the results of nice in-

vestigations, in which other grammarians had not yet em-

ployed their minds, or for the prosecution of which they

had not yet access to the original sources. His edition of

Castell’s Si/7'iac Lexicon proves that, in his Syriac stu-

dies, he had advanced with his age; and his Abulfeda on

Egypt shews that, next to Reiske, the greatest Arabic

scholar of modern times, he has acquired the most deser-

ved reputation as an expounder of the Arabic text of the

Geographer.

Of the criticism of the Old Testament in Germany, he

must be considered in the most proper sense of the word,

the father. Before the appearance of the dissertations of

Kennicottin the year 1752, the thought of a critical mode

ofproceeding in relation to the Old Testament, seems nev-

er to have been awakened in his bosom. Up to that time,

at least, all his writings take for granted the absolute cor-

rectness of his text. It needed however, only the feeble

essay of Kennicott for this purpose, and Michaelis was

immediately upon the right track
;
perhaps even on a bet-

ter track than Kennicott himself. He was already fully
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ripe and prepared for such a direction ; and, in all probab-

ility, he would, without the aid of Kennicott, in a short

time, have adopted it of himself.

A short examination of the labors of his predecessors,

convinced him where they failed in the critical treatment

of the Old Testament. Capell was too bold, too deficient

in industry, too ignorant of the Oriental languages
;
Ken-

nicott, too much a novice in every thing pertaining to the

business, too deficient in all the preparatory branches, and,

notwithstanding his manifest ignorance, too presumptuous

and too much'inclined to alterations
;
Houbigant, too slight-

ly acquainted with the Hebrew grammar, too lavish of his

bold conjectures, too sparing of various readings, which,

however, he. might have furnished merely from the Paris

manuscripts. Time has confirmed the correctness of these

opinions. Who has now, after the lapse of nearly forty

years, any hesitation fully to subscribe to them ?

In order to repair, as far as possible, this deficiency, and

to expedite the progress of the criticism of the Old Tes-

tament, he commenced immediately a course of critical

lectures on selected passages of the Old Testament, and

published, a few years after, in the year 1759, as a speci-

men of the same, his critical courso on the three most im-

portant Psalms concerning Christ. This production only

verifies our experience, that we must first be accustomed

to walk before we can walk safely. Thus every thing

here also remained in its natural order. The attempt,

however, attracted the universal attention which it deserv-

ed. No work, on the Old Testament, in any language,

could be compared with it in richness, profundity and

originality. Philological and critical learning tender-

ed jointly their aid ; the significations of the difficult

works were etymologically investigated and classed, and

the illustrations of the older translators, collectively used

for this purpose ; the explanations both of words and of

things, of the most esteemed Rabbins, were examined
;

L X.
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the Various Readings of the manuscripts and old editions,

as far as they were accessible at that time, were appreciat-

ed and exhibited, for such various readings might be sought

for and estimated from the older translators. He even

ventured upon conjectures, and found himself in the full

use of all those critical and exegetical sources from which

he continued afterwards, but with more solid experience,

to draw. The completeness of the critical and exegetical

apparatus and a careful appreciation of it, were the princi-

pal objects of regard with him, in order to furnish in his

work a model for future critical illustrations of the Old

Testamert.

Only a small portion, therefore,—three Psalms of moder-

ate compass,—was subjected to a critical examination, so

that the materials in all their extent, could easily be sur-

veyed at once
;
and the Psalms themselves were wisely

selected. The theologians recovered from their panic.

They had trembled lest the criticism of the Old Testa-

ment, now awaking from its slumbers, should subvert

all doctrine, and exhibit another history of the Crea-

tion, another history of the Fall, and another doctrine

concerning Christ. On the contrary, they found in

this first critical essay on three Psalms pertaining to the

Messiah, that from the assistance of criticism, even a con-

firmation of the system might be expected. And was not

this the most glorious recommendation which this new

science could receive on its first introd uction to the public i

He longed for the appearance of Kennicott’s collection of

various readings from Masoretic Manuscripts, the depar-

tures of which from the vulgar text seemed to be so numer-

ous, that he was led to indulge sanguine expectations, from

this collection, in regard to the rectification of the Hebrew

text He indulged also the hope that among the multi-

tude of manuscripts collated, some, at least, of high an-

tiquity, might be found, or transcripts of the same, of

equal value. He promised himself by means of them, the
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purification of the text from the most obvious errors of

the transcribers
;

numerous corrections of the puncta-

tion, if attention should ever be directed to the subject,

as it then was to lhe consonants
; and a system of criti-

cism for the Old Testament, as well established and as

sure, as that for the New. As it was not the business of

Germany to encourage the undertaking, as the British did,

by pecuniary contributions, he did as essential service to

the cause, by awakening an enthusiasm in its favor. His

word availed every where. Every one looked with long-

ing expectations towards England. Men who had noth-

ing to do with various readings, talked now of such collec-

tions. No name was more frequently mentioned than that

of Kennicolt. The enthusiasm impelled many to take

part in the collation ; for they ventured to hope, that the

highly prized immortality of their names would be secur-

ed in the immortal work of Kennicott. In this manner

Michaelis inspirited the collaters, in so barren an employ-

ment
;
and encouraged the zeal of Kennicott himself, and

of his coadjutors. The result has not answered the great

expectations that were formed
;

on the contrary, it has

very much depreciated in our view the value of the Ma-
soretic Manuscripts. It was well, however, that the con-

trary opinion formerly prevailed. To this error we are

indebted for what we now possess. Michaelis himself,

after the appearance of Kennicott’s collection of various

readings, acknowledged the poverty of the Masoretic man-

uscripts, and estimated them at no higher rate than they

really deserve. Under the pressure of age, he made a use

of the collective body of various readings which, only few

as yet had made. He traced the mutual relationship of

the manuscripts among one another
;

investigated their

connexion with the. Masora, passage by passage
;

and as-

certained the value of individual readings.

Thus he continued to employ himself unceasingly in

critical investigations even to his latest day, and remained
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always at the head of his contemporaries. The greatest

number of his critical observations on the Hebrew text,

are found in his Oriental Magazine, where he specifies

the readings adopted or not adopted by him, with the

grounds on which he proceeded. They constitute a rich

collection of acute and ingenious conjectures, intermingled

with a goodly number of emendations, which will doubt-

less maintain their ground against the assaults of time and

a more improved criticism. Granting that conjectures

and emendations are also exhibited, which might apparent-

ly have been dispensed with, which are rendered impro-

bable by the connexion, and by an accurate knowledge of

the language, or by the period of the Hebrew literature to

which the emended portion belongs
;

still, they continue

to be, in another respect, valuable, by presenting induce-

ments to the interpreter to remove the difficulties, by a

better interpretation, by a satisfactory explanation drawn

from the kindred dialects, or by any other method
;

and

thus to render the further assistance of criticism unnecessa-

ry. We now possess, from the hand ofMichaelis, a brief

specimen of criticism on approved principles, applied to

all the writings of the Old Testament. May others, who

in future, devote their attention to these writings them-

selves, or to his labors, continue to follow his example,

and proceed with the same critical judgement, correcting

and completing them, advancing further, with more acute-

ness and certainty
;

first illustrating and then using the

sources of criticism, and cherishing continually those no-

bler and more elevated aims, for which his age was not

yet ripe.— It is long continued exercise alone, and the ma-

tured experience accruing from this, which establish the

course of criticism, and sharpen and correct the critical

tact. Michaelis led the way and furnished the most noble

contributions. If we have not attained this critical tact

the blame must rest with ourselves.

Of a work, in which he aimed to rise from mere verbal
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criticism, to one of a higher character, viz. his complete

introduction to the Old Testament
,
we have been de-

prived by his advanced age and his death—a serious loss,

provided the materials for it should not be found among
his papers, which, even in a fragmentary condition would

be worthy of publication. In the first part, which is al-

ready in our hands, on Moses and on Job, he could only

revise his earlier investigations in relation to these writ-

ings, arrange them differently, and thus present them un-

der a new aspect. In the volumes yet to follow, we may
anticipate a rich harvest of original observations. This is

probably the only work which he has left unfinished. It

is the commencement of a great building, which serves to

remind us that the experienced architect is no more.

His philological merits in regard to the New Testa-

ment are not so great as those in regard to the Old. In

the latter he was under the necessity of creating every

thing for himself, but in the former he could only help

forward the good work already begun. Before his time,

scholars, misled by commentators, drew their philologi-

cal illustrations, for the most part, from the ancient classi-

cal authors of early Greece, from Homer, Herodotus, Thu-

cydides and Xenophon, &c. About his time, Otte, Carp-

zov, Krebs and others, directed the attention to the Alex-

andrian school, and opened, for the first time, the gen-

uine source of illustration. Michaelis was faithful to

this source. In the Epistle to the Hebrews, the history

of the Resurrection, and the first book of the Maccabees,

he resorted most cheerfully to Philo, Josephus, the Sep-

tuagint, and the other Greek writers on the Old Testa-

ment, and kindly assisted Ernesti in promoting the

good cause. His own contributions consisted of frequent

comparisons of Syriac, Chaldaic and Talmudic words and

expressions with the Greek, which none of his predeces-

sors or contemporaries, had furnished in such abundance,
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and for which purpose no individual had been able to use

the collections of Wettstein in so masterly a manner.

But where deep and extensive knowledge of the Greek

was requisite, Ernesti and other moderns may have excell-

ed him.

For the criticism, however, properly speaking, of the New
Testament, in Germany, we are indebted for the most

part to Michaelis, he received it poor and uncultivated
;

he left it rich and matured.

Down to the middle of the present century, the criticism

of the New Testament was decried by almost all the Ger-

man Theologians. With what violence did the theological

cabal attack even the pious Albert Bengel, when he first

endeavored to introduce it ! How timidly did the father

of Michaelis come forward in his work de Variis N. T.

lectionibus ! How poor and imperfect does it appear, even

in the year 1750, in Michaelis’ Introduction to the New
Testament !

Still his heart doated upon this youthful work with the

affection of a parent
; he cherished and nourished it, till

his latest days, and thus it received at last its fixed and

manly form. It would be unjust and ungrateful to en-

quire what it was at first. It is now what its title declares

it to be, an Introduction to the study of the New Testa-

ment, furnishing an easy general survey of the points of

principal moment, in the criticism of the same, indispen-

sible to every theologian—a
genuine magazine of critical

learning. Whatever was agitated, before and at the time

of Michaelis, in relation to the criticism of the New Tes-

tament, with the exception of a few hypotheses, may be

found here discussed, with a constant regard to the origi-

nal sources
; so that, under his hands, they become proper-

ly the results of his own study, deprived only of the merit

of having been first announced by him. We see here re-

corded the history of his opinions, and of his progressive
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study of the New Testament ; we see him here wavering,

fluctuating, weighing, conjecturing an i erring, until he ar-

rived at the point which he thought he could maintain
;

we see here discussions in which, at every step, he sub-

jected himself as well as others to a rigid criiicism. The

style of the work, it is true, is rendered thus more broken

and heavy; but it becomes,on the other hand, more instruc-

tive for every one who wishes to commence his acquaint-

ance with such investigations.

To him we are indented for many new results. He
dwelt, with the most pleasure, on the merits of the prin-

cipal manuscripts and of the older translations. He furn-

ishes here a rich supply of original observations, and dis-

plays his critical talents in all their excellence. For an

example, we need only turn to his investigations concern-

ing the Syriac translations ; which are so novel, so rich,

and so fruitful in inferences for every scholar in this de-

partment. Even where he pursues some favorite hypo-

thesis of his own, which can hardly stand the test of criti-

cism,—as in the case of the Hebrew original text of the

Epistle to the Hebrews,—still, those who differ from him

on the main point, will find other subordinate investiga-

tions, abounding in useful instruction, which we would

gladly receive from his hand.

Fora long time, however, he appears to have acted un-

justly and ungratefully toward Semler, his profound and

critical contemporary; and toward the bold elevation which

he had given to criticism. But in his latter days he ex-

onerated himself from this reproach, and discarded a num-

ber of notions which he had cherished during nearly half

a century. The edition of his Introduction
,
prepared in

the year 1788, estimates, justly, together with Semler, the

real value of the so styled latinising manuscripts, and the

high antiquity of their text. It purports to be an abstract

of critical proceedings adapted to certain principal divi-
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sions of the general subject
;
made, however, in a peculiar

manner, as Michaelis himself had always practised it. It

establishes, also, more firmly than had heretofore been

done* the authority of some of the writings of the New
Testament

;
those, for example, of Mark and of Luke.

Thus the mind of Michaelis, contrary to the usual course

of things, remained, even in his old age, so pliant as to

admit an entire change of his early ideas.

The same critical materials might, it is true, in our day,

have been disposed of in a more novel, free, and summa-

ry manner
;

it is questionable, however, whether we
should have obtained the same rich store of original results.

But a capital consideration, which should not have been

disregarded, has, unfortunately, been overlooked by Mi-

chaelis, viz. the enquiry into the religious notions of the

Jews at the time of Christ and the Apostles, which would

have enabled him to have seen, more satisfatorily, how
Christianity arose out of Judaism

;
with what wisdom

Christ and the Apostles conducted themselves in the first

establishment and promulgation of our religion
;
how they

connected their new doctrines with the old ones
;

where

they adhered to the old path where they advanced fur-

ther
;
and where they moulded every thing anew. In the

present state of these researches, the distance between the

Old and the New Testament, and the transition from the

one to the other, appear too great.

Sound exegesis was a thing unknown, when Michaelis

commenced his carreer. It was even inferior to that

which preailed two centuries before.

At the period of the reformation, all the arts of inter-

pretation were in full exercise—a natural consequence of

the enthusiasm, with which the study of the ancient clas-

sics had been prosecuted for nearly a century. This state

of things was succeeded by the arts of controversy. Bar-

barism, however, as might naturally be expected, reigned
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in all the departments of theology, until within about fifty

years of the present day. Grotius, indeed, who had

grown up in the study of the ancient classics, made an ef-

fort to restore this state of things; but his mild and bene-

volent voice was drowned amidst the barbarous-yells of

the German theologians, led on by Salov.

Meanwhile the study of the ancient languages was revi-

ved. The oriental languages established themselves at

Halle, in the very school from which Michaelis came.

But they lent no aid to the exegesis of the Bible. What
was only the means was regarded as the end. Philologi-

cal learning was sought for, merely for its own sake, as if

no nobler use of it could be conceived. An idle rummag-

ing among words, tedious etymologies, and grammatical

speculations, afforded the principal gratification. The phi-

lologists knew not howto turn their treasure to advantage.

If they applied them to the Bible, they busied themselves

eternally with mere words and phrases and syllabifica-

tion, and laid immense stress upon every syllable, which

was certainly never intended by the original author.

They had not even a remote apprehension of that which

gives life and fruitfulness to the busines of interpretation,

viz. penetrating views of the peculiarities of the ancient

language, and of the course and connexion of the thoughts

in any work
;
the development of these from the spirit of

the times, and from the character and prevailing sentiments

of every period. As to the didactic theologians, they oc-

cupied too proud a station in their lordly systems, to con-

descend to enter the humble abodes of philology. They

adhered to Luther’s translation, and expounded it—the

genuine protestant Vulgate of those days.

The progress of deism, which was sounding, through-

out England, its loud scoffs at all positive religion, at

length constrained the British theologians to defend their

territories by means of a better study of the Bible. But

they had among them, at that time, no philologist whe

M M
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could commence with grammatical-philological explana-

tions. Their sagacity, however, provided a remedy.

The significations of the words, and the sense of the

whole, were elicited by an acute analysis of the whole

connexion ; and the results were comprehended in ver-

bose, and diffuse paraphrases—the most effectual method

of concealing their ignorance of the original language,

from themselves and others.

With this sort of exegesis, Michaelis became acquainted,

during his residence in England. With all its imperfec-

tions, it was still more rich and instructive than the miser-

able mode which prevailed in his own country
;
and he

thought it, therefore, worthy of imitation, in Germany.

To commence, he furnished Latin translations of English

paraphrasis
;

of Benson, on James, in the year 1746
;
of

Pierce, on the Epistle to the Hebrews, in the year

1747 . He then proceeded to paraphrases of his own. In

the year 1750
,
appeared his paraphrase of the minor epis-

tles of Paul
; in the year 1751

,
his poetical paraphrase of

Ecclesiastes; and in the year 1762
,
his paraphrase of the

epistle of Paul to the Hebrews. This mode of exegesis

was now fairly introduced into Germany, and remained in

favor till Michaelis led the way again to a new one. No
one was sooner convinced of its inconveniencies and its

unhappy consequences. It is too easily satisfied with re-

mote philological evidences in support of the adopted

meaning, and leads us astray from accurate grammatical

interpretation, which alone can furnish satisfactory results
;

it makes no distinction between the ideas of the paraphra-

sed author, and those of the paraphrast, and the reader is in

danger of mistaking the latter for the former
;

it obliterates

also all the spirit of the author and communicates a spirit

not his own. Michaelis, therefore, began with improving

the English mode, and accompanied his paraphrases with

rich philological observations, which especially adorn his

epistle to the Hebrews
; he finally abandoned it entirely,
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and preferred, what was decidedly better, accurate trans-

lations with explanatory observations.

The Germans, under his guidance, began again to inter-

pret the Scriptures for themselves
; to elicit their meaning,

as was customary at the time of the reformation, by means

of grammatical interpretation
; and also to investigate it,

historically, from the spirit of those ancient times, from

history, antiquities, customs, opinions, and modes of think-

ing ;
and to furnish materials, thus approved, for a sys-

tematic theology. In the criticism of the Old Testament,

he continued to lead the way alone ; in that of the New
Testament, however, he found, in Ernesti, an active coad-

jutor.

With his Commentary on the Bible , if regarded in

the proper light, commences a new period of Biblical exe-

gesis. If I mistake not, the translation was merely a

subordinate concern
;
the observations constitute the prin-

cipal and by far the richest portion, oi which the transla-

tion was only the vehicle.

The circumstances of the times, and the nature and com-

pass of the work, prevented him from giving his transla-

tion a substantial and classical form. The period in which

he was educated, was ill adapted to communicate to his

German style, any degree of consciseness, flexibility and

skill. After he had improved it, it was still too verbose

for the concisely descriptive poetry of the Hebrews, and

too fond of measured periods for their prose. In the po-

etry, he failed in a due measure of vigor and fulness
;

in

the prose, he was deficient in thorough simplicity. A
tasteful translation, however, is seldom the production of

a philologist, absorbed in critical labors and buried amongst

various readings. Weary and dispirited w'ith his wander-

ings in the sandy desert of criticism, which must, of ne-

cessity, be passed; he must nevertheless elevate his mind

with unwonted freedom in order to conceive, and express

in another language, every new shade of meaning in the
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ancient author, whose language differs from his so widely

in spirit and character. A thorough proficient in the an-

cient languages, he must display an equal proficiency in

modern languages also, in order to keep pace with his au-

thor in feeling, thinking, and expression. Abounding in

learned philological researches, he must nevertheless lay

aside his wealth, and find his greatness in a poverty and

simplicity, to which he is not accustomed. How could a

teacher at the university, occupied with a daily round of

laborious employments, submit himself to the necessary

task of examining, with rigid scrutiny, every word, in or-

der to remain faithful to the original in their choice and

collocation
;
and to communicate to the translation the

same distribution of light and shade as the original posses-

ses. And should he succeed in reconciling this with his

ordinary employments, in a small portion of the Bible,

could he be expected to make the sacrifice throughout the

whole ?.

The learned interpreter is altogether a different person

from the tasteful translator. The former amasses treasures

for the use of the latter, that he may turn them to advan-

tage in his own way. Each receives, however, his merit-

ed reward.

The design of the translation of Michaelis, accordingly,

was merely to present, connectedly and comprehensively,

the Hebrew writings, in the sense in which he understood

them, and which he aimed to elicit, passage by passage, so

that his readers might carry it along with them to the ob-

servations. To these he directed his principal exertions.

In these he illustrated his text from manners and cus-

toms, from antiquities, and from natural and political

history, with a fulness which could be expected only from

the most erudite and comprehensive scholar. He then in-

dulges in reflections on the intellectual and moral character

of the ancient times
;

and on the doctrines and systems

of faith which owe their origin to these times
;
and on mo-

ral and political maxims: which reflections evinced the
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scholar familiar with the ancient as well as the modern

world, the experienced philosopher, politician and moral-

ist, and the skilful theologian, all combined in one man.

That portion, however, was the most important and the

most abundant in original views, which derived its illus-

trations from antiquities. Geography and modern travels.

Here Michaelis was in his element. He was not so well

versed in the intellectual and moral character of the anci-

ent world. He conceived of those times, as in a condition

of high intellectual and scientific cultivation. The He-

brew poets, especially, he considered as in possession of

comprehensive natural knowledge, and of an abundance of

other learning, which time, however, and accident, had, at a

later period, obliterated. In this light he regarded Moses, and

the philosophical poet who speaks in Job, and the rest in

order, according to their circumstances. The discoveries of

Linnaeus, Waller, Buffon and others, he supposed could now
elucidate those ancient writings. This same knowledge,

however, he imagined, was extant before, but was oblite-

rated, in process of time,and, as is often the case inthe world

of science, revived again by the ingenuity ofmodern times.

There
#
are other passages of the work, however, which

oppose these views, in which he draws his illustration

from the manners and customs of the Bedouins, and re-

presents the early condition of mankind as characterised

by extreme simplicity. For mind and manners go hand

in hand. If the latter remain simple the former continues

the same, and unacquainted with scientific cultivation.

These latter passages may serve, therefore, for the correc-

tion of the others. Michaelis would certainly not have

liberated the human understanding at so early a period,

from its swaddling-clothes, provided he had received his

earliest education at a time, when opportunities were en-

joyed of becoming acquainted with ancient Greece, its

manners and customs, its mode of thinking, and its gradu-

al refinement. But he had occasion to lament, even in his
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old age, the scantiness of this knowledge, both at the

school and at the University.* Otherwise, when he made

use of the travels, he would have directed his attention

more to the progress of mankind, in order to obtain from

the descriptions in these travels, a consistant picture of the

primitive condition of the human understanding, which

would necessarily have thrown a very different light upon

the works of the Hebrews. But his early education ren-

dered this impossible. Let not this defect, however, de-

tract, for a moment, from his reputation and his immense

desert. It is a duty we owe to historical justice, to con-

template every great man in his own times.

Many of his exegetical explanations of the Old Testa-

ment are obnoxious to the objection before mentioned.

But the New Testament approached nearer to our own

times, and has been well elucidated by contemporaries.

Like an experienced master of his art, Michaeiis knew

how to avail himself of the raw materials furnished by

Lightfoot, Schoettgen, and Wetstein, so as to present an

admirable picture of the intellectual character of those

times
;
he knew how to distribute, in a becoming manner,

the light and the shade, and to mingle, in such a manner

the earlier and the later coloring, that it eventually became

what was necessary for the illustration of the New Testa-

ment. We may, perhaps, desire something different in

particular passages ;
the work, however, as a whole, will

still continue to sustain his reputation.

In the midst of this store of exegetical and historical

learning, nothing but a knowledge of philosophy was want-

ing, to perfect in Michaeiis the great theologian. He was

not, however, entirely deficient in this department. With

the philosophy of Leibnitz and Woif, he had formed a

more accurate and profound acquaintance, tnan many of

its most distinguished advocates. It became his guide in

* Beyer's Magazine for Preachers, B. II. Art. 6. p. 2, 8, 7.
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the labyrinths of theology, a far belter and safer guide than

the philosophising didactic iheologians of this school, en-

tirely destitute of the aid of philological learning, and

whose names now repose in qui< t with their ashes.* Mi-

chaelis, however, with his peculiar exegetical acuteness

sought only to ascertain, in every case, what the Bible

really taught. He examined rigidly the dicta c/assica,

which under his hand, vanished, with the exception of a

few, much*to the fright of the didactic theologians. He
then weighed carefully, up'm rational principles, what re-

mained after this refining process of his exegesis, and as-

sisted, to the utmost of his abilities, to do away the old

complaints, that the Bible and reason could not dwell to-

gether in perfect harmony. His theological style and

manner was rather popular than scholastic ; from which

circumstance may be explained why, in the discussion of

every doctrine, he did not connect exegesis and philosophy

with history, for the purpose of eliciting from the spirit of

the times, the origin and various forms of the doctrine, in

all its bearings ; and of placing its present form in the best

possible light—the only means, if I am not mistaken, of

rendering the young theologian skilfull in every part of

this science, and of renderir g it, without any reference to

a future office, an interesting study for the philosophical

mind. It was not the design, however, of Michaelis, in

adopting this popular manner, to underrate the other which

is altogether indispensible for genuine theological learning,

although it be encumbered with the technical phraseology

of the schools. He who was so substantial a promoter of

solid learning, could never hive designed to obstruct the

avenue to the noble doctrinal works of the earlier period

* His application of the philosophy of Wolf may be seen to the

best advntage in his Thoughts on the Doctrines of Sin and Atone-

ment.
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of the reformation ;
which, happily for the reputation of

a goodly number of modern theologians, are now no lon-

ger in general circulation.

He taught, generally speaking, the pure doctrines of the

church ; regarding, however, more the spirit of its sym-

bolical books, than the exact letter ; and he defended these

doctrines, with a fund of theological learning, and in a

manner, in which a few only, during the most efficient

period of his life, were able to defend them.

His doctrinal views influenced powerfully the period in

which he lived, and prepared the way for the present im-

provements in theology. This was owing, however, more

to his exegetical writings, than to his manual of doctrinal

theology. This last produced in Germany no general sen-

sation ; undoubtedly because it could not boast for its au-

thor, a man in a black coat who had been dubbed a doctor

of theology. In Sweden, much to the edification of the

German zealots, a formal auto da fe was celebrated in con-

sequence of it. Notwithstanding this, Michaelis triumph-

ed also here with uncommon good fortune. Count Hop-

ken, at that time Chancellor of the university at Upsala,

who was led by the proceedings against the book to give

it a perusal, expressed, in behalf of his nation, his chagrin

at its treatment, and persuaded his king, eighteen years af-

ter this act of injustice, to make amends to the author for

it, by conferring upon him the order of the Star.

Michaelis was not satisfied with the form which the di-

dactic theology of Germany had assumed during the last

twenty years. He was not pleased with the fashion, be-

ginning to prevail of throwing together what was ancient

and what was modern, without any compacted system, al-

though they were so widely different in nature and spirit
;

of giving with one hand what was taken away again with

the other
;

of destroying on one page, what had been es-

tablished on the preceding. And what man, of any intel-

lectual strength and character, could regal'd with compla-
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ceney this superficial and sophistical manner? Certain it

is, this method is not the prevailing one in Germany; nor,

from its very nature, can it ever come into general use,

for any length of time. Still, there is reason to believe,

that Michaelis regarded the condition of didactic theolo-

gy as much worse than it really was. This was owing,

perhaps, to the fact, that old age generally renders the mind

more timid and scrupulous
;
or to the fact, that he could

no longer embrace, within the compass of his reading,

every thing which the modern investigations in theology

had brought to light and established. Michaelis was, accord-

ingly, in his later days, as much revered as the patriarch

and support of the old faith, as he had been reviled and

abused, in his younger days, as the leader of the reformers

of theology. He could hardly have practised a deception

in this case. This was not in his nature
;

his step also

was too firm and his tone much too decided, to permit us

to indulge the suspicion. It was perhaps a pause in the pro-

gress of his intellectual illumination, fully consistent with

the law of our intellectual nature. It fares, in this respect,

with an individual as with mankind collectively. As there

is a fixed point in the period of the existence of mankind

collectively, with regard to their illumination, beyond

which they cannot proceed, and in any attempt to advance

beyond which they must pay dear for their temerity
;
so it

is also with every individual man. He may indeed be-

come more learned, but not more enlightened. Where-

abouts, in every individual case, these limits commence, is

frequently determined by accident, mode of life, place of

residence, intercourse of earlier and later years, peculiar

organization, and an innumerable aggregate of trivial cir-

cumstances. Michaelis, by the aid of his extraordinary

talents, reached rapidly and early his highest point. Here

his limit was set. It seems indeed to evince uncommon
strength and skill in a mind, to be able to assume every

form at every age of fife
;
but .we should often be deceiv-

es Sf
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ed, if we attempted to test, by this standard, the pow-

ers of contemporary scholars. He who has marked out

for himself an extensive sphere, can no longer, after a cer-

tain age, be present with his mind, in every part; while his

neighbour finds himself easily at home in every part of his

contracted circle. But which one deserves the greater ad-

miration ? How often is it the case that a scholar remains

far in advance of his contemporaries, merely because he

has had the good luck, and the science in which he labors

the ill luck, to have been kept aloof, for a long time,

from all men of talents; and that frequently, during whole

generations, a curse seems to rest upon science. Praise

and censure on the point are to be dispensed with much

care. Let it suffice that Michaelis continued at the head

of his contemporaries, in many other departments, until

his death. Could this be expected 'of him in all ?

In the midst of all the dislike which he manifested to-

ward a great portion of the latest improvements in didactic

theology, he continued always tolerant. For myself at

least, I do not recollect, at present, in his writings, any

violence of expression, any malicious side-long glances at

the later theologians ;
but merely open-hearted disappro-

bation of their doctrinal-system, couched in serious lan-

guage, such as is wont to accompany a man of intellectual

firmness. Decidedly devoted, as he believed, to the sys-

tem of doetrines of the symbolical books of his church, it

was nevertheless entirely contrary to his views, to repress

or forbid discussions concerning their contents. He ex-

pressed himself, in the last years of his life, on this subject,

by word of mouth, before many witnesses, in a most de-

cided and emphatic manner.

With his system of morals, my acquaintance, drawn

from detached expressions of his translation of the Bible, is

much too slight to enable me to characterize it fully. Accor-

ding to these expressions, it was deeply tinged with a rigid

scrupulousness—undoubtedly a remnant of the over-strain-
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ed piety of the school in which he was educated. He has left

a work on this subject fully completed, which, according

to his last will, is to appear in print before every other.

Michaelis thus embraced, in his capacious mind,

many departments, in a manner always peculiar and al-

ways eminent. In every one he communicated the tone

for a long time, and in many, until his death. For this

great superiority, he was indebted to the unceasing study

of the sources of his sciences. He took no one at his word.

He considered no investigations as closed, and regarded

no magisterial assertions. Sometimes, indeed, this new
labor was superfluous

;
but it was never entirely useless.

The.investigation received, at least, through him, a new
direction

;
it became new to whatever point it was direct-

ed ;
and conducted to other subordinate points hitherto

untouched. And if he sometimes neglected, (as was per-

haps the fact) to compare the labors of others, until his

own investigations were brought to a close, still, no gap

is left in his investigation, and no complaints can justly be

indulged, of a proud disregard of earlier merit. He cer-

tainly availed himself willingly, in his researches, of the

assistance and counsel of his friends at hand and at a dis-

tance. Every one also received credit for his own con-

tribution, however trivial, as if it were a most important

public concern
;

for every one found it again, with the

mention of his name, in the writings of Michaelis.

Considering the striking peculiarity of his whole mind,

the many new results with which ' his writings abounded,

and his frequent opposition to prevailing notions, he could,

in the ordinary course of events, scarcely count upon uni-

versal approbation. But what great man has not met with

more opposition than applause from his contemporaries ?

A great and bold undertaking is not suited to the ordinary

dimensions of human talents, and from this circumstance

meets with opposition
;
but it does not follow from this that
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it should not ni^et with a merited reception from talents of

the right grade.

He was less solicitous about the exterior decorations,

than about the internal value of his works. His latin style,

during those years in which he was wont to polish with

care, bore evident marks of a good knowledge of classical

latinity ; and even in his later years, when old age enjoin-

ed a greater degree of haste, it still betrayed the good soil

from which it sprang. With the improvement of our ver-

nacular language, which took place during his years of

manhood, his own German style was also improved
;
and

there was a period of his life, in which he was ambitious

of the honor of being numbered amongst the wits otGer-

many ; after a while the serious sciences pleased him bet-

ter, and thenceforth he aimed in his writings more at the

excellencies of a conversational manner, than at elaborate

ornament and conciseness. On this account, he was wont

to entangle his discourse with p&rticipial connexions, and

to interlard it with French words, even where they con-

tributed, in clearness or strength, nothing more than the

equivalent German expressions.

As an author he resembled a prudent and devoted father

who is attentive to the wants of his offspring, and rigidly

endeavors to suppty them wherever they are observed.

He made, continually, alterations and improvements in his

works, and substituted new translations for old ones.

Those who were not aware, from their own experience, of

the labyrinth through which the human understanding

must wind its cheerless way, were ready to complain, in

his frequent and various retractions, of a neglect of earlier

examination, and of the consequences of a' censurable haste;

an injustice which ingenious and inquisitive scholars must

too often put up with from their meaner contemporaries,

who have no resources beyond the meagre inheritance re-

ceived from their instructors. Pertinacity of opinion in a
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scholar is generally the consequence of his stationariness

in the sciences, which is already half a relapse.

All these distinguished excellencies of Michaelis are

known to the German public at large ; his pupils alone are

acquainted with others, equally rare, which placed him in

the number of the most eminent university teachers.

With the exception, perhaps, of a slight excess of wit, he

was free from most of the faults which attach themselves

to that station. He always came forward after a full and

previous preparation of the matter, and left merely the

words to be supplied on .the occasion. Filled with his

subject, he spoke with order, clearness, life, fire, some-

times with inspiration, always with that interest, himself,

in the subject, which awakens an interest in others even

for the dryest communication. His preparation was al-

ways undertaken the day before. This afforded him time

and opportunity for new investigations, much to the gain

of his audience and the public
;

his style, however, lost

that conciseness, which he would have given it, had he

come forward immediately after his preparation. As it was,

he was under the necessity of combining the thoughts of

the preceding day with those last received, which were

not very closely connected with the former; this frequent-

ly led, indeed, to new windings and combinations, but the

thread was necessarily lengthened. Not unfrequently he

engaged before his audience in full investigations, whose

results merely he might have presented; by which means,

the nobler minds learnt, from an experienced master, the

art of research. The others, whose aims were lower, were

satisfied with the naked result. All his studies and in-

vestigations had a bearing upon his business as an instruct-

or, and hence his course of instruction was eminently

learned, and became afterwards the proper source of his

writings. His communications were never designed for

mere amusement, and on this account were the better adap-

ted to form .a future taste for individual cultivation of the
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sciences. All Germany is aware how great a number of

learned men, in his and the kindred departments, proceed-

ed from his school. His whole soul was alive to the in-

terests of his best scholars, as long as they were under his

immediate direction ;
he assisted them with advice and

encouragement to the extent of his power and opportuni-

ties. As soon as they displayed abilities and disposition

for a speculative life, he assisted them diligently in obtain-

ing those places, where they might rapidly unfold them-

selves; and to this end he regarded a distant place the best

adapted, where they might turn to advantage the in-

struction received from him, better than when nearer to

him. As soon as he saw them established, he left them to

themselves, to establish their own fame, and gave his sole

attention to his younger scholars, who were still beneath

his eye. He designed that they should be indebted to

themselves and their abilities, for the final establishment

of their prosperity and reputation.

All this was accomplished by a single individual, for his

scholars, for his contemporaries, and for posterity, by

means of his high endowments and untiring industry.

He first aroused his own talents, and then awakened, de-

veloped and ennobled the endowments of others. He
was the father and nurse, the fosterer and the patron of sci-

ence, in a state of tender orphanage. Poor and needy, after

receiving all the treasures which carne to him by inherit-

ance
;

and immensely rich in the fruits of his own labor,

which descended, at his death, as an imperishable legacy,

to posterity.

Such thou wast, revered instructer, and such, by thine

own exertions, thou didst become
;

in the midst of all the

obstacles of education, which thou didst successfully sur-

mount
;
and all the difficulties of thy situation, which thou

didst overcome ; and all the follies of thy contemporaries,

which thou didst bear with patience. Such were thy la-

bors, although reviled from the commencement by thy ig-
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aorant contemporaries, and frequently persecuted and at-

tacked by malicious envy and bitter malice ; unapprecia-

ted in thy life time by many of thy contemporaries, and

now in death—Unrequited. Unconcerned about the arts

of thine enemies, the designs of thine enviers, and the ma-

lice of the ignorant ; known and respected by kings, priz-

ed by their ministers, and admired by Europe ; thou didst

pursue thine untrodden way, for the enlargement of the

kingdom of truth and of science, and didst bear, with

thine own name, the name of Georgia Augusta far be-

yond the limits of Germany, into every civilized land of

Europe.

And now thou reposest, with all thine admirable en-

dowments, where the ashes of common men repose. But

thou shalt not be forgotten. Thine image remains deeply

imprinted on the heart of Georgia Augusta, and time will

carry thy name down through the endless lapse of suc-

ceeding generations.
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The following article is intended as introductory to a Sy-

nopsis of Biblical Criticism : by which is meant that de-

partment of the Theological Science, whose object is to

ascertain the Text of the Sacred writings. It is not long

since this department was the main object of interest and

study, among Biblical scholars. Until it was decided to

what extent the Scriptures were corrupted, or how far the

readings derived from various sources, differed from each

other, and from the received text, critics were almost ab-

sorbed in the investigation, and the Christian public were in

anxious expectation of the result. But since it has been

discovered, that only in a few passages, diversities materi-

ally affecting the sense, are to be found
; the public have

returned to their former confidence, and critics have relax-

ed the ardor of their pursuit.

Although the further prosecution of this subject, is not

likely again to call forth the same interest; it is obviously

important to review what has been done. To learn what

is the actual state of the Sacred text— to ascertain the sour-

ces, number, and importance of the various readings,—the

means by which a knowledge of the genuine text is to be

obtained—and to enquire into the history of the application

of these means. The investigation of this subject, is the

very first step in Theology ;—for we should know what

the text is, before we attempt to learn its meaning. To pre-

sent a general view of this subject, for the use of students,

is the object of this Synopsis.

It is not easy at all times to designate with precision,

the authority upon which every statement is made
;

it may

be sufficient therefore, to state in general, that the plan

pursued has been to examine all the sources of information

within the Editor’s reach, on the several subjects, and then

to present, as concise and as clear a view of the most im-

portant points as he could, making the references as minute

as circumstances would permit.
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i^eOreto Hau&uase*

A brief view of the opinions, usually entertained, re-

lative to the origin and history, of the Hebrew Language,

may very properly be given as introductory, to a Synopsis

of the Criticism of the Old Testament.

§. I. Its Name.

There are numerous appellations, which have at differ-

ent periods, been given to the ancient language of the

Jews. It is nowhere in Scripture called Hebrew. This

term as it is used in John v. 2. (tj £iriXsyop.svi) 'E/3»ai<rri str-

ia) and in several other places in the New Testament, does

not refer to the Biblical Hebrew, but to the Syro-Chaldaic

dialect prevalent in Palestine, in the time of our Saviour.

In Josephus however by yXwo'tra ruv 'Efigcouv is always to be

understood, the genuine Hebrew of the Bible.

In the 2 Book of Kings xviii. 26, it is called J’V'lin*

the language of the Jews. In theTargums, the appella-

tion, holy tongue
,
is first applied to it. The name by which,

it is usually distinguished, is Hebrew
,

as being the lan-

guage of the Hebrew nation. As to the origin of this

p p
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term, however, there has been more controversy, than the

importance of the subject, would seem to justify. Loesch-

er, Carpzov, Lensden, and many other learned men, in-

sist strenuously that it is derived from Lber, or more

properly, ('Efiegj Heber, one of the descendants of Shem.

The two arguments of most plausibility in favor of this

opinion, are, 1st, that this derivation is most agreeable to

the analog}- of the language, since nothing is more com-

mon, than this method of forming patronymics, by the

addition of ’ to the root, whereas the regular derivative

from transiit, whence others say it is derived,

would be 2n1v. in Gen. x. 21, Shem , is said

to be the father, ofalt the sons of Heber, or Hebrews, as

sons of Israel, are Israelites. Hence it is maintained,

that Hebrew, is as obviously derived from Heber. as Is-

raelite, from Israel. But as no particular reason can be

assigned, for designating Abraham, from Heber
,
rather than

from any otbe~ of his ancestors, and as the name

(Gen. xiv. 13,) was first given to him after he had past

over the Euphrates, fValton and most modern critics con-

sider the name as coming from -Or what is beyond. "'Dr

“irO being equivalent to transfluvius. The LXX trans-

late nnrrr by A 3fau co. Tifatjj.

On the derivation of the word Hebrew:—see Wal-
ton’s Prolegomena, page 5t>. (Dathins* Edition.)

Loe«cher De causis linguae Hebraese. p. 53. Gesemus
Geschichfe der Hebraischen Spraehe und Schrift, § 5,

Leusden De Appellafionibus linguae primse, Disserta-

tion xxi. of his Phitologus Hebraeus.

§ II. The Origin of the Hebrew Language.

The younger Bfxtorf in his dissertation on the origin

and antiquity of 'he Hebrew, lays down the following po-

sitions, which he en eavours to support. 1st. That man

as soon as cr.ated iiad the use and command of some lan-
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guage. 2d. That he received this language from God.

3d. That this language was the Hebrew, and, 4th. That it

was the only language in existence in the early ages of the

world. It need not be stated, that on most of these points

there is great diversity of opinion. Many learned men

have assumed as certain, that language arose very gradual-

ly. That at first man was conscious of nothing further,

than the mere faculty of speech, and that he invented

words as occasion required. In consistence with this opi-

nion, they represent the original state of man, as a state

of savagism, and regard his advancement in civilization, as

tardy as his progress in the formation of language. As
this subject is not necessarily connected with our present

purpose, we shall merely remark, that all the evidence,

which the Bible contains, of the dignity and perfection of

our first parents, is hostile to the opinion, of their being

sent abroad as mutes to gaze in silent wonder on the new
creation, little removed from the irrational animals by

which they were surrounded.

Whether this language, which we have little doubt, our

first parents were enabled spontaneously to use, was virtu-

ally the same with the Hebrew, is a more doubtful point.

The evidence in favour of the presumption
,
that this was

really the case, will be found below. Our object here is

only to state, in reference to the origin of the Hebrew,

that distinguished scholars, particularly of the 17th and the

early part of the 18th centuries, agree with the great body

of the Jewish Doctors, in claiming for the Hebrew the

epithet &sodo<rog.

The Authors of the Universal History, Sir William

Jones , and the majority of later critics and philologists, con-

sider the original language as so far lost, that it is in vain,

to attempt to discover any important traces of it, in any'

language now known. They of course, assign an origin

to the Hebrew, consistent with this opinion. Some sup-
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posing it to be the parent of the Oriental (Shemitish) lan-

guages, although not the primitive language of man ; and

others that it is the descendant of a language widely spo-

ken among the descendants of Shem, yet not confin-

ed exclusively to them. This mother-tongue was spoken

throughout Syria, Palestine, Mesopotamia, Babylonia,

Arabia, and Ethiopia. In this enumeration Assyria is us-

ually included
;
but Gesenixis and others, principally in-

fluenced by the fact that the Assyrian proper names, men-

tioned in Scripture, have no analogy to the languages of

this general class, refer the Assyrian to aMedo Persian ori-

gin. Gcschischte der heb. Spruche, <§*e. § 17. This widely

extended language gave rise, according to Gesenius, 1 . to

the Aramean spoken in Syria, Mesopotamia,and Babylonia;

which includes the Western Aramean or Syriac
;
and the

Eastern Aramean or Chaldee. 2. To the language of

Canaan, or the Hebrew, spoken in Palestine and Phoenicia,

from which the Punic descended. 3. To the Arabic with

whieh the Ethiopic is nearly related. The Samaritan is a

mixture of the Aramean and Hebrew, Geschichte § 5.

These are the languages now commonly called Shemitish.

According to this opinion, the Hebrew is distinctively

the language of Palestine, and its origin, a language no

longer in existence, which was the common parent of the

Hebrew and its cognate tongues.

§ III. The Extent to which the Hebrew teas origi-

nally spoken.

Upon this point there is the same diversity of opinion

as upon the preceding. According to Buxtorj\ Loescher,

Carpzov, and other writers of that class, the Hebrew
after existing as the general language of mankind, from

the creation, to the confusion of tongues at Babel, was after

that event preserved in the family of Heber, and by him

communicated as a sacred deposit to Abraham ,
to be trans-
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mitted with the knowledge of the true religion to his pos-

terity.

Le Clerc, Gesenius and others of the later school, re-

fer, as was just stated, the Hebrew, to Palestine, consider-

ing it distinctively as the language of that country. In

support of this opinion, it is argued, 1st that the names of

places and persons among the Canaanites, are evidently

Hebrew ; as ;n“V Jericho , Salem, Shechem
,

wnnp. Kirjathsepher, %n "1 2$

3

Beersheba ; of

persons •flbimelech
,
pIV’pSp Melchisedech,

nrn Rahab. 2. Another argument is derived from the

fact, that the Israelites appear to have had easy intercourse

with the Canaanites, without the aid of an Interpreter.

3. Again it is evident, from the remains of the Phoeni-

cian language, as exhibited in the proper names, and parts

of inscriptions on monuments and coins, preserved by

Greek and Roman authors
;

that, the Phoenician and He-

brew have a close affinity. 4. And still further, the Pu-

nic as a descendant from the Phoenician exhibits the same

relation. This is strikingly exhibited by a passage in

Plautus, (Poenuli, Act. 5. Scena 1.) in which there is at

least ten lines of Punic, in which the words are almost all

of Hebrew origin. This relation of the Punic to the He-

brew,^ expressly asserted by augustin, “ Hebraei dicunt

Messiam, quod verbum Punicae consonum est, sicut alia

permulta Hebraica et pene omnia.” Jerome makes the

same assertion as in his commentary on Jer. v. 25, “Ty-
rum scilicet, etSidonem in Phoenicise littore principes esse

civitates—quarum Carthago colonia est. Unde et Poeni

sermone corrupto, quasi Phoeni appellantur, quorum lingua

linguae Hebraeae magna ex parte affinis est.” See upon

this subject Walton’s Prolegomena n \. § 13, et seq. Ge-

senius Geschichte, § 7. and especially Bochart’s Georg.

Sacra, part 2nd, ii. c. 5.

This opinion, that the holy language was spoken by the
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Canaanites, is strenuously opposed by Loescher, Chap. iii.

§ 10, who appears disposed (page 57,) to adopt ihe con-

jecture of Steph. Morinns, that some of the descendants

of Shem ,
before the confusion of tongues emigrated to

Palestine, and that from them, and not from the Canaan-

ites, these Hebrew names were derived. His arguments,

however, in reply to the evidence adduced above, are

not satisfactory
;

it must therefore he admitted, that the

language of Palestine was either the Hebrew, or some

language intimately connected with it. But it still re-

mains to be proved, that this language was confined, to

Palestine, and that it was unknown to Abraham
,
as Le

Clerc maintains, before his sojourning in that land.

—

There is certainly no intimation, that Abraham met

with any difficulty in communicating with the people,

immediately afh-r he came among them. And there is

still further evidence, in the names of his family, &c.

that the Hebrew was his native tongue.

A third opinion, therefore, as to the extent to which

the Hebrew was originally spoken, is that maintained by

Vitringa,
in his Obsertt. Sacr. L. I. chap. ii. fie sup-

poses that in the age of Abraham, the Hebrew was spo-

ken almost universally through the East, at least, in Chal-

dea, Mesopotamia, Arabia, and Canaan. The principal

arguments in support of this opinion are, that the names

of Laban and his family living in Mesopotamia, and of

Job and his Arabian friends, are evidently Hebrew,

—

and that intercourse between the inhabitants of these dif-

ferent districts, was evidently carried on, without the

necessity of an interpreter.

It appears very evident, from points conceded by the

several critics referred to, that the languages of Western

Asia, called formerly the Oriental, and of late the She-

mitish, had a common origin, (a fact easily established

from their character ;) and that at some period there was

but one language spoken throughout that region. But
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this region is generally admitted to have been the original

seat of the human family, or at least the region, where the

deseendants of Noah, first settled. The language of this

region was, therefore in all probability the language of

Noah, and the language of Noah that of the Antediluvi-

ans. The question then arises, what was that language?

Was it some language now lost, of which the Hebrew,

the Aramean, and the Arabic, are the common descen-

dants? Oris the Hebrew to be recognized as this fountain

and the Aramean and Arabic as its streams 5
1 am strongly

inclined, to this latter opinion for the reasons detailed in the

following section.

§. IV. The Antiquity of the Hebrew.

We have already seen, that according to the opinion of

almost all critics, there was originally but one language,

in that section of Asia, which includes, the region of the

Euphrates, Syria, Palestine and Arabia. The original

identity of the several languages, afterwards prevalent

throughout this region, is proved, not merely by their

having a great number of words which are common to

all ; but by their whole genius and structure. They

abound in gutteral sounds, so accurately distinguished that

western organs are not able to express the difference,—the

roots are generally triliteral,—the pronouns in the oblique

cases, are appended to the verb, noun, or participle to

which they belong,—the verbs have but two tenses,—there

are only two genders,—compound words are of very rare

occurrance, &c. &c. Gesenius, § iv. 4. These, and

other points of similarity, are sufficient to shew, that these

languages have had a common origin. Of these cognate

tongues, there is one of which the written documents which

remain, are at least a thousand years older than the writ-

ten monuments of either of the others. Of the Arabic

little remains prior to the age of Mohammed, of the Sjr-
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riac, the Peschilo, the version of the S. S. executed in

one of the early centuries of the Christian Era, is, it is

believed the oldest work extant ; of the Chaldee, there is

nothing earlier than the small portion of Daniel and Ezra,

written in that diaiecl : whereas of the Hebrew we have

evidence of its existing in its highest perfection fifteen

centuries before Christ. There is something in this very

fact, which seems to carry the Hebrew so far above its

cognate dialects, that they appear at once to take the place

of descendants, rather than coevals. It is true indeed,

we have evidence, of the existence of the Aramean, as a

dialect distinct from the Hebrew, at a much earlier period,

than the time of the captivity
;
and that even in the time

of Jacob a difference existed. But there is no evidence

that the difference was then very great, as the utmost

freedom of intercourse appears to have been kept up, be-

tween the Hebrews, and the dwellers in Mesopotamia.

The Pentateuch, as the production of the age of Moses,

does therefore contain evidence of the antiquity of the

Hebrew, to which neither the Aramean nor Arabic can

lay claim ; since it shews the language was flourishing in

full perfection, centuries before the date of any written

monuments of either of the others.

j
2. Apart from the probability, in favour of the priority,

of the Hebrew, derived from this source
;
there is a much

stronger argument deducable from its character. Its sim-

plicity of structure, the extensive range of the primary

meaning of its roots, and the fact that it is a pure lan-

guage, that is, that it does not consist of words derived

from various sources, they are all Hebrew, there are no

foreign terms, except here and there an Egyptian term of

measure, or something of a similar nature. In the later

Hebrew indeed, there are many traces of the influence of

surrounding languages, but the remark just made is cor-

rect, as applied to the Pentateuch and early portions of

the Bible. Ther ' is therefore in the Hebrew, every in-
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dication of its being a primitive (or underived) language.

As it is in respect to simplicity, and purity, so superior to

both the Aramean and Arabic, there can be little doubt

that it is much more, nearly identified with that original

language, which formerly occupied the whole of that por-

tion of Asia, where these several dialects subsequently

prevailed. It should also be remarked, that there is

strong historical evidence of the identity of the Hebrew,

with this general Shemitish language. Abraham was a

descendant of Heber,
from whom, through his second

son Jochtan, Arabia Felix was principally settled. The
Ishmaelites, and the children of Ketura

,
also contributed

largely to peopling this district, and they doubtless used

the language of Abraham. In the age of Joseph
,

the

language of the Ishmaelites was perfectly intelligible to the

sons of Jacob. At a still later period, Moses found no

difficulty in conversing with the Midianites. These cir-

cumstances show, that, the Hebrew was virtually the pre-

valent language in this region at this time. Abraham
corning from Ur of the Chaldees, into Canaan, (the proper

abode of the Hebrew, according to some), found no diffi-

culty in understanding the people of the land. And his

grand-son Jacob on his return to Mesopotamia, experi-

enced the same facility of intercourse. From these facts

it may be inferred, that the language of Mesopotamia and

the language of Palestine was at that period virtually the

same. From these considerations, there is a strong pre-

sumption in favor of the opinion, that the Hebrew was

in substance the general Shemitsh language, to which re-

ference has already so often been made.

3. A third argument, in favor of this opinion, is deri-

ved from the perfection of the language, as it appears in

the writings of Moses. It may be admitted, that the

theories formed upon the idea, of the primitive rudeness

of our race, and the human origin and gradual formation

of language, are exceedingly fallacious
;
yet it is equally

Q Q
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certain that a high state of cultivation and refinement in a

language, is an evidence, either that it has beer, lonar in use,

or (a' we suppose was the case with our first parents)

that it came from “ the inspiration of theAlmischiy."’ The

perfection of the Hebrew, therefore, as it appears in the

Pentateuch, is an evidence, that it had been long before

cultivated : and as Eichhorn says (Einleit. ins Alt. Test,

p. 50, vol. I.) it must have existed for centuries, as a writ-

ten language. But only a few centuries are requisite to

bring us to the Patriarchs, the immediate descendants of

Noah ; during whose life therefore it is presumable the

Hebrew existed. But if it existed then, there is a strong

presumption, that it was that one language, spoken before

the confusion of Babel.

4. There is another argument commonly urged in

favor of the antiquit)’ of the Hebrew, which is perhaps

of less force, than those already mentioned. I refer to

the argument derived from the remains, of the Hebrew,

in most of the languages of the earth.— It cannot be denied

that the vestiges of the Hebrew, can be most extensively

traced. Bochart has collected evidence of its influence,

even among the ancient Gauls, Gear. Sacra, p.662: in the

names of their gods, terms of dignity and oflice, imple-

ments of war, &c. The same may be said with regard to

alrmst every dialect of ancient Europe. With respect to

the Greek, it has been the subject of frequent remark,

that not only in words, but in modes of expression the

coincidence is often peculiarly striking. See Ekpenii Ora

-

tio de ling Hebruica
, Ernesti de vestigiis ling. Hebr.in

lingua Graeca, Opuscula Philol. et Crit. p. 171.

The same claim has been made for it, in reference to the

languages of Eastern Asia, but with less semblance of

justice. That the Hebrew has had a widely extended

influence is certain
;
but it still remains to be asked whe-

ther this influence is to be accounted for, on the sup-

position of the common descent of all languages from the
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Hebrew, or from the widely extended intercourse of the

ancient Phenicians with other nations, by commerce and

the establishment of colonies. It is obvious that there is

a very great difference, between the mere occurrence of

a few words of Hebrew origin, in other languages, and

that similarity of grammatical structure and general char-

acter, which at once establishes identity of origin. The
former is satisfactorily accounted for, by casual intercourse,

which is as much, perhaps as can be inferred, from the

evidence as yet adduced from the presence of Hebrew
terms, in the languages of Europe and Eastern Asia.

To determine whether all languages have descended from

one stock, or whether, there have been several distinct

sources, would require an extent of knowledge, and la-

bor of comparison, to which no individual is adequate.

Sir William Jones is disposed to class all the languages

of the earth under three heads ; 1st the Indian
,
which in-

cludes the old Persic, the Greek, the Latin, Gothic, and

old Egyptian
;

that all these have had a common origin he

deems incontestable. 2d The Arabian, which as certainly

he thinks, includes, the language of the Jews and Syiians,

the Assyrians, and a large tribe of Abyssinians; 3d The Tar-

tarian ,
used by the various tribes scattered over the north

of Europe and Asia. See his Anniversary Discourses, parti-

cularly the ninth, Yol. iii. of his works.—See also Mur-

ray’s Philosophical Analysis of the Modern Langua-

ges of Europe, and F rederick Schlegel tieber die Spra-

che und Weisheit der Indier.

Sir William Jones supposes that these tribes or fami-

lies separated so early, that they carried with them very

little of a common language, and that little, in his opinion,

they very soon forgot. The language of Noah, therefore

he supposes, irretrievably lost, and those used by the des-

cendants of his three sons, he regards as essentially distinct.

Whether this latter supposition be correct or not, does not

materially affect the question of the antiquity oftheHebrew.
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For although it would be a decisive argument in favor of the

primeval character of the sacred tongue, could it be shown

that all other languages are derived from it
;
yet it is by

no means necessary, in order to establish the claims of the

Hebrew to this high character, that we should be able to

trace every language to it as its source. Because, even

essential diversity may be accounted for, as it is by Sir

TV. Jones, on the supposition of early separation
;
or if

this be deemed inadequate, we may appeal to the confu-

sion of tongues at Babel, which this essential diversity,

would then be a legitimate reason for explaining in its

strongest sense.

5. Another argument urged by the advocates of the an-

tiquity of the Hebrew, is derived from the fact that the

names of most of the heathen gods are of Hebrew origin.

Thus Saturn is supposed to come from “IflD to hide

;

Jove from iTbT; Betas or Baal from Lord ; Ceres

from D’"n. fruit. The same may be said of the names

of a'ncient nations. Thus Asher gave name to the Assy-

rians, Elam to the Elamites, Lud to the Lydians, Aram
to the Arameans, Corner to the Cumbrians, Madai to the

Medes, Javan to the Ionians.—The origin of these and

many other ancient names, being found in the Hebrew,

is an evidence of the existence of the Hebrew prior to

the origin of any of these nations. On the former of

these arguments see G. Vossius de origine ldolatrix and

Selden de Diis Syriis, and on the latter, Bochart Geo-

gruphia Sacra, Pars I.

6. The only other argument on this subject, which it

is thought proper to adduce, is one upon which great de-

pendence lias always been placed.— It is, that the names

of persons and places occurring in the earl}' history of the

world, are evidently of Hebrew origin, and are expressly

asserted by the sacred historian, to be derived from Hebrew

roots.—Thus DIN Adam, is from HO "IN the earth;
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fnn Eve, is from ITH to live
;
PH Cain, from to

- •
,

r t
I
t

possess Seth, from toplace ; J 7*3 Peleg, from

to divide ; a great number of similar examples might

be adduced. If these were really the names of the early

Patriarchs, it is clear that a language very analogous to

the Hebrew then existed. It is a very common and obvi-

ous objection to this argument, that Moses translated the

real original names, into corresponding Hebrew terms. But

this is a gratuitous assertion, and at variance with the ge-

neral practice of the sacred historians. No instance can

be adduced, even from profane authors, of the systematic

and general change, of the proper names of one language,

into the corresponding terms of another. This was not

done by the Greek or Latin writers in their histories of

foreign nations, nor by Moses and the other sacred pen-

men upon other occasions, as is evident from the nume-

rous foreign names retained in the Scriptures. Besides,

we know that in some instances at least, the names in the

catalogues given by Moses are the true original terms, be-

cause, they have been retained and preserved in the pro-

per names of the nations, of which the individuals to

whom they at first belonged, were the parents.

On a subject of this nature, it is impossible that abso-

lute certainty can be attained, it is rather a matter of sur-

prise, that the probabilities are so strong in favor of the

primeval antiquity of the Hebrew.

§. V. History of the Hebrew Language.

In a previous section (§. 3,) it was stated, that accord-

ing to the opinion of the advocates of the primitive an-

tiquity of the Hebrew, the language of the Old Testa-

ment, was the general language of our race, from the cre-

ation to the confusion of tongues at Babel. Subsequently

to that event, some of those advocates, suppose that it was

confined to the descendants of Shem, others admit that it

was also used by the Canaanites, and others maintain
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that it was confined to the single family of Heber. Ano-
ther class of critics, regard it as peculiarly the language of

Palestine, while others believe it was spoken throughout

the whole region subsequently-occupied by the Aramean

and Arabic. This latter opinion appears to us the best

founded. That is, that a language virtually identical

with the Hebrew, was that general Shemitish language,

which, with some slight departures from its original state,

appears in the writings of Moses, and gradually past un-

der the operations of causes, which cannot be specified,

in one district into the Aramean, in another into the

Arabic.

This language, Jibraham learned from his ancestors and

carried with him into Palestine. Finding here virtually

the same dialect, his posterity retained it unimpaired, and

carried it with them into Egypt. Being here secluded

from the inhabitants of the land, and remaining a sepa-

rate people during all the period of their stay, they

returned to the inheritance of their fathers with their lan-

guage uncorrupted.

It is universally admitted that the Hebrew never attain-

ed greater perfection, than it exhibits in the Pentateuch.

From this period to the Babylonish Captivity, is regarded

as its golden age. The historical, books, Joshua, Judges,

Kings, Sapiuel and many of the Psalms, and prophetical

writings, present the Hebrew scarcely changed, in any

perceptible degree from the state in which it appears in

the writings of Moses. This uniformity of the language

during a period of nearly a thousand years, is satisfacto-

rily accounted for, by the secluded habits of the Jewish

people, by their exemption from the ingress of foreign-

ers, by the language being fixed and preserved in their sa-

cred books, a standard always in use. The influence of this

latter circumstauce is exceedingly great, and is illustrated

by the influence of theKoran on the Arabic of Luther’s ver-

sion on the German, ana of our own version on the English.
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The uniformity of the customs, manners, laws, and

state of knowledge among the Jews goes far, to explain

the reas ns of the stability of the Hebrew, during this

protracted period. This is notan isolated fact. The unifor-

mity of the Syriac as exhibited in the Peschito, (a version

of the Scripture, made within a few centuries from the

birth of Christ) and in the productions of the thirteenth

century, is scarcely less remarkable. The Arabic poems,

anterior to the age of Mahommed, are nearly allied to the

Arabic of the present day. And what is far more won-

derful, the language of Confucius, after the lapse of two

thousand years, does not differ from the Chinese of our

own times.

Although there is this general similarity in the character

of the Hebrew, from Moses to the captivity, there is a

perceptible difference in many respects, between the pro-

ductions of different portions of this general period.

There are several particulars noted by critics as pecu-

liar to the Hebrew of the Pentateuch. It is free from

all foreign words, except a few of Egyptian origin; the words

and are used in the fern, as well as masc.

gender; verbs in X and H are frequently interchanged;.the

fern, plural of the future, often occurs without the final

H, &c. &c. There are also many words which occur in

the Pentateuch which are not found elsewhere, and on

the other hand there are many frequent in the later

Hebrew, which are not to be found in the writings of

Moses. Of this kind Jcihn says he has collected more

than an hundred, omitting the owrag Xsyop,sva, and such

as relate to subjects not treated of in the other books.

After the time of David, when the kingdom was great-

ly enlarged, foreign words were gradually introduced.

Hence a difference becomes apparent, between writings of

this period and those of an earlier date. This difference,

as might be supposed considerably increased after the

time of Hezekiah, from whose reign to the captivity, the
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influence of surrounding languages upon the Hebrew,

became more and more obvious.

Many have remarked a difference between the poetic

and prose dialect, during this period. The former being

distinguished from the latter, by—the use of peculiar words,

as forDIN r?fiN for KiD to come—nSo for
v: r •

*12 "l a word, &c.—words in a peculiar sense “P2K the

strong one
,
for God,—peculiar forms for

God—rnnfor ^\T}tobe—fiiMl? years, and HID’ days,

for and Q'P’, &c.—peculiar grammatical forms and

constructions, the suffixes 1ft and IQ’ for 0 and
• T " T ••

—the plural formed in p and * for D* . ,
the use of the

Piel and Hiphil as intransitive,—the frequent use of the

participle for the verb, &c. &c. Gesenius, §. 9.

The Hebrew then, as it existed before the Babylonish

Captivity, is distinguished, both in prose and poetry by

an almost entire exemption from foreign words and con-

structions. This character is most decisively marked in the

earlier productions, whilst those which were written from

the reign of David to -the destruction of the Temple,

were more or less affected by the intercourse of the Jews

with strangers.

The Babylonish Captivity, was the first event, which to

any considerable degree, affected the purity of the Hebrew.

From this period therefore, is dated the commencement

of its second or silver age, which extends to the time

at which it ceased to be vernacular. The Jews during

their captivity, were probably much dispersed, as indivi-

dual slaves
;

which accounts for the fact that tbeir lan-

guage suffered so much more, during the comparitively

short period of their residence in Babylon, than it did in

Egypt. In the writings of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel,

Ezra, Nehemiah, Zachariah and Malachi, in the

Chronicles, some of the Psalms, and in a few other por-

tions of Scripture, the characteristics of the later Hebrew
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are to be found. These characteristics are principally,

the following. 1st. The use of new words, as filTirb

nT* &e.
;
2d. of words in a new sense, as

in the sense of polluting, of commanding, jTj¥*V$

the heathen lands, 15D a scribe, 1*2^ to arise, &c.

3rd. In the peculiar forms of words, as the prevalence

of the forms p, and fil- 4th. In peculiar phrases,

as to take a wife, HD t0 confirm.

5th. In peculiarities of syntax, and inflexion, a3 3 con-

structed with diseases and clothing, to be diseased in the

feet, to be clothed in purple or linen, &c. 1(1 forint,

i*j for IJ^N, (this however, occurs frequently, in several

portions of scripture, usually assigned to a much earlier

period.) 6th. Peculiarities of orthography, as the frequent

insertion of the vowel letters, the use of K for ,1, and

the interchange of verbs ending in and 1. See Loes-

cher p. 65, Gesenius, § 10. and Gussetins Commentary.

It is difficult to determine, how long the Hebrew con-

tinued the vernacular language of the Jews, after their re-

turn. It is very improbable, as has been commonly sup-

posed, upon the authority of the later Jews, that the He-

brews lost their native language during the captivity, and

returned with the Syriac or Chaldee, according to the

place in which they had severally sojourned. This opinion

is principally founded upon the. passage in Nehemiah

viii. 8, in which the Levites are said to have read the

law, and made the people to understand the sense. This

is generally explained of translating. But the word here

used £'12D means literally , exactly; they read the law

literally and gave the sense
;
that is-, they explained and

enforced it. The reasons, which confirm this interpreta-

tion, besides those of a merely philolqgical character,

which might be adduced, are very weighty. It is, in the

first place, very improbable, that under the most unfa-

vorable circumstances, the Jews should lose entirely their

R R
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language in the space of of 70 years. The prophets after

the return continued to speak in Hebrew, which it is hence

to be presumed, the people were able to understand. Ne-

hemiah (xiii. c. 24,) speaks of those who by marriage

with the daughters of ^shdod, brought up their children

to speak half in the language of Ashdod, and half in the

language of the Jews, j“V“T1i7* ; which shews that the He-

brew was then generally spoken.

Although the influence of the captivity was not so fatal

to the language ot the Jews as has been sometimes repre-

sented
;
yet it was doubtless very considerable. Many

of the captives in all probability learnt the language of

their masters, and brought it mingled with that of their

fathers to their native land. Under the operation o

this cause, and the ascendency of the Syrian monarchy,

the Hebrew was gradually banished from common life

and was reserved for the learned. During the time of the

Maccabees, it would seem, from the inscriptions upon the

coins, belonging to this period, it was still in general use.

But it is probable, that, it did not after this time long con-

tinue to be vernacular. Frequent intercourse with neigh-

bouring nations, produced at length, that mixture of the

Hebrew, with the Syriac and Chaldee, which is commonly
called Syro-Chaldaic, a name given to the language of

Palestine at the time of our Saviour. Those Jews who
dwelt in the East, spoke a language in a great measure

conformed to the Chaldee, as it appears in the purer Tar-

gums ;
whereas those of the West, had a language in

which the Syriac predominated, and upon which the Greek

and Latin had exerted no inconsiderable influence.—Of

this dialect numerous traces are visible in the New Testa-

ment, as in the words A3fta, AxsXoaga, E<p<pa(3a, Ma^avada.

&c. &c. From . these words, and from other sources, it

is evident that the constituents of the language, spoken at

this period in Palestine, were, the Old Hebrew, the Chal-

dee brought from Babylon ,the Syriac, principally induced

by the subjugation of the Jews to the Saleucidae, and the
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Greek and Latin, which the ascendency first of the Macedoni-

ans, and afterwar is of the Romans, brought to bear upon the

language of the Jews. After the destruction of Jerusalem,

by Vespasian, this Syro-Chaldaic, was still further cor-

rupted by the introduction of words, from various sources,

giving rise to the dialect exhibited in the Gemara of the

Jerusalem Talmud
;
which is referred to the middle of the

third century. This dialect is exceedingly barbarous, and

is so filled with words derived from different and dissimi-

lar languages as to be extremely obscure, and often un-

intelligible. The Rabinnical Hebrew, is this Talmudical

dialect, mixed up with words derived from almost all the

languages of the nations, among whom the Jews have

been dispersed.

Although the spoken language of the Jews, was thus

undergoing a process of progressive deterioration
;

yet

the pure Biblical Hebrew was constantly an object of at-

tention and study. This is proved, by the excellence of

the versions made from the original Hebrew at different

periods. By the Septuagint before the advent, and by the

Syriac after it. This latter, whether executed during the

first or third century, by Jew or Christian, shews that the

Hebrew was thoroughly understood. The Jews of Baby-

lon, and those of Palestine, had both their schools, in

which their sacred language was carefully cultivated.

Tire school of Tiberias, was in its greatest perfection,

A. D. 230, about the time of the death of Judah the

Holy.—From this period, this species of learning appeared

to decline in Palestine, until the time of the Masorites; but

in the Fast it still continued to flourish. By the Christ-

ians of the Greek and Latin churches, the Hebrew was but

little attended to :—the former contenting themselves with

the LXX, the latter with the Latin version. When argu-

ing with the Jews, they would appeal to the version of

Jiquila
,
which, from its adherence to the very letter of

the original, they called the Hebrew
;
and from its being
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made by a Jew, was secure of the confidence of their ad-

versaries. Origen and Jerome
,
particularly the latter, are

the two most honorable exceptions to the charge of ne-

glecting the Hebrew
;
and if the Syriac version of the

Old Testament, be, as is generally admitted, the work of a

Christian, it affords decisive evidence, that in this section

of the church, the holy tongue was carefully studied*

The Masora, considered as the gradually increasing pro-

duction of the learned men of Tiberias, proves that this

school did not long continue to languish, and that from

the 5th or 6th to the 8th or 9th century, the Jewish liter-,

ati were laboriously engaged in Biblical and critical pur-

suits.

About the 11th century the Jews both in Palestine and

the East, arose to an unwonted zeal in the study of the

language, and examination of the text of their scriptures.

Shortly after this period, the troubles in the East, led them

to seek a more quiet abode in the West. Hence for the

four subsequent .centuries the North of Africa, and espe-

cially Spain, became the seat of their learning. In this

latter country, they had schools established at Grenada,

Toledo, Barcelona, and many other places. This period

is distinguished, by some of their most learned Grammari-

ans, Lexicographers, and Commentators. From the Jews,

the desire of studying the Hebrew, passed over to the

Christians. The revival of this species of literature is

dated from the beginning of the 16th century. From this

time to the middle of the 17th century, the foundation was

laid for the investigations of later philologists, by Reuchlin,

Buxtorf, Wasmuth, Glass, and others. Schullcns is re-

garded, as having commenced a new era, in the study of

the Hebrew, principally by calling in more extensively, the

aid of the cognate dialects. Since the interest of Christ-

ians was fairly turned to this subject, it would be difficult

to mention any department of Theological learning, which
-can boast of more numerous, or more distinguished names^
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Gappell, Morinus, Father Simon
,

and Bochart of

France ;
Castel of England

;
Nolde of Denmark ;

Coc-

ceius, and Schroeder of Holland
;

the Michaelises, Storr

,

Eichhorn, and Gesenius, of Germany, are only a few of

the celebrated men, by whom Hebrew literature has been

most successfully studied. Loescher De causis linguae

Hebraeae

,

from page 72 to 125, and particularly Gesen-

ius Geschichte der hebraischen Sprache und Schrift
,

p. 69, to 137.

§. VI, Importance of the Hebrew.

The importance of the Hebrew, is a conceded point.

Attention to the original languages, is regarded as an in-

dex to the state of the church. During the dark ages,

these languages were neglected. Their cultivation preced-

ed the reformation, and has extended and flourished under

its influence. The men most distinguished for piety and use-

fulness, have been the most strenuous, in insisting upon

the study of the Scriptures, in the original
;
and every en-

lightened church has made the knowledge of Hebrew, a

requisition for admission into its ministry. An impres-

sion of the importance of this subject, so general, so

strong, and so lasting, is not likely to prove unfounded.

To exhibit in any detail the grounds, of this general con-

viction is not consistent with our limits. They do not

consist in any thing, which relates merely to the charac-

ter and history of the language : although even upon this

ground, its claims would be second to no other. It may
be less copious, and polished, than some more modern
languages, but it is far from being barren or uncouth. It

is remarkable for its purity, its strength, and its compass
;

and the portion preserved in a single volume, upon a sin-

gle class of subjects, is sufficient to demonstrate, that when
vernacular, it was sufficiently extensive. It derives no

inconsiderable interest, from its venerable antiquity, from

being, (peradventure) the primitive language of our race.

It is, confessedly, the repository of the most ancient li-
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terature, of the most sublime productions, the purest mo-
rality, the most refined notions of God and religion : add

to all this, the higher consideration of its sacred character,

its being the language of patriarchs and prophets, and the

medium of God’s communications, and we find in its

character, and history, claims on the attention of the Chris-

tian scholar,which cannot be asserted by any other language.

But the importance of the Hebrew, is not urged upon

ministers, merely as Christian scholars
;
the single and

sufficient reason for requiring of them, (as is done by every

enlightened church), attention to this subject, is, that a know-

ledge of the Hebrew
,
is essential to the proper discharge

of their rninisterial duties. It is their official business to

ascertain, to exhibit, and defend the truth of God. For

this purpose, there is no qualification more obviously im-

portant, than that they should understand the language

in which that truth is revealed. For the Priest, who

goes to consult the holy oracle, that he may report the

message to the people, to be obliged to ask a by stander

what that oracle says, would indeed be strange. Yet how

many of the boldest reporters, of what the Lord has said,

scarcely understand a word of the language, in which the

communication is made. It is unaccountable, that while

any individual, who should announce himself, as the ex-

pounder and critic of any of the ancient classics, ac-

knowledging he knew nothing of their language, would

expose himself to ridicule ; the official interpreters of the

word of God, feel little apprehension in confessing their

ignorance of the sacred tongues. Can this be, because,

a less adequate perception of the force and meaning of

what they explain, is requisite to the biblical, than to the

classical interpreter ? Or is it a matter of less responsibility,

and importance for the former to be correct, than the lat-

ter ? As the inadequacy of a translation is acknowledged

in the one case, it is surprising that it should be denied, in

the other. Were this the place, to enter into an argument
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Upon the subject, it might be clearly proved, from the na-

ture of the case, from the want of correspondence between

different languages—from the great diversity among the

various versions of' the Bible—and from other sources that

it is impossible that any translation can exact}}’ represent

its original. The application of every rule of interpreta-

tion, supposes a reference to the original. It will avail

but little, to ascertain the usage of an English word, when

the object to be attained, requires a knowledge of a He-

brew term : And no inconsiderable portion of the false

views of truth, which abound, arise, from taking it for

granted, that the original will bear all the variety of expla-

nation, which the words of the version may admit. —It is a

point, therefore, in theory
,
universally admitted, that no

one is properly qualified to explain the word of God, who
does not understand the languages in which it is written.

Again, no man is qualified to defend the truth, unless he

understand the original ; because he is liable to be led into

error as to its meaning—because his opponent may deny

the correctness of his translation—because the controversy

may, at any moment be carried beyond his depth, by an

appeal to the only recognized standard, and thus the truth,

(on which perhaps the most important interests may be

depending,) may be defeated, through the incompetency

of its defender.

Again, those who are ignorant of the Hebrew, are de-

barred from the best sources of theological knowledge.

The best commentators, the best systematic, controversial,

and even practical writers, are so filled with references to

the original scriptures, that they cannot be understood,

much less enjoyed, without this knowledge. Another

consideration, of no slight importance is, that the acquisi-

tion in question, is becoming every day, more and more

essential to ministerial respectability, and consequently

to ministerial usefulness. The assertion may appear ex-

travagant, that the Hebrew is hardly less essential for

understanding the New Testament, than the Old. But
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the New Testament, is confessedly Hebraic; there are verf
many of its idioms, and a large proportion of its words,

which can only be explained by a reference to the Hebrew.

Hence, few rules are more frequently applicable, in the

interpretation of the New Testament, than that which

directs us, to compare the Greek terms with the corres-

ponding Hebrew words. But how can this be done, by

those who are ignorant of Hebrew? To all this it may
be objected, that experience proves that this knowledge is

unnecessary, that many men attain great usefulness and

respectability, who know nothing of the Hebrew. But

what branch of theological learning has not been neglected

by some distinguished and useful man. Is the argument

hence conclusive, to these branches being unnecessary ?

If this be so, the course of theological education, would

be reduced to narrow bounds. To make the objection

valid it should be shown, that caeteris paribus
, men are

as useful without this knowledge as with it; that it can

afford them no aid in interpreting, no facility in defending

the truth ; that it can give no clearness or confidence

to their view's
;
preserve them from no false expositions

or inferences ; save them from no mistakes over which

an enemy might triumph ; in no degree enlarge their field

of theological knowledge; that it has no tendency, to bring

men from metaphysical reasonings, (the bane of simple

and scriptural views of truth), to the study of the Bible
;

and that there is no moral obligation, on those who are

aspiring to the ministry, to furnish themselves for the

work, not in the easiest, but the best manner, their cir-

cumstances permit. If no one be prepared to make all

these assertions, no one should disparage, nor neglect the

study of the Hebrew. Haec eo dicta sint , says the German
Reformer, at the close of a strenuous appeal on this subject,

Hsec eo dicta sint, ul intelligamus nos evangetium

nunquam retenturos esse, nisi fiat linguarum notitia.










